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KILLED IN 
ACTION 
Alain Haas 
On 31 May SOF Foreign 
Correspondent Lance 
Motley died in Thailand of 
wounds received the day 
before from a Burmese 
mortar round. French 
journalist Alain Haas was 
with Lance inside Burma 
when tragedy struck, and 
brings us this first-hand 
account 52 
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MR. DELLA 
CASA, I 
PRESUME? 
Robert MacKenzie 
Our contributing editor for 
unconventional ops gets 
involved in just that when 
he's called upon to secure 
the release of an English 
journalist held for 18 
months inside war-torn 
Mozambique. 58 

Special Forces - page 44 

PARA KNIFE 
Chuck Karwan 
American paratroopers and 
pilots are literally dying for 
want of a good knife. 
Why? SOF's 
edged-weapon expert 
jumps on the problem and 
comes up with a few good 
solutions that will save their 
lives 62 

MINI PISTOL, 
MAGNUM FORCE 
Peter G. Kokalis 
North American Arms' 
pint-sized, single-action 
mini-revolver in .22 Rimfire 
is the back-up wheel-gun 
of choice for hundreds of 
cops across the country. Is 
it for you? 66 

MOST 
DANGEROUS 
GAME 
Len Newman 
"Genuine American 
Cocktail-Type Whiskey," 
two grunts with time on 
their hands, and one Colt 
M1911 .45 didn' t mix well 
in 1968 Vietnam. Hint: If 
you're loaded, make sure 
your weapons aren't 68 

COVER 

COVER: Tomorrow's special operations warriors are being 
trained today at the John F. Kennedy Special Warfare 
Center and School. Just what does It take to wear the 
Special Forces green beret? SF Major R.B. Anderson 
takes a look at the extraordinary curriculum and training 
that produces America's best, beginning on page 44. 
Photo: DoD 
INSET: SOF Foreign Correspondent Lance Motley In the 
field with Philippine army patrol hunting communist 
Insurgents. French journalist Alain Haas reports on the 
circumstances that ended Lance's life In Burma earlier 
this year. Story on page 52. 
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THE body of Lieutenant Colonel William Higgins was still dangling 
at the end of a Shi'ite noose on global television when articles 

started to appear in the press intimating that the president would find 
he had few military options available to him should he choose 
to retaliate. 

And, incredibly, the commander-in-chief has all but agreed. 
The truth is the president has an abundance of options available to 

him should he choose to use them. For the record, here are five: 
1) Ask Congress to declare war on Iran, Syria and Lebanon, and 

wage war until they cough up the hostages or are totally destroyed. 
The taking of American hostages in Lebanon is done with the intent of 

manipulating American foreign policy, and as such it is an act of war 
against the United States. It is high time it was treated as such. 

If declaring war seems extreme, it is worth recalling that we used to 
do so routinely when confro~ted with foreign powers who took 
Americans hostages for reasons of state, avarice, and Islam. The wars 
against the Barbary pirates in the early 19th century ended the 
practice for more than 175 years - and also resulted in the 
repatriation of the hostages. 

2) Ask Congress to issue letters of marque and reprisal. 
Letters of marque and reprisal are commissions to privateers. The 

same clause of the Constitution that gives Congress the power to 
declare war grants it the power to issue them. Letters of marque and 
reprisal (which, incidentally, need not be limited to naval privateers) 
are a uniquely appropriate way of combating terrorism, because 
modern terrorism is merely a means of waging war by proxy. The 
issues of letters of marque would be no more than replying in kind. 

3) Ask Congress to repeal the present prohibition on assassinations, 
and when it is repealed, start killing not only terrorists, but the 
sponsors of terrorism. 

Terrorism continues because.those who perpetrate it can do so with 
impunity. It is time they learned fear. 

4) Ask Congress to authorize a naval blockade of hostage-taking 
nations, and maintain it until the hostages are released. 

When you blockade a nation, you in effect take the whole country 
hostage. That seems a uniquely suitable way of dealing with countries 
that have made hostage-taking an integral part of their foreign policy. 

5) Use the War Powers Ad. 
The War Powers Act states that if the president sends U.S. forces 

into combat he must get the 1permission of Congress to continue the 
fight for longer than 30 days: Instead of rejecting it as an intrusion on 
presidential authority, the president should treat it as a license to 
wage 30-day wars. Instead of thinking in terms of "surgical" strikes 
to rescue hostages, the president should think in terms of 30-day 
punitive expeditions to clean out the Bekaa Valley or destroy Iran's 
oil fields, and perhaps in the process take large numbers of prisoners 
- preferably mullahs - who could be used as bargaining chips. 

The question is not whether the president has options at hand with 
which to retaliate against hostage takers. The question centers on 
whether President Bush has the wit, will, and courage to use the 
wealth of options that are available to him. 

We'll see.~ 
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Uzi, Ingram, and lntratec Weapons Families 
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The Uzi, MAC-10 and TEC-9 submachine guns: are they really the ultimate in weaponry? 
Duncan Long takes a critical look at the Uzi, Ingram and lntratec weapons families and 
provides his own conclusions on the state of the submachine gun in today's weapons 
wars. Discover everything you've wanted to know about submachine guns in general and 
the "terrifying three" in particular, including specifications for the various models and their 
variants. Long thoroughly covers ammunition, care and maintenance, aiming and lighting 
devices, accessories and troubleshooting, and even includes a chapter on purchasing a 
used firearm without getting burned. All th is plus lists of weapons and ammo manufacturers 
and distributors and other publications with SMG info. Find out what's really going on 
in the world of submachine guns with The Terrifying Three. 81
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MAKE MY DAY! 
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by George Hayduke 

Hayduke is back and meaner than 
ever with this all-new bag of bully
bustmg tricks. Hundreds of ideas 
from readers who rall ied to George's 
stirring cry ("Do unto others before 
they get unto you") fill this antic 
anthology that will amaze and amuse 
you. Make My Day! is intended for 
entertainment purposes only. S'h x 
8'h. hardcover. 224 pp. S17.9S 

IMPROVISED RADIO 
JAMMING TECHNIQUES 

Electro nic Gue rrilla Warfare 
by Lawrence W M yers 

Radio jamming is a great equalizer 
in guerrilla warfare. This practical 
guide outlines field-expedient 
methods to intercept. identify and 
jam enemy radio traffic. Learn 
about 1amming operations used by 
Special Forces. terrorists and oth
ers. S'n x 8 111. softcover. illus .. 256 
pp. 519.95 

KAMIKAZE FIGHTING 
The Self-Defense of last Resort 

by Mike Vassolo 
In an all-or-nothing streetfighl. you 
need the fighting spirit o f a 
kamikaze warrior. Learn how to 
develop unbea table fig hting 
moves. unshakable con fidence 
and the mastery to come out on 
top. This hard-hitting book fea
tures power-bui lding dri lls and 
realistic self-defense lessons. 5'h x 
a·n. sof tcover. pho tos. 168 pp 

515.9S 

U.S. ARMY SPECIAL FORCES 
A-TEAM VIETNAM COMBAT 

MANUAL 
This is the real thing, a reprint ol the 
A Detachment Handbook issued to 
all Special Forces A-Teams during 
the Vietnam War. Every1hing from 
camp construction to interrogation 
procedures to psyops is covered. A 
must for collectors of military and 
Vietnam memorabilia. 81h x 11 , sott
cover. illus .. 296 pp. S19.9S 
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U.S. NAVY SEAL 
COMBAT MANUAL 

One of the most rare FMs in the field 
of military collecting, with special 
emphasis on underwater demolition 
techniques and explosives. Equip
ment and tactics employed by this 
elite fighting force are covered, as 
are SEAL weapons. communica
tions. driving, infiltration and exflltra
tion, survival. and more. BY2 x 11. 
soflcover. photos. illus .. 240 pp. 

$14.95 

WARSAW PACT 
WEAPONS HANDBOOK 

by Jacques f. Baud 
Know your enemy - and what he's 
packing. This guide to Soviet/War
saw Pact weaponry shows how to 
identify, disarm or even use enemy 
equipment. Read about the PB 
silenced Makarov pistol . AKA sub
machine gun. SVD Dragunov 
sniper ri fle, antitank and antiair
craft weapons. grenades. explo
sives and more. B'h x 11 . softcover. 
illus .. charts. 168 pp. 51S.OO 

GET EVrn: 
The Complete Book of Dirty Tricks 
A hilarious overview of the methods 
people use to get even with big busi
ness. government and enemies. 
rvtore sophisticated and involved 
1rn:ks are included. such as ones 
devised by CIA and Mafia members 
and political dirty tricksters. Ove1 80 
sections present dirty lncks ranging 
from the simple to the elaborate. For 
entertainment only! 5¥2 x 8112. hard
cover. 192 pp. S17.9S 

TO RIDE, SHOOT STRAIGHT AND 
SPEAK THE TRUTH 

by fell Cooper 
Combat mind-set. proper sighting. 
tactical residential architecture. 
nuclear war - these are some of the 
rr.any subjects explored by Jeff 
Cooper m this illustrated anthology. 
The author also discusses various 
arms. fighting skills and the impor
tance of knowing how to defend 
oneself, and one's honor. in our 
rapidly changing world. 51h x 81h, 
hardcover. illus .. 384 pp. $26.00 
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U.S. ARMY SPECIAL FORCES 
MEDICAL HANDBOOK 

Paladin's brand-new update ol this 
classic best-seller gives you the info 
you need to stay alive and stay well 
1n the field-600 pages show how to 
treat all kinds of diseases and injur
ies. In a new compact format, this 
book gives you the knowledge that 
makes the Special Forces medic so 
valuable. 4Y2 x 7'1•, weatherproof 
softcover. illus., 608 pp. $19.9S 

STREET LETHAL 
Unarmed Urban Combat 

by Sammy Franco 
Want to survive a real streetlight? 
The fancy leaping kicks and pre
planned responses taught in tradi
tional martial arts w ill not work on 
today·s city streets. Discover Con
temporary Fighting Arts. a hard
hitting combat system that ends 
streetfights quickly. 5 111 x 81h. soft-
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MODERN SNIPER RIFLES 
by Duncan Long 

This in-depth took at today's sniper 
rifles covers all aspects of their per
formance capabili ties. Weapons 
expert Duncan Long evaluates .22 
LR. single-shot. bolt-action. sem1-
auto and large-caliber rifles. as well 
as 1he scopes, ammunition and ac
cessories that will maximize the1r 
sniping potential. B'h x 11, softcover, 
illus., photos. over 100 pp. 516.95 

CODES, CIPHERS, AND SECRET 
LANGUAGES 

b y Fred B. Wrixon 
This fun. informa tive journey 
through time reveals the secret 
codes of Marie Antoinette. Bene
dict Arnold and the John Walker 
spy ring. plus heliograph sigr.als. 
Morse code, American Indian 
signs and more Learn how to 
master these codes and many 
o thers in clear. easy-to-unders1and 
steps. 7'-, x 9''~. hardcover. i llus . 
272 pp. 517.9S , ............. . 
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c~~.RECTION 
In our September 

issue we ran an article 
entitled "Bring 'em 
Back Alive" about 
Corporate Training 
Unlimited, a North 
Carolina-based firm 
specializing in high-risk 
operations. 

Through our error we 
failed to list David 
Halevy as co-author of 
the article, and we 
apologize to him. 
Halevy is a 19-year 
veteran correspondent 
with Time Magazine and 
a former member of 
Israeli special operations 
force. 

The writing team of 
David Halevy and Neil 
Livingstone, two of the 
world's leading 
authorities on 
international terrorism, 
has produced four 
major articles for SOF 
- "Defanging the 
Serpent " and "The 
Most Dangerous Man in 
the World," Dec. '88; 
"Bring 'em Back Alive," 
Sept. '89; and 
''Operation Betrayal, '' 
Oct. '89 - with more 
planned in the future. 

GREEN BERET 
REPRINT ... 

The Green Beret 
Magazine published by 
the 5th SFGA from 
1966-1970 is being 
reprinted in five 
volumes, starting in 
reverse order with 1970, 
at $25 plus $2 shipping 
per year. Discount to 
SFNSOA members. 
Write Steve Sherman, 
2314 Cheshire Lane, 
Dept. SOF, Houston, 
TX 77018. Good 
reading then, good 
reading now. 
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SOFers Robert K. Brown and Mike Williams (far left 
and right) interview Son San, political head of the 
KPNLF (Khmer People's National Liberation Front), 
one of the few anti-communist revolutionary parties 
of Cambodia. Meeting took place at refugee camp 
Site 2, on Cambodian border In Thailand last June. 
Photo: Wichlen Prichanant 

THE ALASKAN 
CANAL ZONE? . .. 

Wrangell Island, Alaska - the size of Rhode 
Island and Delaware combined - was discovered in 
1867 by U.S. sailors and formally taken into U.S. 
sovereignty in 1881. Bennett, Henrietta and 
Jeannette islands were discovered and taken into 
U.S. sovereignty in 1879 as a result of the famous 
expedition of Commander George Washington 
Delong. So what? What is that while we write this 
the pinstripes at State are holding top secret 
negotiations with their Kremlin counterparts to cede 
these strategic islands, and an oil-rich chunk of the 
continental shelf the size of California, to the USSR. 
Why? Well, we have no boundary treaty with the 
USSR between Alaska and Siberia, and in the eight 
meetings held so far "they" decided that a little 
toward our side would be a nice place to draw the 
line. Senate Resolution 20 by Jesse Helms and 
House Bill 2383 by Rep. Dan Burton have been 
initiated with bipartisan support to prevent any such 
non-elected twits from giving away chunks of the 
USA without a treaty. It is to weep! 

V IETNAM 
TRIVIA ... 

The Official Vietnam War Trivia Book has been 
published by ESE Ltd., Dept. SOF, 7911 West 
Road, Houston, TX 77064. Costs $5. 95 plus $2 
ship/handling. Worth it for trivia freaks and bean 
and bullet counters, too. 

ONE DOWN, 
MANY TOGO ... 

Amid the rash of phoney Viet vets 
and self-proclaimed war heroes 
comes news from Arlington, Virginia, 
that one Chuck "Pierre" Taylor has 
been convicted of wearing a PX 
salad of medals and decorations on 
his surplus-store GI dress blues. 
Along with insignia proclaiming him 
to be an SFC, Taylor had insignia 
and ribbons indicating he had served 
36 months in combat with the lOlst 
Airborne, was in Special Forces, was 
a senior parachutist, had been 
awarded the Purple Heart, Bronze 
Star, Vietnam Service Medal, Army 
Commendation Medal, Cross of 
Gallantry with Palm - even the 
Good Conduct Medal. The court 
didn't think his conduct had been so 
good, however, and found him 
guilty. Taylor, who had been in the 
Army for 10 months back in 1975 
but never saw combat, told the court 
he did it to meet girls. The 
prosecution said he did it to bilk 
some $9,000 from the ladies. But 
scabs like this steal from more than 
their marks when they wear awards 
for which good men have traded 
their lives. 

Palmam qui meruit ferat. 

FOR YOUR 
SIGNIFICANT OTHER . . . 

If you get distaff grumblings for 
having your face in SOF at 
breakfast, fair is fair and we 
recommend you get her a sub to 
Women and Guns, a new paper 
targeted at women who use guns for 
defense, sport and pleasure. Only 
$18 a year from 201 Paradise Point, 
Dept. SOF, Hot Springs AR 71913, 
or charge-card it at (501) 767-3160. 

SPEAKING OF 
AWARDS ... 

Ekho Planety, a weekly Soviet 
news and history magazine, says 
Soviet air force and antiaircraft units 
played an active role during the 
Suez crisis of the early 1970s - that 
they downed a number of Israeli 
planes and suffered heavy losses to 
Israeli air power. Then, Drasnaya 
Zvezda, the Soviet Army Daily 
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recently noted that one officer has 
been honored for his role in 
downing 24 U.S. planes in Vietnam, 
where he and other Soviet troops 
had been sent to set up antiaircraft 
systems, often taking part in combat 
operations. 

AT600RPM-
FROM A REVOLVER . .. 

And for those of you who like to 
feed your mind while you eat but 
you eat with both hands, here's the 
best video to come down the chute 
in a while: Fast and Fancy Shooters, 
put together by Colonel Rex 
Applegate and starring Bill Jordan, 
Herb Parsons, Ed McGivern and a 
host of others. Jordan busts aspirins 
DA from the hip with a 4-inch Smith 
and Wesson, Herb Parsons does 
things with a shotgun you won't 
believe and Ed McGivern empties a 
DA s&'w at 600 RPM and hits with 
every round. Seventy-five minutes of 
history, instruction and pure 
enjoyment for shooters. We had a 
preview copy of this tape in the SOF 
booth at the NRA convention, and 
the booth was mobbed every time 
we ran it. VHS format, $59.95 ppd 
from Wells Creek Knife and Gun 
Works, Dept. SOF, Box 22B, 
Scottsburg, OR 97473. Charge cards 
OK, call (800) 447-3527. P.S.: 
Happy 75th birthday to the colonel, 
who had a booth at the SOF 
convention this year. 
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The New York Times captioned this 
photo of Vice President Dan Quayle 
visiting Salvadoran defense officials 
with the note that "Mr. Quayle is 
holding a Soviet-made flame 
thrower reportedly confiscated from 
guerrillas." Maybe the RPG tends to 
look like a flame thrower because 
he's holding it backwards. At any 
rate, you may sleep well: the 
National Guard and the Fourth 
Estate are awake. Photo: Agence 
France Press by Ivan C. Montecinos 

C'MON UNCLE SAM, 
THINK ON A HIGHER 

PLANE ... 
"It is the policy of the United 

States to deny importation of 
military aircraft from proscribed 
countries, based on our belief we 
should not contribute to their 
armament industries by purchasing 
implements of war," said BATF 
official Jack Killorin. He was 
speaking of three planes imported 
by the Planes of Fame Air Museum 
at the Chino, California, airport, 
which the BATF and State 
Department want to glom. What 
were these implements of war, the 
purchase of which contributed to the 
commies' armaments industry? A 
1947 Soviet Antonov biplane 
purchased in Hungary, and two 
Korean War-era MiGs purchased in 
Poland. The planes were restored by 
museum volunteers, and have 
become the red stars of the 
museum's 90-plane collection. The 
dogfight over the status of the planes 
continues as we go to press. U.S. 
Representatives Jerry Lewis and 
"B-1" Bob Dornan have pledged to 
intercede with Uncle Sam on behalf 
of history. 

MISSISSIPPI VIET VETS 
MEMORIAL. .. 

Mississippi legislature passed a bill 
authorizing counties and 
municipalities to contribute to the 
Mississippi Vietnam Veterans 
Memorial Committee, the non-profit 
organization which came together 
from several groups to design and 
build a Viet vets memorial. The idea 
originated with a group of Biloxi 
Vietnamese-Americans looking for 
an idea to express their thanks for 
the sacrifices of Mississippians who 
fought to keep South Vietnam free. 

A site on the gulf coast has been 
donated by the city of Biloxi, and 
designs have been submitted that 
will honor all branches of the armed 
forces, plus allied forces, with a 
special tribute to women who 
served and names and ages of 637 
Mississlppians who died and the 18 
still listed as missing. Donations to: 
P.O. Box 721 , Dept. SOF, Biloxi, 
MS 39533; info at (601) 374-VETS. 

VIETNAM WOMEN'S 
MEMORIAL PROJECT . .. 

A bill authorizing support of the 
project passed Congress this year, 
representing something of a victory 
for volunteerism, as the project is a 
private, non-profit organization. The 
bill authorized placing the memorial 
on federally administered land; a site 
has been selected and is awaiting 
approval by the Secretary of the 
Interior as we go to press. We had 
250 000 women in uniform during 
the Vietnam era, and a tribute is in 
order. For info on how you can get 
involved call (202) 328-7253. 

FUNDAMENTAL 
PROBLEMS ... 

As many as 30 mujahideen 
military leaders, including several 
senior field commanders, of the 
Jamiat-i-lslami faction were 
ambushed and killed in T akhar 
Province, 200 miles north of Kabul, 
where they had been attending a 
four-day strategy meeting. Sources 
indicate the murders were ordered 
by Sayad Jamal, a northern field 
commander associated with 
Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, leader of the 
ultra-radically fundamentalist and 
anti-Western Hezb-i-lslami. ~ 
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RED Find-A-Scope® NITE-SITE is the 
technological breakthrough you've 
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"Y OU buy watch?" 
"What?" 
The shoeless Vietnamese orphan, 

clad only in green, sunbleached baggy 
shorts, stood holding out the watch 
with a raised arm and mild annoyance 
aimed at me since I'd purposely missed 
most of his sales pitch. "I say, you buy 
watch. Good watch. You like," he said 
again. A small brown hand perched on 
his brow, shielding the glare of the 
bright noon day sun. 

"No, go away," I said, trying to 
brush him off. In the village on my first 
day-pass I had more than a used watch 
on my mind. 

At 12 years of age, having spent the 
last four on the streets of the dust
blown village, making his living shining 
boots and hustling, he wasn't about to 
be put off by some new guy who 
couldn't even find the whorehouse. 

"What kine watch you have?" he 
demanded, grabbing hold of my arm 
for a quick inspection before throwing 
it back with registered disgust. "Timex, 
shit. Numbah ten. Bess watch is Seiko. 
Twenny dollah , you buy. Numbah 
one. You buy!" The boy held out the 
silver-banded watch again for my in
spection. 

"Here, you look!" he said, thrusting 
the watch into my hands. The face 
bore the Seiko name and a promise of 
17 jewels. The crystal was slightly 
scratched and it was us~d to be sure, 
but it was, from all appearances, still a 
good buy. 

"How much?" I asked, thinking that 
maybe like in Mexico I could talk the 
price down. However, what I didn' t 
understand then was that the raggedy
ass, too-thin Vietnamese orphan was a 
Bu Dais, one of the street children who 
even their own country men described 
as "the Dust of Life" and as such never 
had known life without hardship or 
war. Hustling and prostitution was the 
way of life for the Bu Dais. And while 
my American childhood was spent in 
relative ease and comfort, the boy, 
whom I regarded with amusement, 
was a seasoned marketing profession
al. The war was simply a matter of 
business and there was more to his 
business than money. In Vietnam 
small businesses like his didn't go 
bankrupt. Instead, when they could no 
longer compete in the marketplace 
they crawled into urine-smelling cor
ners of rat-infested back alleys and laid 
down and died. 

"Twenty-five dollah. Numbah one 
watch. You like. " 

"Whoa! Wait a minute, sport. I 
thought you said it was twenty dollars?" 

"Then why you ask again?" 
Staring at the street-wise kid , I 

laughed. " Fifteen dollars, " I said , 
countering his offer. 

"Twenty-five dollah," the boy held 
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I WAS THERE 
by Kregg Jorgenson 

Just Business 

Young boys get handouts of clothes 
and refreshments from Marines at 
Truog Son hamlet. Many youngsters 
like these were orphaned during the 
war and were forced to survive on 
the streets. Photo: DoD 

firm. 
"Seventeen." 
''Shit, you boucoup dinky dow. You 

numbah-ten crazy. You new to Viet
nam so you bring cheap Timex watch. 
Watch no lass. You no lass. Seiko good 
watch. GI with boucoup time need 
Seiko watch to lass. Twenny dollar." 

Embarassed by the fact the boy 
knew I was a new arrival and since 
some of the vets in my unit did have 
Seiko watches, I decided to give in. 

Besides, $20 wasn't that much money 
anyway, and it was a Seiko. 

"Okay, champ. You've got a deal," 
I nodded while pulling out a $20 mili
tary payment certificate from my wallet 
and handing it to the boy, who in tum, 
handed me the used watch. 

"Steambath juss down the block. 
You can get laid there. Numbah one 
boom-boom," the boy said, pointing 
me in the direction of the whorehouse. 
Then he was off at a quick pace while I 
stashed the watch in my pocket and 
ambled toward the steambath una
ware that my bargain watch, minus the 
jewels and many of the inner workings, 
had already quit working. 

It was nothing personal. It was just 
business.~ 
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But that's only the beginning, if the peaceniks have their way and Russia ever does take over. The alternative might be to spend the rest 
of your days up near the Arctic Circle. 

Say, what's going on here? Has the Conservative Book Club suddenly started offering 
kooky books? 

Not on your life - and we use those words advisedly. 
This one is by Robert Conquest, who probably knows 
as much about the Soviets as any Westerner alive to
day. Conquest, now a senior research fellow at the 
Hoover Institution, wrote the classic study of Stalin's 
reign of murder, The Great Terror. Co-author Jon 
Manchip White is the Lindsay Yowig Professor of 
English at the University of Tenne&<>ee. So you 'II be 
reading a serious book about a grim possibility. This 
isn't a 1984-style fantasy. This book is based entirely 
upon what hundreds of millions have suffered when 
the Communists took over - /Jut with ingenious 
variations added especially for America. 

When the Soviets Come 
•How the Soviets "will establish their grip on the 

political organiz.ation of the U.S." 
•The unlucky 20 percent: what awaits us. And for 

those not arrested, you're doomed to the daily grind, 
which Conquest and White spell out in detail. 

•How particular people are likely to fare: profes
sionals, liberals, ethnics, clergymen, doz.ens more. 

•The inevitable Resistance Movement: long and short 
term prospects. How you might become a part of it. 
What methods will work best. 

FREE 
with Club 

membership 

Life in the New America 
v Rationing, currency "reform," and other 

"economic adjustments" sure to come. Businesses 
that will close immediately. The lucky few that may 
thrive (so to speak). 

v The chilling war-and-its-aftermath scenario "com
monly found in Soviet military literature." 

v When famine hits America: watch for these telltale 
signs beforehand. 

v Major immediate problems, not excluding gang 
rape by the invading Russian troops (who will be 
called "peacekeepers"). 

v Raising kids under the new regime. 
v From the official Soviet list of people subject to 

repression in the Baltic states, some lessons. 
vWhat will happen to your house. Your car. Things 

you take for granted now that you'll drool over 
then. 

v The New America: 7 characteristics. 
v Where the resistance activity will start. What it will 

have to do first. How the Communists will counter 
the freedom fighters. Where to learn about guerrilla 
warfare, and about surviving. 

It could happen. And if enough people scoff at the 
possibility, it will happen. Paradoxically, this book 
not only helps you prepare for the worst. It also helps 
it not to happen. 

"A startling account of what to expect in the U.S. if we become so spineless that the Soviets take us over .. . If there 
is truly such a thing as must reading, What to Do When the Russians Come is that book." -Wall Street Journal 

"Sober . . . hair-raising . . . makes scary sense .... Overdone? Scarcely. Anyone who knows the literature on the 
Czechs, Poles, East Germans, Ukrainians, Hungarians, Afghans, Vietnamese, and on the dis.5enters, resisters and 
refuseniks in the Soviet Union itself, will be impressed by the low key of the book."-Max Lerner, New York Post 

,------------How to get this $14.95 book FREE------------1 

How the Club Works 
Every 4 weeks (13 tink5 a year) you get a free copy of the Club Bulletin which offers you 
the Featured Selection plus a good choice of AltemalL's - all of interest to conservatives. 
* If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing; it will come automatically. * If you 
don't want the Featured Selection, or you do want an Alternate, indicate your wishes 
on the handy card encl~ with your Bulletin and return it by the deadline date. * The 
majority of Club books will be offered at ]{}.50o/o discounts, plus a charge for shipping and 
handling. * Al soon a1 you buy and pay for 3 books at regular Club prices, your mem
bership may be endOO at any time, either by you or by the Club. * If you ever receive a 
Featured Selection without having had 10 days to decide if you want it, you may return it at 
Club expeme for full credit * Good servire. No computers! * The Club will offer 
regular' Superl>aigaim, mostly at 7(}.~% discounts plus shipping and handling. Super
bargaim do NOT count toward fulfilling your Club obligation but do enable you to buy 

I fine books at giveaway prices. * Only one membership per household. 
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CONSERVATIVE ftl BOOK CWB I 
15 OAKLAND AVENUE• HARRISON, NY 10528 I 
Please accept my membership in the Oub and send FREE What 
to Do When the Russians Come by Robert Conquest & J.M. 
White. I agree to buy 3 additional books at regular Oub prices 
over the next 18 months. I also agree to the Oub rules spelled 
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I out in this coupon. 
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LANCERO 
ARTICLE 
RINGS TRUE . .. 

Sirs: 
I recently read your 

article on the 
Colombian Lancero 
School. I found it to be 
both accurate and to 
convey the spirit of the 
Lancero course. I 
attended the 
international Lancero 
Course in 1982 along 
with another U.S. Army 
officer and two officers 
from each of the 
countries of South and 
Central America. It 
proved to be extremely 
challenging and an 
excellent learning 
experience. 

The author makes a 
point of comparing the 
student patrol's 
performance in the 
context of the U.S. 
Ranger School. I also 
fou nd that the Lancero 
instructors preached 
almost straight Fort 
Benning but executed 
something that was a 
cross between a Boy 
Scout outing and a 
full-up combat raid. It 
was quickly brought 
home to me from both 
the U.S. Ranger liaison 
and the school 
commandant that the 
school is tailored to fight 
a specific enemy, 
Colombian guerrillas. 
Field experience is 
incorporated into the 
school curriculum 
continuously through 
instructor rotation and 
the use of the school 
cadre and students in 
active guerrilla areas. 

Finally, let me say I 
enjoyed the article and 
only wish that the 
International course was 
still open to U.S. Army 
officers, as the Lancero 
school provided a 
unique opportunity to 
learn more about how 
our fellow Americans 
live and fight. Lealtad, 
Valor, Sacraficio. 

Sean P. Maguire 
Columbus, 

Georgia 
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CRIMINALS NEEDN'T 
REGISTER GUNS . . . 

Sirs: 

FLAK 

Many of the latest pack of gun control laws 
mandate registration of "assault" guns, supposedly 
to stop crime. 

Who do the gun-banners think they are fooling? 
The Supreme Court, in Haynes vs. U.S. , 309 

U.S. 85, held that a person can't be compelled to 
register an illegally owned gun, for to do so is "self 
incrimination" barred by the Fifth Amendment. 

Thus only legal gun-owners are bound by 
registration laws. Historically, the first step toward 
confiscation has been registration. 

Gun registration laws are impotent against gun 
crime, and only serve to facilitate the seizure of 
legally owned guns. 

Is that what we want? 
Bill Bums 
Alexandria, Virginia 

THAT WAS 
NO BAZOOKA ... 

Sirs: 
I was reading an article written by Jake Border in 

the October '88 SOF about the Tamil Tigers of 
Eelam. On page 31 is a small picture of an IPKF 
soldier on guard duty in Batticaloa, eastern Sri 
Lanka. 

The author says the soldier indicated here is 
armed with a Bazooka. I disagree. I've used enough 
Carl Gustavs to recognize one. They' re a great tank 
killer. To some of us they were affectionately known 
as "Carl get stuffed '" Otherwise I'd like to say the 
article was well wri tten and for Jake to keep up the 
good work. 

Philip Stubbs 
Trail, British Columbia 

You 're right, the weapon shown is an M2 84mm 
Carl Gustav. 

MUJAHIDEEN SHOULD 
RETURN TO ROOTS . .. 

Sirs: 
Mike Winchester observed of 

mujahideen operations at Jalalabad 
that "with more than 15,000 
guerrillas camped out around the 
city, pinpoint precision (by 
government MiGs) was not a high 
priority" (see "Fury at Jalalabad," 
SOF, August '89). It was as if the 
mujahideen went out of their way to 
find a strength in Najibullah' s 
situation and hurl themselves against 
it, with predictably disastrous results. 
Contrast this with David Bray's vivid 
description in the same issue (see 
"Prowling for POWs" ) of NVA 
strategy as like a supernatural animal 
which, when cornered, could "tum 
itself into molecules of gas, disperse, 
and reassemble elsewhere." 

We cannot help but wonder why 
the mujahideen persisted when the 
advance stalled and their initial 
gains, obtained by using 
conventional tactics, could no longer 
be sustained. Will the mujahideen 
continue trying to adopt the patterns 
of their enemy, that is become 
conventional soldiers, or will they 
return , like Savimbi's UNITA (see 
"Angola's Ambush Alley," SOF, 
August '89) , to their highly irregular, 
but highly successful, strategy? 

Please keep up the only 
high-quality, unclassified coverage of 
military actions around the world 
that we defense contractors have 
ready access to. 

Dr. Linda P. Beckerman 
Marietta, Georgia 
Dr. Chet Richards 
Atlanta, Georgia 

Thank you, doctors, for raising the 
point many seem to miss about this 
magazine. 

PRESS OWES DEBT 
TO UNCLE SAM ... 

Sirs: 
When I read the "What Price 

News Scoops" item in the Bulletin 
Board section of the July '89 issue it 
reminded me of listening to a local 
radio talk show commentator vent 
her spleen on the air after reading a 
tidbit in the newspaper on the same 
subject. 

In fairness to Mr. Jennings, he 
started the exchange opting for 
warning the U.S. troops [of an 
enemy attack] and maintained that 
position through most of the 
conversation. Only after repeatedly 
being "sighted down the long 
trough" of Mike Wallace's nose and, 
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•USAF 
Flight Jacket 
(fype MA-I) . 

Outer shell of waler- 11~\ ' ·_ 
proof. windproof . \,\-?, 
100% nylon _ Lined ~-\ I 1 
wilh polyester fibrefill . ~II' i · 
for com fort zone of · 
aboul 20' lo 55'F. 
Reversible lo survival 
orange: features large 
inside. outside and 
sleeve pockets. Our 
most popular jacket 
for years" 
Sizes : S. M. L XL 
Choose colors: sage green or black 
Item #C-500 _ . . Regular lengths ........ . $54.95 
Long lengths (M, L, XL) .. _ .............. $69.95 

• Military 
Berets -

Jaunty . daring and 
classy - like the 
professional 's who 
wear them ' These are 
official regulation berets 
of 100% vat dyed wool and meeting all military 
specs. Made expressly for us by the prime military 
cont ractor 
Choose the official headgear of: 
O Special Forces (green) Item # H-425 
O Ranger (black) Item # H-435 
o Airborne Paratroopers (maroon) llem #H -430 
O Artillery/Guardian Angels (red) Item '"H-44 0 
Sizes : 67/a lo 73/• 

(Nol sure of your size? Tell us how many inches 
around your head where you wear your hat. We'll 
send the correct one) ..... _ .... .. ..... . $14.95. 

• Medic's Kit Bag -
styled like the ones 

used in Vietnam. Nylon 
with 3 zippered com

partments that fold 
open. New. 

~~~:ff':::::) Item #S-290 .. . $27.75. 

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

~ 

Amazing flu id II iNvELOPE 
When sprayed onto X-RAY 

any envelope .. makes SPRAY 
the paper transparent. 
thus permitting easy 

viewing of the con tent s. After about 30 seconds, the 
paper re turns to normal - without a trace of dis
co loration. slain or odor!' (So no one can tell Iha! the 
erve.lope has been "X-Rayed".) 
6 f, . oz .can will !real dozens of envelopes . Made in 
USA . 
Caution! Unauthorized access to US Mail is pro -
hibited by law! Item #A-655 ...... . . $7.95/can. 
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WE SHIP C.O.D.-C.0.0. FEE $4.50 

• Drill Instructor/Smokey 
The Bear Hat -

Here 's a hat wilh character ll No 
one who wears ii escapes 
a personality change. An 
uncontrollable urge lo shoul 
orders or heap abuses . pursue flamers. or 
write lraffic tickets Lei your lrue or wistful self be 
heard' 
Finest quality. t00% wool felt. made in USA . 
Sizes: 6% lo 73;, 

Item #H-300 .......... .... . . .. . ..... S23.95. 

• Genuine Leather Chin Strap -
Item #H-305 . . . .... . . . .... .. $2.95. 
• Acorn Hat Cord (as shown) (Specify color :gold 
metallic. black/gold metallic. yellow. red. light blue. 
silver) 
Item #H-310 . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . $8.95. 

Sony! No Dog Tag Printing Orders By Telephone. 

• Dog Tag Silencers - black. non· 
glare rubber bumpers for lag. 
Item #X-650 . .. . . . . . .. . ....... . 

• BOU Cap, Winterweight 
(with earflaps) 

C-"'ll_•ol~~---~,:...,..;!~~1-31-tJ~I Latest military issue . 
~ -- ~ Fea tures lined flaps which 
~~~ _____ .:_ ... · can fold down lo keep 

your ears warm and luck 
inlo the hat when the 

weather s ba lmy. 
Sizes run small . 

Choose: woodland 
Sizes 7. 7y,_ 7y,_ 7'/4 camo or 00 green 
Item #H-270 .. .. . .. .. . ... . .. .. . . . .... $8.50. 

C~om : Block 
1r Sllf Grun 

~~o.·H Oiler S~ell 
Color. 

Sizes : S. M, 
Land XL. 

$99.95. 
llem # C-550 

WHEN IN NEW YORK CITY VISIT OUR 
ORIGINAL STORE AT319 W .42ND ST., 

NEAR TIMES SQUARE. 
(PRICES MAY VARY AT NYC STORE) 

indestru ctable plastic: waterproof . 
non-glare. cl ips onlo any bell. Uses 
2 D cell batteri es (not included) 
and comes comple te with spare 
bulb and extra lenses. Choose· OD 
green or black 
Item #R-165 .. . . 

• Krypton Bulbs for 
GI Flashlite -

high intensity bu lb makes your light twice as brtghl'! 
(will work in any standard flashli le) . Installs in 
seconds. 
Item #R-725 ... . .... ...... $2.95/pkg of 2 bulbs . 

SHIPPING 
Please include appropriale sh1pp1ng cos ts from charl below with 
each order. Amounts shown include cos ls ol postage. packaging. 
insurance and handling. 

Orders up lo S 10.00 . $3.75 
Orders from SI 00 1 lo 20.00 4.50 
Orders from $2001 lo 35.00 5 25 
Orders from S35 O 1 lo 50 00 5 90 
Orders from S50.01 lo 70 00 6 90 
01ders lrom S70.01 10 90.00 7.90 
Orders over S90.00 . 6 90 

C1n1dl1n Onleri-Send Double Amount lndlcoted. 

ORDER TOLL FREE 
1-800-545-0933 



as you mentioned, some soul 
searching (can this term apply to the 
news media?) did he relent. If my 
memory serves me correctly, later he 
went back to his original statement. I 
came away with at least a little 
respect for Peter. 

Unfortunately your quote of the 
Marine colonel does not do justice to 
the scene of him brimming with 
anger at Mr. Wallace and the news 
media in general. And I 'think even 
Mike Wallace got the point, 
witnessed by his silence and 
indecision in the end. The point: free 
press the world over "owes" its 
ability to do its job to our democratic 
republic and the men and women 
who defend it. The communist 
dictatorships would have liquidated 
Mike and Peter long ago. 

As much as the journalists would 
like to stand aloof from the rest of 
their species, they owe a debt that 
can never be paid in full. 

Steve Byrne 
Union, Kentucky 

ff an American journalist 
accompanying enemy troops about 
to attack U.S. forces sees some 
ethical dilemma in warning the U.S. 
troops about the attack, then we 
strongly suggest - for their own 
safety - they find some other line 
of work. U. 5. troops would take a 
dim view of anyone who Jet their 
buddies die, and who couldn't 
decide if he/she were an American 
- or a journalist - first. 
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WANTS FACTS 
ON MOTLEY . . . 

Sirs: 
I read in Stars and Stripes today 

about the death of Soldier of 
Fortune writer Lance Motley. I was 
wondering if there would be a 
memorial issue for this man. It's a 
bitch to think that a man died in 
order to write the kind of article that 
I like to read in SOF. Is there an 
address to send contributions to his 
family? 

Vincent A Filpi III 
lncirlik AFB, Turkey 

Lance Eugene Motley, who wrote 
for SOF under the nom de plume 
Gene Scoft, died in Mae Sot, 
Thailand, on 31 May of wounds 
received while covering the Karen 
rebels in Burma. French journalist 
Alain Haas was there at the time, 
and his story of what happened 
begins on page 52 of this issue. 
Contributions to Lance's family can 
be sent care of Soldier of Fortune. 

WORSE THAN 
HAM AND MAMMIES . .. 

Sirs: 
I thoroughly enjoyed the nostalgic, 

if somewhat harsh, trip down 
memory lane presented by Mr. 
Bryan's article "Farewell Ham and 
Mammies" (SOF, Aug. '89). In spite 
of the presentation, some of the Cs 
were edible. I was disappointed, 
however, that Mr. Bryan failed to 
mention the uncontested, most 
massive insult to the digestive system 

ever devised, Ham and Eggs with a 
B-2 unit. As soon as the P-38 broke 
the seal of the can, you knew the 
contents were not edible. I don' t 
know of anyone who completely 
opened a can and viewed the green 
mess inside who then ate it. No 
amount of Tabasco could make it 
edible. 

A parting thought. With all the 
media-generated hysteria concerning 
firearms and their misuse, isn't it 
time someone in a position to do 
something about it proposed 
mandatory firearm education in 
public schools, while the kids are still 
kids? It would increase the child's 
understanding of the dangers 
involved and reduce the number of 
accidents. I'm sure a lot of accidental 
shootings are the result of the child 
not knowing even how to check and 
see if the gun is loaded. 

Chuck Thompson 
Manassas, Virginia 

RESPECT FOR 
THE DEAD ... 

Sirs: 
I just read in SOF where some 

Englishmen recovered part of the 
remains of a World War II P-38 pilot 
from the crash site where he went 
in. Seems they were told by the 
Americans they contacted to put the 
remains back in the hole where they 
got them and cover them up. 

This seem to me to be kind of 
gross. 

Do you know if there were some 
words spoken over the grave (burial 
spot) by the people there? So part 
of the body was sent home during 
World War 11; does that justify 
treating the rest of the body like 
butcher waste? 

When I was with the U.S. Army at 
Verdun, France, in the '60s, we 
were building an ammo dump on 
the high ridge north of the town. 
When we dug up the remains of 
World War I soldiers, they were 
recovered by the French and buried 
in a memorial built for that purpose 
near the town of Etain. Beats the 
hell out of being treated like a dog 
that's been run over on the road. 

David M. Hayden 
USA/USAF RET. 
Wichita, Kansas 
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BLACKS OPPOSE 
SANCTIONS ... 

Sirs: 
Our country is made out to be the 

most fervent violator of human rights 
in the world, and I think it's time a 
South African sets the record 
straight. 

Sergeant Chinal, where do you 
get your facts from? How many 
black South Africans have you 
spoken to who want sanctions? 
Definitely not many. A recent poll 
among blacks shows that 80 per 
cent of them oppose sanctions. I 
would also love to see where you 
saw our defense force cordoning off 
whole city blocks to search the 
inhabitants. Believe it or not, you 
also need a search warrant in South 
Africa. So please get your facts right 
and don't judge events from your 
"window." 

Lastly, sergeant, you say you 
believe in terror to eradicate 
apartheid. Have you ever been 
involved in a terror attack? I know 
what it's like, and if you ask any 
person, black or white, who has felt 
the sting of terror how useful they 
believe it is, be prepared to have a 
flood of abuse sent toward you. 

Oh, by the way, for every one 
white killed or injured in a bomb 
blast, there are 10 blacks dead or 
injured. I despise apartheid, and 
trust me, this country is changing. 
Instead of trying to destroy us, why 
doesn't America help us build? 

Garreth Elston 
Krugersdorp, Transvaal 
Republic of South Africa 

We received a number of replies 
in response to Marine Sergeant J.J. 
Chinal's letter {Flak, April '89), of 
which the above is representative. 
Violence, from either side of the 
apartheid fence, will not solve South 
Africa's problems. Period Economic 
and political sanctions will not 
dismantle apartheid. Period US. 
support of moderate black, white 
and mixed-race factions, and the 
willingness to support US. 
businesses that will treat fairly all 
South African workers, is a strong 
step in the right direction. 

STOP THE 
GUN GRAB 

OF '89 

Continued on page 87 
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DRAGONS TAIL 
BLADED NUNCHAKU 

Must be 18 or older to purchase. 

The first in a new line 
~ 

s199s of specialty weapons 
•Lightweight •Ideal for Competition 
•12" Long •Unbeatable in Self Defense 
Available in: Natural & Dark Woodgrain, Black, Red, White, 

Blue, Green, Orange, Brown, Purple & Yellow. 
Patent Pending 

Send to: Double Dragon Specialty Weapons 
14782 W. Village Dr., Suite #240, Tampa, FL 33624 

Name __________ Phone ___ ___ ___ _ 

Address __________ _____ _ _____ ~ 

City _ ___________ State ____ Zip ___ _ 

Specify Color 
Add $3.75 for S & H. Florida residents please add 6% sales tax. 

Dealer inquiries welcome. 
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ArnR patrolling for most of the day 
in the hot sun, the Salvadoran army pla
toon stops to rest on a small hill. It's not 
easy patrolling in Morazan Province -
never was and never will be. Hot, tired 
and hungry, the platoon commander, 
Lieutenant Morales, a Mustanger, looks 
forward to a well-needed rest Setting 
out his squads in mutually supporting 
defense, the lieutenant ensures there are 
no gaps in his fire plan. Good thing, too, 
because no sooner does he finish than a 
PG-7 rocket slams into his position, fol
lowed by intense small-arms fire from 
another hillock about 300 meters away. 

Returning fire immediately and with
out orders, the platoon tries to gain fire 
superiority. Receiving more rockets and 
now a sprinkling of 60mm mortar 
rounds, the men instinctively tum up the 
volume of fire. Lieutenant Morales de
sperately tries to gain control of the fire
fight by issuing a fire control order. Order 
is restored and his unit now starts shoot
ing more effectively. 

The guerrillas begin to move for
ward, and at 300 meters they look like 
mere ants in the sights of the Salvador
an soldiers. Aiming as carefully as 
possible, Morales' men try to snipe at 
the enemy to drive him back. Moments 
later, the enemy is 150 meters away 
and once again everyone turns up the 
volume. This time the soldiers shoot at 
the enemy as he darts between trees or 
rocks with two quick shots, or "double 
tap. " Still in the assault, the enemy is 
now at 75 meters and the platoon must 
shoot faster or be overrun. Finally, at 
50 meters, some soldiers flip to auto
matic, as it's getting to crunch time. 

The enemy cannot stand up to the 
high volume of effective fire for that 
length of time and have to beat feet out 
of the area. Lieutenant Morales gives a 
sigh of relief. 

Why did the army patrol win this 
one? What forced the enemy to with
draw? The answer lies in the proper 
application of what is called rates of 
fire. The army patrol used the correct 
volume of fire for the distance between 
it and the enemy. As that distance 
changed, so did their rate of fire. 

Each distance and situation has its 
appropriate rate of fire and it is essen
tial that it be used. Now, just what are 
the rates of fire? 

• Deliberate - five rounds per min
ute. 

• Snap Shooting - two rounds per 
target exposure. 

• Rapid Fire - 20 rounds per min
ute. 

• Intense - 30 rounds per minute. 
• Full Auto - short bursts of three 

to five rounds, or long bursts of eight to 
10 rounds. 

Deliberate fire - Five rounds per 
minute, or less. As the name implies, 
this is accurate, carefully aimed shoot-
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~~::==.;- COMBAT 
EAPONCRAFT 

by Jack Thompson 

Combat Fire Control 

ing. A soldier uses deliberate fire when 
1) the target is at long range; 2) the 
target is small; or 3) when the target is 
indistinct. Sniper fire is deliberate fire. 
Any time you need a precise shot or 
need to shoot at long range (300 
meters or more), deliberate fire should 
be used. It is appropriate to mention 
what deliberate fire is not. It is not just 
shooting for the sake of making noise 
or just for the hell of it or hoping to get 
lucky. Nobody is killed by noise or bul
lets that miss! The bullet that is 
launched with precision and with the 
intent to strike someone is shot using 
deliberate fire. 

When the target is small, as in a head 
shot, you use deliberate fire because a 

ABOVE: Marine riflemen of the 9th 
Marine Regiment add deliberate fire 
horn their Ml6Al rifles to firepower 
of M48A3 tank as they engage 
dug-In NVA unit north of Dong Ha, 
Vietnam In the spring of 1968. 
Accurate, effective shooting using 
the correct rate of fire will help 
these Marines live to fight again. 
Photo: Cpl. J. McCullough, USMC 

LEFT: Salvo troopers with SOF 
training team In 1984 learn the 
Importance of applying appropriate 
rates of fire. Photo: Phil Foley 

head shot is the same as a body shot at 
three times the range. For example: A 
head shot at 100 meters would be the 
same as a body shot at 300 meters, and 
deliberate fire is definitely called for. 

At indistinct targets (such as bushes, 
scrub, muzzle flashes and smoke) the 
reason for using deliberate fire is sim
ple. The soldier must try to hit an un
seen enemy by expending as little 
ammunition as possible. Sometimes 
this technique is referred to as recon
naissance by fire, trying to find the 
enemy by firing at likely hiding places. 
However, what you don' t want is to 
locate him only to find out that you just 
shot off all your ammunition in the 
search process. Shooting off all your 
ammo aimlessly will get you a speed
ing ticket under the law of natural · 
selection - the fine being pretty stiff. 

Snap-Shooting - Two rounds 
per exposure of the enemy. Snap 
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shooting is the type of fire used when 
the exposure of the enemy is of short 
duration. During this exposure, the sol
dier will shoot two quick aimed shots. 
The reason we shoot two shots is that it 
increases the hit probability over one 
shot, but three shots will usually take 
too long. Snap shooting is probably 
the most important skill a soldier can 
possess in guerrilla war. Sudden and 
intense engagements of short dura
tion, followed by hasty retreats - this 
kind of warfare places a premium on 
snap-shooting skills. 

Rapid Fire - 20 rounds per min
ute. When faced with an assault while 
in the defense, or to gain fire superior
ity in the attack, rapid fire is the rate of 
fire most commonly used. The empha
sis here is on quick, accurate fire. You 
might say that 20 rounds per minute 
are not many rounds, but remember 
that you're a member of a group and 
the others are also firing at the same 
rate. Group rapid fire is highly effective 
out to 300 meters, especially when 
coordinated with fire control orders, to 
the point that six men shooting rapid 
fire are equal to a machine gun at that 
range. 

Intense Rate of Fire - 30 rounds 
a minute. Now, when you come under 
rapid fire, how do you gain fire super
iority in that situation? Intense fire. In
tense fire is firing as soon as you aim at 
a target, and continuing to shoot at 
likely targets at about one round every 
two seconds. A cadence of aim-fire
aim-fire-aim-fire, etc. , will ensure that 
your fire can be both controlled (thus 
effective) and fast. 

Effective intense fire is the law of 
natural selection in action because the 
slow-footed or the hesitant usually get 
quickly wiped out under its applica
tion. One interesting point here is that, 
because of their heavier recoil, main
taining intense fire with 7.62mm cali
ber weapons is more difficult than with 
5.56mm caliber weapons. 

Full Auto - Full-auto fire is using 
your battle rifle as a machine gun -
not its primary function. Many a soldier 
has gone to his reward before his time 
with magazines empty and weapon si
lent after erroneously thinking that full 
auto is the ticket out of hell. Full auto, 
however, does have limited applica
tions which deserve mention: clearing 
buildings and vehicle anti-ambush. 
When inside buildings, use short bursts 
of three to five rounds. When engaging 
short-range targets, it is important not 
to use long bursts to prevent running 
dry too soon. When responding to 
vehicle ambushes, a high volume of 
fire is called for and you must use Jong 
bursts of eight to 10 rounds (along with 
every one else!) to seize the initiative 
from the bad guys. This high volume of 

Continued on page 77 
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UNIVERSAL 
MILITARY OUTFITTERS 
P.O. Box 194-Bay Ridge Station 

Brooklyn, New York 11220 
(718) 375-6350 

Out ofTown Only Call: 1-800-521-2124 

"WINTER SPECIAL" 
M65 Field Jacket

Available in OD, Garno, Black 
Size S-XL ..... .. ...... $50.00 
Also available in XXL . . . $70.00 

M65 Field Jacket Liner 
Available in OD, Black .. $16.95 
Also available in XXL ... $18.00 

A2 Deck Jacket 
Available in X&-XL .. . .. $45.00 

Size XXL ........ $49.00 

Air Force N3B Parka - OD 
Available in X&-XL . ... $100.00 

Air Force Arctic N2B Parka 
Available in Black and OD 

Sizes &-XL ... . . . . . . . . . $80.00 

GI MA 1 Flight Jackets-"ALPHA" 
Sage Green, Black, 

Navy Blue .... .. . $45.00 
Also available in XXL . . . $52.00 

GI BDVSets 
6 Pocket Pants 
4 Pocket Shirts 

Available in Woodland/Garno 
50/50, R/S, Tiger Garno, 
Urban Garno $50.00 Set 

Sold Separately . . . .. . 26.00 ea. 

GI V-Neck Wool Sweater w/Epaulets-Black. Sizes &-XL . $45.00 

Army Black D3A Gloves w/lnserts ................... . . $15.50 
Write or call for complete Catalog of Military Clothing, Camping & Hunting Gear. 
All orders are prepaid. Please add $3.85 per order for shipping and handling. (Canada 

please add $7.70.) NYC residents add 8V4% tax. NYS residents add 6V4'% tax. 
Orders may be charged to VISA or MasterCard. 

Dept. SF 
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NEW T-SHIRT!•NEW T-SHIRT!•NEW T-SHIRT! 

36-40 SURA.WONG ROAD 

BANGKOK BKky 
~#-1-0-25-----~ ~~~LTE~~ 

Front'--------' 
Lucy's Tiger Den 
White U2.95 

#1033 NEW! 
POW/MIA 
$9.95 

#1018 
Seal Team 
SUver $9.95 

#1011 
Grenada 
SUver $9.95 

GRENADA 

#1005 
Special Forces 

#1024 
Anytime Khadafll 
U. Blue • J 0.95 

Front 

SOG 
Black 
n0.95 

Back 

READ MY LIPS 
... the right of the people 
to keep and bear arms, 
shall not be Infringed. 

~ 
~ 

...,,,,, #1035 Back 

#1006 
Marines 

#1002 - Peace 
White $9.95 

#1021 
Delta + 
U. Blue $10.95---

Front 

Front 

Help A Syrian Meet Allah 

@t 
"Hey, we just 
stepped in some 
Shiite!" 

#1008 Back 

Visit Lebanon 
Tan $9.95 

AEROFLOT #1031 
Aeroftot 
SUver wlth 
design In Red 
$10.95 

~}S{~--
OFFICIAL AIRLINES OF 

THE AFGHANISTAN 
lNVA9IOl!I WITHDRAWAL 

•«ii~ 
#1009 r==x$ a ~i 
SOFHK /)'~"' 
Black $9.95 '-------·----~ 

Black $9.95 ~~~~---~,r-----------,.G_o_ld_$9_.9_5 ___ _ ~ 
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1959 to 1975 PLACE 

#1027 
Rhodesian Anny 
White $9.95 

SPECIAL FORCES 

/' ff SOLDIER OF 
FORTUNE UVING BY CHANCE 

LOVING BY CHOICE 

#1001 KILUNG BY PROFESSION 

SOF Logo Front 
•nctAL ro•cu Black $9.95 

fl 
Back 

QTY. ITEM NO. SIZE 

T-Shirts available in S, M, L, XL. SUB TOTAL 
XXL available for $1.00 addition-
al. Please include $2.00 for the Postage & Handling 
first item ordered, Include $1.00 

3.7% Sales Tax for each additional item for post- (Colo. res.) 
age and handling . Overseas 
orders add 40%. Please allow ~ 
weeks for delivery. TOTAL 

#1032 NEW! 
FDN 
$9.95 

AMOUNT 

MAllNES 
IET•WllYlllll 

..unam ... 
Dlllll ... .,. 

DIMl 11111 llOWll 

Back 

Front #1007 
S.E. Asia 
Black $9.95 

, __ . 

SOF EXCHANGE 

RHODESIAN 
ARMY 

Mail to: SOF EXCHANGE, ST 11 /89, P.O. Box 687, Boulder, CO 80306 

We accept telephone orders on MasterCard & Visa - call us at toll-free -

1-800-323-1776, operator 131 . NEWI FAX YOUR ORDER 303-444-56171 

PAYMENT: 0 VISNMASTERCARD 0 CHECK ENCLOSED 0 COD 

Card # ___________________ _ 

Exp. ______ ______________ _ 

NAM~--------------------
ADDRESS, ____ ______ ________ _ 

CITY ____________ STATE___ ZIP ___ _ 

For customer service calls, dial (303) 449-3750 - between g:oo a.m. and 4:00 
p.m. mountain time. 



GIVE SCtl~ 
FOR CHRISTMAS! 
It's The Perfect Gift For Friends Or For Yourself 
And Right Now ••• It's As Little As $22.95*! 

~ 

Do the same f r your friends for 
only $22.95! Give SOF as gifts and 
wipe out your Christmas List with 
the stroke of a pen! 

~ -

Subscribe Today ... pay only $24.95 ... 
guarantee you'll get every one of your 

next 12 issues ... and save a 
whopping 30°/o! 

Think of it! You can give yourself ... 
and your friends ... SOF every month 

for the next year for as little 
as $1.91 a copy 

NOW T T'S THE JOY OF GIVING! 
USE THE CARDS TODAY! 

*Your own subscription only $24.95. Each gift only $22.95 (or $1.91 per copy) 



Each week scores of books cross our 
desk, and it's a tough choice to pick the 
two or three we review each month. 
We try to pick those books that will 
appeal not only to the SOF readership 
as a whole, but to differing interests 
within the readership as well. 

There are some books, however, 
that deserve mention even if we 
weren't able to give them a full review. 
Some are new; some are classics worth 
reading (or re-reading); some are fic
tion and some non-fiction. We polled 
the editorial staff for their choices of 
"books too good to miss," and this 
month's In Review represents their 
selections. 

A BIOGRAPHY OF AUDIE MUR
PHY. Don Graham. Viking. World 
War H's most decorated soldier, from 
start to finish. 

AND THE RUSSIANS STAYED
THE SOVIETIZATION OF CUBA. 
Nestor T. Carbonell. William Morrow 
& Company. First-person account of 
the 30 years under Castro. 

ASSAULT FROM THE SKY. John 
Weeks. Sterling Publishing. History of 
airborne warfare, from 1940 Germany 
through the 1980s. And, UNITED 
STATES AIRBORNE FORCES. 
Leroy Thompson. Blandford Press. 

ASSAULT ON THE LIBERTY. 
James M. Ennes, Jr. Ivy Books. The 
true story of an Israeli attack on the 
American intelligence-gathering ship, 
USS Liberty. 

BATTLE CRY OF FREEDOM. 
James M. McPherson. Ballantine 
Books. Covers political, social, econo
mic, and military conditions before and 
during the U.S. Civil War. 

CHALLENGE - SOUTHERN 
AFRICA WITHIN THE AFRICAN 
REVOLUTIONARY CONTEXT. 
Edited by Al J. Venter. Ashanti Press. 
Compendium of essays by top Africa 
specialists. 
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CHICKENHAWK. Robert Mason. 
Penguin Books. Personal account by a 
chopper pilot who flew slicks in 'Nam. 

DESERT WARFARE. Bryan Perrett. 
Sterling Publishing. War in the sands 
from the Romans to the Gulf Conflict. 

EAGLES CRY BLOOD. Donald E. 
Zlotnik. Zebra Books. Fiction account 
of Special Forces in Vietnam. 

HITLER -THE VICTORY THAT 
NEARLY WAS. Bruce Quarrie. Ster
ling Publishing. A historian and war
gamer asks "what if" of a war that 
could have gone either way. 

HOSTAGE ONE. David Fisher and 
Ralph Albertazzie. Random House. 
Could Khadaffi kidnap President 
Bush? This fiction thriller makes the 
scenario plausible. 

INSIDE THE LRRPS- RANGERS 
IN VIETNAM. Michael Lee Lanning. 
Ivy Books. Traces U.S. Army Ranger 
history with a look at operations during 
the Vietnam war. Also, Lanning's THE 
ONLY WAR WE HAD and VIET
NAM 1969-1970: A COMPANY 
COMMANDER'S JOURNAL. 

IRON BOTTOM SOUND. Lindsay 
Baly. Walker & Company. Royal Navy 
officer serves as an observer to U.S. 
Naval forces during the World War II 
Guadalcanal campaign in this histori
cal fiction work. 

... 
soutllem .. A/rlca ,."ithln 

theAfrlcan 

Revolutiona?)' -conteKt -

i 
£clitedby - -ALJ.VENTER ... 

Ralph Zumbro 
and James Walker. Pocket Books. 
Vietnam sets the stage for this fiction 
work about U.S. armor fighting the 
Viet Cong and North Vietnamese 
Army. 

KEEP THE LAST BULLET FOR 
YOURSELF - THE TRUE STORY 
OF CUSTER'S LAST STAND. 
Thomas B. Marquis. Reference Pub
lications Inc. Completed in 1934, the 
book's thesis that the bulk of Custer's 
command committed suicide at the 
Little Big Hom was so controversial 
that it was only published in the last 
decade. 

KINGS OF COCAINE. Guy Gug
liotta and Jeff Leen. Simon & Schus
ter. Inside the Medellin Cartel- a true 
story of murder, money, and interna
tional corruption. 

MIKE FORCE. L TC L.H. "Bucky" 
Burruss. Pocket Books. First-hand 
account of Special Forces and their 
Montagnards who acted as the SF 
quick-reaction force. 

MISSING BY CHOICE. Roger Vic
tor. Tor Books. Expat American mere 
in Bangkok gets tied up with M!As and 
drug wars in this fiction work. 

MUD SOLDIERS. George C. Wil
son. Charles Scribner's Sons. How 
good is today's Army? Wilson follows 
the cycle from basic training to unit 
assignment. 

NO GREATER LOVE. James C. 
Donahue. Daring Books. One day in 
the life of a Special Forces medic as 
they hit VC and Main Force units. 

PAGE AFTER PAGE. Tim Page. 
Sidgwick & Jackson Ltd. Memoir of 
the far-out world of combat photo
graphers in Vietnam by one of the 
legends. 

PICKETT'S CHARGE. George R. 
Stewart. Morningside House Inc. Ex-
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amination of the motivations behind 
the charge; strategy, tactics, weapons; 
and controversies after the battle of 
Gettysburg. 

RED ARMY. Ralph Peters. Pocket 
Books. Fictional look at the next war in 
Europe from the Soviet side. 

SHARPE'S REVENGE. Bernard 
Cornwell. Penguin Books. Historical 
fiction covering the career of Major 
Richard Sharpe, 95th Rifles, in Wel
lington's 1809-14 campaign in Spain, 
Portugal and France. Tenth in the 
series. 

SON OF THE MORNING STAR. 
Evan S . Connell. Harper & Row. 
George Armstrong Custer, from start 
to finish. 

STRIKER ONE DOWN. James N. 
Pruitt. Tor Books. Fiction-based-on
fact look at SOG recon team missions 
in Vietnam. 

SUBMARINE COMMANDER. Paul 
R. Schratz. The University Press of 
Kentucky. U.S. sub commander dur
ing World War II in the Pacific, and 
later off Korea. 

SWORD POINT. Harold Coyle. 
Simon & Schuster. United States and 
the Soviet Union punch it up in Iran. 
Also, TEAM YANKEE (Presidio 
Press), his first novel about a U.S. -
USSR war. 

THE ART OF WAR. Sun T zu. Oxford 
University Press. Fifth century B. C. 
work that set forth the strategy behind 
virtually every successful guerrilla cam
paign since. 

THE OTHER NUREMBERG 
THE UNTOLD STORY OF THE 
TOKYO WAR CRIMES TRIALS. 
Arnold C. Brackman. William Morrow 
& Company. First-person account of 
the post-war trials and punishment for 
the other Axis war criminals. 

THE PRINCE. Niccolo Machiavelli. 
Penguin. Classic work on the princi
ples of political hardball that underlie 
every successful government. 

THE RAIDERS. Richard Garrett. 
Sterling Publishing. Short history of 
commandos, from 15th century B. C. 
to Entebbe. 

THE TRUE BELIEVER. Eric Hoffer. 
Harper and Row. Dissects the psychol
ogy, character and motivations of the 
fanatic, be he communist, fascist or 
religious. 

Continued on page 78 
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"The new standard for combat knives" 

~lgoed. With the utrriqlit utilrzatlon of modern technology available, the Innovative SOS. 
lj'.C l¥11Jre1>.SOG's aubon steel blade, Re 57-59, sclentlllcaily tiealtreat.d to achJelle 
lll1eWlftandaro In hlgh·teCh performance, hence the name, SOG-TEC. The holloW' 
groliiilfblade atld-sleel:I grind lines vividly exprGSSlhe superiority of the American 
6/:lltviillf thf'NDrR!ng rilaltf bla!leof choice, In elthef C8lll> or combat settings. ma tile .Illa.Sa guardalbws the gr8alest degfeof pressure to be applied 
cjurlng use. For total control, the SOO-TEC utfflzes an ergonotrically 
designed Kraton handle. Rugged full tang construdlon. Each SOG-TEC 
Includes a double-stitched, top quallty black leather sheath. 
Maximum perforrntf!W8 at a realistic price. 

19..95 

J9$.95 

NAVY SEALS-The US Military's Most Effective Weapon 
Agains~!V'orth Vietnamese Regul,ars and Vietcong Insur 

' ' . 
Now a Series of Unique Videos Dramatizes The Exploits of 

These Elite Navy Commandos 
1. SOMEONE SPECIAL: The marines Send for these tapes now and learn the 
aren't the only ones looking for a few truth about America's very successful 
good men! This Navy film depicts Seal guerrilla war against North Vietnam 
history; recruitment; intense 20 week and its Vietcong ally (VHS only): 
three-phase basic training. o I. SOMEONE SPECIAL. . . ...... . . . . $18.95 
2. MEN WITH GREEN FACES: Find out D 2. MEN WITH GREEN FACES . .. . . . $18.95 

h · ak b USN S JI S I D 3 . NA VY S EALS IN VIETNAM ... . . . $18.95 
w a t 1t t es to ea avy ea. ea 0 4 . us NA VY SEALS ON PATROL .. . $18.95 
tactics and psychological motivation; D 5 . SA VE!! Get all FOUR TAPES 
UDT, airborne, HALO, jungle warfare for .. ..... . . . . ....... . . . . . . $73.95 
training. Ill. res. add 7% sales tax (.07 x total) 

Canada add $1.00 per tape 
3. NAVY SEALS IN VIETNAM: First Foreign add $3.00 per tape 
video documentary co-w1itten by SEAL Send check or money order. payable in US 
TEAM ONE members. Covers uniforms, cun·ency · to: 
weapons, equipment, operations; all gear K 0 LIB RI INC . 
peculiar to Seal use. PO Box 427 
4. US NAVY SEALS ON PATROL: Rare Westmont, Ill. 60559 
footage of Seals on patrol in Vietnam! PL EA SE PRINT 
Shot in Vietnam in 1968 by SEAL TEAM Name. ____________ _ 
ONE members. See entire operation Address 
performed and explained! A MUST for City State __ Zip __ _ 
any serious collector. Please allow 2-3 weeks for delive ry 
SOF SOF 
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CooL, REFRESHING. 
THIRST-QUENCHING -
OCEAN WATER? . 

Where can you be surrounded by 
water and still die of dehydration? 
Anywhere , if the water around you 
is salt water. 

Man has long sought to make sea 
water drinkable. Early success was 
achieved through distillation and 
complex machinery. This type of 
purification isn't appropriate for the 
average boat or yacht however, and 
only in the last decade have 
desalinators come into reach of 
ordinary budgets. 

Introducing Survivor-35, the only 
hand-operated desalinator of its kind 
in the world. It's capable of 
producing 1.4 gallons per hour of 
potable water from ocean, brackish 
or contaminated sources. 
Survivor-35 measures only 22 
inches in length and weighs just 7 
pounds. 

The uniq ue process used was 
developed to meet the needs of the 
U.S. Navy but is now available for 
civilian purchase. Unlike a still, 
Survivor-35 is U.S. Coast Guard 
approved. For $1295 a pop you can 
remove 98 percent of salt as well as 
bacteria and viruses from ocean 
water. If your next trip involves that 
two-thirds of our planet covered by 
salt water you may want to look into 
Survivor-35. A smaller and less 
expensive Survivor-06 is available 
for $525. 

Contact Recovery Engineering 
Inc., Dept. SOF, 1204 Chestnut 
Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55403; 
phone 1-800-548-0406. 

RussELL UP A CAMP KNIFE 
A.G. Russell's knives are known 

to most aficionados and his 
reputation for service and quality 
precede him. Consequently it's 
always a pleasure to introduce one 
of his new products. 

Seeing an unfilled need for a large 
sturdy knife that's equally at home 
cutting poles for a shelter or taking 
down a grizzly, A.G. Russell decided 
to produce Blackie Collins' Combat 
Master. 

Combat Master has a 7.5-inch 
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ADVENTURE 
QUARTERMASTER 

GLOCK GETS SCOPED 
Up until now if you wanted to 

mount a sight on your Glock pistol 
you had a problem because, short of 
custom work, it couldn't be done. 
Along comes Aimtech Mount 
Systems with a solution. 

Their new lightweight mount 
system allows installation of scopes 
as well as electronic and laser sights 
on Glock Model 17, l 7L and 19 
pistols. It should take less than three 
minutes to install and requires no 
drilling. Using a saddle design the 
mount drops over the top of the 
slide and two legs line up with the 

stainless steel, 57-59 Rockwell blade 
and a 5-inch Zytel-and-fiberglass 
handle. The blade is bead blasted to 
give it a soft, rugged finish that 
won' t reflect light. The handle 
features a 3.5-inch removable tab 
that gives you limited storage space 
for fish hooks, snare line or 
whatever you deem necessary. 

by Tom Slizewski 

trigger pin and grip filler pin, which 
are now both replaced by two 
custom screws supplied with the 
mount (see photo). 

They're made of a heat treated 
aluminum alloy and certainly seem 
durable. If you're looking for 
increased accuracy out of your 
Glock with little sacrifice in comfort, 
Aimtech mounts are for you. Price is 
$59.95 direct from the company and 
they accept major credit cards or will 
ship COD. 

Contact Aimtech Mount Systems, 
Dept. SOF, PO Box 223, 
Thomasville, GA 31799; phone 
(912) 226-4313 

Many times these little nooks detract 
from the function of a knife but I'm 
glad to say in this case the storage 
area compliments the blade and in 
no way detracts from its function . 

Many companies with such an 
obvious winner on their hands 
would have fleeced the consumer 
for $150-200, but not A. G. Russell. 
The Combat Master, complete with 
leather sheath is a mere $89. 97 
(plus $3 shipping) . For under $100, 
I think this is the best knife you can 
buy today. If you don't like it, for 
any reason, there's a 100 percent 
money-back guarantee. He even has 
a toll-free number. Buy this knife. 

Contact A.G. Russell, Dept. SOF, 
1705 Highway 71 North, 
Springdale, AR 72764-2397; phone 
1-800-255-9034 ~ 
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Yery time I meet a Yank 
he wants to 

buy my bloody hat! 
New York. Dallas. LA There's no rest, mate. Everywhere I 
travel, the moment some Yank sees my bloody hat he wants 
to buy it. 

The drama of the Slouch or Digger hat. 
This was the talk of the Australian military in 1885. Colonel Tom Price had 
outfitted his volunteer battalion - the Victorian Mounted Rifles - wrth brand 

new headgear, with an upturned brim. Do I sell it? Course not. My hat's an old 
cobber - it's been with me since I was in 
the ANZACs. 

But I do know an opportunity when I see 
one, mate. So because you Yanks like them 
so much, I've brought a bunch of these 
hats over here for you. And there's more on 
the way. 

TWO YEAR 
GUARANTEE 

They called rt the "slouch" hat. Wrthin five years rt 
was standard issue to all Australian troops. The world 
first noted it, briefly, in the flickering newsreels of 1914. 
And then again, emblazoned across rts movie screens 
during World War 2. 

They're the real thing, fair dinkum. Made 
in Australia to regulation army standards. So 
you can bet they won't wear out in a hurry. 

Your Genuine Australian Digger Hat is ful~ 
guaranteed against defects in workmanship 
or materials for two years from date of 
purchase. If faulty, simply return tt for 
replacement. This does not cover normal 
wear and tear. 

We developed an affection for those lanky, laconic 
Aussie "diggers:' You'd know them anywhere, in their 
signature field green slouch hats, wrth the upturned brim. 

These are known as "Digger" hats now. And they're 
worn outside the Australian and New Zealand forces, 
as a fashion item. 

Only one colour: authentic Aussie army 
green. But there's all different sizes, so you 
and your old girl can both get one. 

During the first 90 days, if for any 
reason (or no reason at al~ you decide that 
the Digger Hat is not for you, you can 
return it for a full refund. 

• Each hat is made of finest wool felt, selected for rts 
quality and durability. 

• Mjustable chinstraps are pure leather, individually hand
sewn wtth a looping overstitch. 

Guaranteed? Of course. And all you have 
to do to order yours is fill in this coupon 
and post it. I reckon it's a darn sight better 
than trying to buy the hat off my bloody _ y~ ./,. /. ~ / 
head! rf) · P-1''(~ 

-J/k/f {r:ur rosil'. ul~ 
, f?5· A/tot1 {lJrdeJ/tf!YIJ· 

Aussies wear their armed lorces insignia 
on the Digger hat's upturned brim. 

You can. too. Authentic military badge measures 
21\ • x l'h • with polished bronze ~ating. 

0 Individual hats are 
priced at SS995 

D Pairs (same or 
mixed sizes) are 512450 

a saving of $15.40 
D Armed forces insignia VJ95 

Buy two hats, 
get TWO insignia FREE! 

• The hatband, called a puggaree, is intricately hand
sewn from no fewer than seven lengths of ribbon. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ., 
Complete and mail this coupon wtth payment to: AU.SI Corp. (Australia & 
US Trading Corporation), Dept. SF2, P.O. Box 2017, Chandler, AZ 85224. 

0 YES! Please send me the following Digger hat/s, at $6995 each, or $12450 for two, 
plus shipping and handling. _ (qty) Small - 6'/8 _ (qty) Large - 7'/s 

_ (qty) Medium - 67/8 _ (qty) X-large - 7'/a 
D Wnh my hat, please send me one Australian Armed Forces insignia, at $795 (Buy two 

hats, receive two insignia FREE! 
D Please pre-shape my Digger hat/s for me: $5.00 per hat. 
SHIPPING & HANDLING: Please add $650 for each hat; shipped separately. 
D My check/money order for $ is enclosed. 
D Please charge my D VISA D MasterCard 0 American Express 

Card • _______ ___ ____ Exp. __ _ 

NAME ___ ____ _________ _ _ 

ADDRESS - - ------- ---- ----
CITY _________ STATE ___ ZIP __ _ 

PHONE(_)----- SIG.-------- -

L - - - - - - - - - - - - --~ 



Items on Right (Clockwise from left.) 
#5005 SOF Duffie Bag. Black.large. $24.95 
#2004 Black SOF Ball Cap with scrambled 
eggs. $9.95 
#2001 Maroon Beret. Sizes 6 1/2 - 7 3/4. 
(Beret badge not included.) $14.95 
#5006 SOF Duffie Bag. Grey, large. $24.95 
#7014 Web Belt, black. (Buckle not 
included .) $3.50 
#7012 SOF Silver Military Buckle (Shown on 
belt) $11.95 

(Also available in black. #7013 $11.95) 
#7010 SOF Pewter Belt Buckle. $7.95 
#2021 White SOF Ball Cap with Oak Leaf 
Cluster. $9.95 
(Also available in grey. #2020 $9.95) 
#7200 SOF Sunglasses. Mirrored with red 
SOF logo. $9.95 
#7160 Omega Group Watch. Handsome, 
large face with black design, and black 
textured band . 1-year warranty. $29.95 
#7161 Soldier of Fortune Watch. Clean 
design with red logo and black, waterproof 
band. 1-year warranty. $29.95 

#9089 1989 SOF Con
vention T-shirt, white , $9.95. 
(Tank top is also available. Size L only. 
#9189 $7.95) 
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#9289 1989 SOF Match 
T-shirt, white, $9.95) 
(Tank top is available. Size 
L only. #9389 $7.95) 

Items on Left (Clockwise from top.) 
#5007 Urban Recon 6-pack carrier, grey. This insulated 
pack keeps beverages cold. (Not for use with ice.) $9.95 
#7090 SOF Can Wrap, black with white logo. $4.95 
#7070 SOF Coffee Mug, white with red logo. $5.95 
#7050 SOF Luggage Tag, white with black logo. $4.95 
#711 O SOF Ashtray, white with red logo. $5.95 
#7100 Shot Glass. 4-oz., clear with red logo. $4.95 
#7120 Stein. 12-oz .. clear with red logo. $7.50 

#1001 SOFLogo T-shirt, 
black, $9.95 

#1025 Lucy's Tiger Den 
T-shirt, white , $12.95 

Badges (By vertical rows, from left) 
#7005 SOF Key Ring $5.25 
#7024 Beret Badge, black $8.00 
#7023 Beret Badge, silver $8.00 
#7021 SOF Lapel Pin, silver $5.95 
#7043 SOF Lapel Pin, gold $5.95 
#7020 SOF Lapel Pin, red $3.50 
#7022 Beret Badge, red $7.00 
#7053 Death to Tyrants Badge $5.95 

Patches (From left to right) 
#7003 Shield Patch $4.95 
#7002 SOF Round Patch, OD $2.50 
#7001 SOF Round Patch, red ~52.50 
#7060 SOF Patch. black $4.95 

#1028MACSOG T-shirt, #1009 SOFH & K T-shirt, 
b lack, $10.95 blac k, $9.9 5 

#1003WorldTour,black, #1035 Assault Rifle T-
Back design, $10.95 shirt, white, $10.95 
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''I never send iny staff places I won't 
go myself, and I'd never sell you 

LAS VEG.A 
S. NfVADA 

equipment I wouldn't use!'' 
Col. Robert K. Brown 

Publisher of Soldier of Fortune Magazine 
Talking about his SOF Exchange 

You're active, you're a man who is true to himself, 
and you want gear that reflects your independent way 
of thinking. At SOF Exchange, we know what it takes 
to live an active-man lifestyle. SOFExchange is the of
ficial store of Soldier of Fortune Magazine. Our items 
are durable, practical, and most carry the official SOF 
logo. And , all our items make great Christmas Gifts! 

Order now for fast delivery! You ' II save 
yourself time and you ' ll be giving 

a gift that can't be matched! 

Colonel Brown is wearing : 
#2004 Black SOF Hat, $9.95 
#1515 Black SOF World Tour Nylon Jacket, 
(S , M, L, XL) $49.95, (XXL) $51.95 
#7160 Omega Group Watch $29.95 
#7200 SOF Mirrored Sunglasses, $9.95 
#9089 1989 SOF Convention T-sh irt, $9.95 
#7070 SOF Coffee Mug , $5.95 
#7014 Black Web Belt, $3.50 
#7012 Silver SOF Military Buckle, $11 .95 

I - -;;F -=~~;;G-; - i 
P.O. Box 687 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Boulder, CO 80306 USA I 
Call Toll -Free for Maste rcard or VISA I 
orders : 1 ·800-323-1776,0perator 
131 . For FAX orders: (303) 444-5617. I 
Customer Service: (303) 449-3750. I 
PAYMENT: _VISA _MC _ CHECK I 
CARD# EXP_ I 
NAME ________ _ 

ADDRESS I 
CITY STATE _ZIP __ I 

QTY. ITEM NO. SIZE 

SUBTOTAL 
P&H 

3.7% Sales Tax (Colo. Residenls) 

TOTAL 

PRICE I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I Add$2.00!orlirstitemorderedplus$1.00pereach I 
____ additional item for postage and handling. Overseas I orders add 40%. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. -----------SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 23 



SOI~ EXCLUSIVE 

ABOVE: At the Oka River 
training area near Ryazan, 
Soviet Union, a soldier of 
the Soviet Airborne Forces 
(VDV) sights an RPG-22. 
He wears new Soviet "elite 
unit" winter camoutlage. 

RPG-22 
ABOVE: RPG-70 

(break-down version of the 
RPD-7) is still the favoi-ite 
anti-armor weapon of the 
VDV (airborne) and VSN 
(Spetsnaz) troops as it is 

reusable, and each trooper 
can carry one or two rounds 

- still lighter than 
the same number of 

disposable RPGs. 
The LAW According to I van 

BELOW: RPG-22 and its warhead. 

THE Ruchnoy Proteevo-tankoviy Gra
nomyot (RPG) or Light Anti-tank Gre

nade Launcher 22 is the most recently de
veloped antitank weapon in the Soviet 
armory. This 72mm weapon appeared in 
Afghanistan for the first time approximately 
five years ago. Issue is primarily to Motor 
Rifle Troops rather than airborne and elite 
units. The VDV ( Vodushno-Desantny
Voiska - air assault forces) and VSN 
( Voiska Spetsial-nobo-Naznachania -
Spetznaz or special purpose forces) still pre
fer the older RPG-70 air assault series. 

The Soviet Union first developed the 
RPG-2 from a prototype RPG-1 , developed 
in tum from the World War II German Pan-
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Text & Photos by Jim Shortt 

SHORTT REPORTS 
Englishman Jim Shortt, a frequent 

contributor to Soldier of Fortune, writes 
most frequently about special operations 
forces in Europe. Recent articles for 
SOF have covered the Irish fianogloch 
("Irish Rangers," January '89), the 
Austrian Jagdkommando ("Snake Eat
ers," September '87), 22 SAS ("Seven 
Years for Eleven Minutes," December 
'87) and the Swedish Rangers ("Rebuf
fing the Bear," December '87). A photo 
article on the Soviet Airborne School is 
in the works for a future issue of SOF. 

BELOW: Author with 
RPG-18. 

zerfaust. The RPG-2, now obsolete with 
Soviet forces, was a 40mm reusable tube 
from which· was fired an 82mm warheaded 
rocket. The RPG-7V was an improvement 
on the "2' ~ . series , adding a conical rear 
blast shield itpd an additional pistol grip. An 
optional telescopic (PR07) or infra-red 
(NS02) sight was added. The caliber of the 
tube remained the same, but the rocket war
head increased in size to 85mm. The RPG-
70 is an afr assault version which screws 
apart mid-section to enable easy carry. In an 
attempt to update and increase effective
ness, the Soviet Union next introduced the 
RPG-16 to replace the "7" series. With a 
HEAT (High Explosive Anti-Tank) war-
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ABOVE: Coach's view when firing RPG-22. 

BELOW: Front sight is graduated from 50 
to 250 meters. 

head of 85mrn, this rocket had a penetration 
of 360mrn and a range of 400-500 meters (as 
compared to 320mrn and 300-500 meters 
respectively for the "7" series). 

The early 1980s saw a departure from the 
standard reusable RPG, with Soviet armed 
forces introducing a disposable RPG, the 18 
series, based on the U.S. M72 series 66mm 
LAW (Light Anti-tank Weapon) . LAWs 
captured in Vietnam provided the workable 
prototype. The result was a 63mm dispos
able rocket launcher with 360mrn penetra
tion and a range of 130-200 meters . Closed, 
the tube was .5 meters long , telescoping 
open to one meter. The major problem with 
the RPG-18 was that it was truly a one-time 
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BELOW: Predecessor to the RPG-22, the 
RPG-18 was photographed by author in 
Afghanistan. It was obsolesced early on due 
to the difficulty of closing it once it had 
been opened . 

BELOW: Temperature adjustment must be 
made prior to firing; note + and - settings 
for above and below freezing . 

weapon . Should the gunner fail to find a 
target , it was virtually impossible to close 
the weapon as one can with the M72, due to 
a peculiar curved retaining bolt on the left 
side of the tube. It was this that probably 
initiated the search for a replacement so 
soon after its introduction. 

Developed in tum from the RPG-18 , the 
RPG-22 is a disposable LAW with a range 
of up to 250 meters , which has a penetration 
of390-400mm. It is a 72mrn caliber weapon 
with a rocket .5 meters long - slightly 
shorter than the closed tube. The RPG-22 
consists of a glass-fiber reinforced synthetic 
tube with an aluminum inner sleeve. It is 
opened by pulling the black plastic foresight 

ABOVE: Instructions in illustrated Cyrillic 
appear on label, left side of weapon. 

BELOW: Temperature-adjustment assembly 
and firing guard are lifted to expose the 
firing lever (arrow) . 

sleeve forward. This erects the front and 
rear sights. The front sight is graduated 
from 50-250 meters. In the closed position, 
the rear sight covers the firing lever. Before 
opening, the soldier adjusts the + I- control 
on the sight for temperatures above ( + ) or 
below (-) 0 degrees Centigrade. Pictorial 
instructions for firing are contained on a 
decal on the left side of the tube. These 
instructions advise a rear safety zone of 30 
meters and a total safety arc of 90 degrees. 
(The author wishes to acknowledge the 
cooperation of the Soviet armed forces and 
to extend his thanks particularly to the com
mandant and staff of the Ryazan Higher 
Airborne Academy.) ~ 
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I F the Founding Fathers had looked up as 
they set sai l from England in the May

flower , they would have seen against the 
sky the looming bulk of the Royal Citadel of 
Plymouth. The Citadel sti ll stands guard 
over the "Mayflower Steps , " a favorite 
place of pilgrimage fo r American tourists. 
Today it is the home of29 Commando Reg
iment Royal Artillery. 

ON TARGET 
Major C .E . Parks, a former officer in 

the Royal Horse Artillery, has seen a 
V11 riety of active service around the 
world and is a frequent contributor to 
Soldier of Fortune Magazine. 

A team from 148 Battery prepare to "float 
off'' a Royal Navy submarine. Photo: 
Gunner Davies, 29 Commando Regiment 
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LEFf: Section attacks through the smoke 
on the Commando course. Gunners, sappers 
and ordnance personnel are all expected to 
be proficient at infantry tactics. Photo: 
Commando Forces News Team 

BELOW: A long way down. Rifle on his 
back and bergan slung below his buttocks, a 
Commando Gunner begins a practice abseil 
descent during mountain training in 
Scotland. Photo: Gunner Davies, 29 
Commando Regiment 

29 Commando Regiment comes under 
operational command of the Royal Marine's 
3rd Commando Brigade. Two of its gun 
batteries , 8 (Alma) and 79 (Kirkee), are 
stationed at Plymouth supporting 40 and 42 
Commandos. The 7 (Sphinx) Battery lives 
in the north of Scotland at Arbroath, from 
where it supports 45 Commando. There is 
also a Territorial (part-time) Battery, 289, 
which is based in London. These batteries 
are all equipped with the excellent 105mm 
light gun which gave such outstanding ser
vice in the Falklands war. 

Also under command of the Regiment is 
148 (Meiktila) Battery. A unique forma
tion, without guns of its own , it provides 
Naval Gunfire Support Teams whose duties 
include forward observation for the navy 
and primary forward air control for naval 
and air force aircraft. 

The mission of 3rd Commando Brigade 
within NATO is as part of the combined 
British/Dutch landing force which is tasked 
with carrying out amphibious operations on 
the northern flank of NATO. A brief glance 
at the map of Europe will show that the most 
likely place for this force to deploy would be 
the Scandinavian Peninsula and, in particu
lar, Norway. 

3rd Brigade spends a good part of its time 
in Norway, and is trained and equipped to 
operate in the intense cold of the Arctic 

One man stands guard while the rest unload 
their gear during the covert insertion of a 
Naval Gunfire Support Team from 148 
Battery. Photo: Gunner Davies, 29 
Commando Regiment 
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ROY AL HISTORY 
The fighting unit of the Royal Artillery 

has always been the battery and not the 
regiment. Few present-day regiments of 
the Royal Artillery are able to trace their 
corporate identity back much further than 
the 1920s and the reorganizations that 
took place after World War I. 

By its nature the Royal Regiment of 
Artillery, to use its full title, has been 
present in every war, every battle and 
nearly every engagement fought by the 
British Army. To award a Battle Honor 
for every battle would be impossible and 
as a result the Regiment proudly bears 
only one: ' ' UBIQUE,' ' meaning simply 
"everywhere. " 

Many batteries however have an offi
cially recognized honor title which 
appears in brackets after the battery ' s 
number. Every one of 29 Commando 
Regiment's batteries carries such a hard 
won title. The title Sphinx is borne by 7 
Battery in honor of the 1801 campaign 
fought in Egypt against Napoleon. At 
that time the battery was part of the army 
of the East India Company and was the 
1st Company, Bombay Artillery . 

8 (Alma) recalls the actions of its pre
decessors at the Battle of the Alma in 
1854 during the Crimean War with Rus
sia when the fire of the batteries in sup
port of the British and French infantry 
saved the day. The Battery is also unoffi
cially known as "Black 8" because their 
gun-teams always consisted of only 
black horses . 

In 1817 the 6th Company Bombay 
Artillery took part in the campaign 
against the Mahrattas on the dusty plains 
of Central India. At the Battle of Kirkee 
a notable victory was achieved by 6 
Company' s four guns and three and a 
half battalions of British infantry over 
the Peshwa of Poona's army of 26,000 

men and 14 guns. The honor title Kirkee 
is now carried by the Company's succes
sors, 79 Commando Battery . 

The title of 148 Battery brings the story 
nearly up to date, commemorating as it 
does a desperately fought action against 
the Japanese at Meiktila during the 1945 
advance on Mandalay in Burma. 

29 Commando Regiment Royal Artil
lery is the direct descendant of 25 Field 
Regiment RA , which had a distinguish
ed record in World War II . During the 
reorganization immediately after the war 
the regiment was redesignated 29 Field 
Regiment and subsequently saw service 
in Palestine , Egypt and Cyprus until 
posted to the British Army of the Rhine 
in 1953. Following a second tour in Cyp
rus in 1957 the regiment arrived at the 
Royal Citadel in Plymouth in 1960. 

In the latter half of 1961 the army 
agreed to the Royal Marine's request to 
provide the supporting artillery for their 
Commandos. The Regiment was chosen 
for this task and recalled its detached 
batteries from active service in Kuwait 
and Aden. It was also decided that the 
Regiment should be Commando trained 
and an intensive course was conducted 
during January and February 1962. The 
Commandant General Royal Marines 
presented the Regiment with their green 
berets in May 1962, during the official 
parade welcoming them into Commando 
Forces. 

By September 1962 a battery had been 

detached to support Commando opera
tions in Brunei , and this was the first 
battery to fire I05mm Pack Howitzer 
guns in anger. During the next JO years 
the Regiment or batteries from the Reg
iment maintained a presence in the Far 
East, serving in Malaya, Singapore , 
Brunei , Sarawak and Hong Kong. Other 
parts of the Regiment carried out exer
cises with the Commandos around the 
globe. During these exercises the Reg
iment operated from such ships as HMS 
Albion, Bulwark , Intrepid and Fearless . 

In 1965 and 1966 elements of the Reg
iment supporte9 2nd Battalion the Para
chute Regiment in ac;tion in both Bahrein 
and Aden . Since 1971 batteries have 
been detached as infantry companies 
with their supported Commandos in 
Northern Ireland, and each battery sup
ported its Commando during the Falk
lands war with Argentina. 



RIGHT: Intense concentration shows on the 
face of a young gunner of 8 (Alma) Battery 
as he lays his 105mm light gun just prior to 
sending a round down range on a training 
mission. Photo: Major C.E. Parks 

Circle. And wherever the Commandos go, 
Commando Gunners go too. Many of their 
senior NCOs, veterans of Operation Corpo
rate, consider that having trained for so long 
in such a harsh environment enabled them to 
make relatively light work of the hostile 
conditions in the Falklands. A classic case 
of "train hard - fight easy." 

Of course not all the work of the marines 
is in the cold and soldiers of 29 Commando 
have exercised recently in such places as 
Corsica, Turkey, Greece, Kenya and the 
United States . 

Batteries of the Regiment also take their 
tum in providing artillery support for the 
small British force in Belize. This enables 
them to renew their jungle skills on a regular 
basis. 

All the officers and soldiers of 29 are 
graduates of the All Arms Commando 
Course run by the Royal Marines at Lym
stone, where Prince Edward, third son of 
Queen Elizabeth, underwent Royal Marine 
officer training before deciding on a career 
on the stage. Prior to this they have to com
plete a five-week preparatory course under 
army instructors at Seaton Barracks, Ply
mouth. This is designed as a hardening up 
period, and also serves to bring gunners, 
sappers and others up to speed in infantry 
tactics. 

The Commando course itself lasts for 
four weeks, all of great intensity, culminat
ing in a 30 mile route march and a run over 
the Tarzan course, all against the clock. 
While I was in Plymouth a major from 29 

Cap badge of the Royal Artillery and the 
Army Commando badge worn by qualified 
personnel on the left upper arm. Cap badge 
is subdued with matte black paint. Photo: 
Major C.E. Parks 
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was sent back to do the course again having 
missed the deadline by just three seconds. 
Once they have completed the course all 
ranks are presented with the famous green 
beret. Army personnel who have qualified 
as Commandos wear a blue triangular patch 
bearing a red fighting knife on their left 
sleeve. 

All ranks of 148 Battery are also required 
to complete the Parachute Regiment 's P 
Company selection process and qualify as 

Continued on page 84 

J 
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ABOVE: FIRE! A 105 light gun of 8 
Battery fires during a training mission in 
support of 148 Battery's training. This gun 
proved its worth and reliability during 
Operation Corporate, the Falklands War. 
Photo: Major C.E. Parks 

BELOW: Blending into the Arctic snow, a 
member of Naval Gun Fire Support Team 
waits for the order to move out. Face mask 
is essential wear in the constant sub-zero 
conditions north of the Arctic Circle. Photo: 
Commando Forces News Team 

(~ 
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SOF COMBAT REPORT 

ABOVE: Wolf Turbo APCs and Strandwolf 
armored supply vehicles patrolling in the 

, Kao~mveldt. · 

TBE 

Editor's note: David James was the last re
porter to accompany Koevoet on ops in July 
of 1988. The unit was disbanded shortly 
thereafter, in September 1988. Today the 
South West African POLice (SWAPOL) 
patrol !his AO. 

, M 

THE four months I spent ·with Koe.voet, : . 
the South West African ·Police Counter

insurgency unit, were much more di;amatjc ~· 
than J had bargained for. I was gathering 
material for a book. but I kept finding my,
self in the middle of the action . 

In mid-January l was wounded in the 
right arm while taking photographs in the 
middle of a contact. The ricocheting AK 

'' 
round stopped against the artery and median, 
nerve in my bicep, which required micm
neurosurgery. Three weeks later, lreturned 
to Koevoet and the bush of SWA/Namibia 
and. Angola . Five weeks after my return 1 
was hit again, this time by a piece of 82mrn 
_mortar shrapnel during a nigh attack by 
£WAPO [South West Africa Pe,ople·s ... 
Qrgfinization] on . our carop.;;.near Oh1mw 
wena. The sh.rapnel hit me a9,mit three iih 
cb.es pelow the left elbow and. stopped 
against the h,umerous the same distance 
above the elbow, nicl;cing the radial nerve on 
its way through. Nerve damage this time 
was more severe; I could close tlie hand , but 
not open it. As this prevented me from using 
a camera quickly or holding on during high
speed pursuits in the bush, I _returned to 

AC.CIDENTAL 
TARGET . . Text & Photos by David Ja~es 

;yank' J~urn·alist 
I" ..ill: !I< • 

Joins S'WA's 
Freq~ent Fire 
Program 



"LUCKY" WRITER 
David James , an American photo

journalist living in Great Britain, has 
recently spent over two years in south
ern Africa reporting on bush wars and 
special uni ts . He last penned two com
bat reports from the frontlines of 

Angola for us (see " Angola's Forgot
ten Front ," SOF , October '89 , and 
" Good Morning , Cachingues! " SOF, 
November '89). He ' s also written for 
Raids, International Defense Review, 
Defense, Armed Forces and Jane's 
Defence Weekly. 



• • • EENHANA 
RUA~ANA OSHAK~ONDANGWA 

OPUWA 

(OWAMBOLAND) 

WINDHOEK 

* 

SOUTH WEST 
AFRICA/ 
NAMIBIA 

My arrival in Oshakati , at the time head
quarters for both the SADF [South African 
Defence Force] 101 Battalion and Koevoet, 
was like a family reunion and the first few 
nights were spent being "ambushed" in 
Koevoet ' s canteen. (These " ambushes" 
are deadly, especially when drinking double 
brandies and coke with an occasional beer 
chaser. The morning after a " serious 
ambush' ' more than one member of the uni t 
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Trackers sit on open top of Casspir; inside 
is an arsenal of weapons. In addition to 
each man's personal R-5 assaul't rine, there 
are two captured PKMs and other assorted 
hardware. 

has wished he were dead .) 
It didn ' t take me a long time to realize that 

it would be safer in the veldt, and I asked 
Attie Hattingh of group Zu lu Uniform if I 

Angolan/South West African border area. 
SW APO terrorists cross into SW A from 
Angola and try to penetrate south to hit less 
defended soft targets and civilians. 

could accompany him on his next week
long deployment against SWAPO. 

"Sure," Attie said one night in the can
teen, " but not much is happen ing right 
now. Things are quiet. This is the dry sea
son, remember, so the gooks aren' t coming 
down from Angola. No rain means no water 
for them to drink, and since the trees have 
lost most of their leaves it ' s too easy for 
them to be spotted from the air. This time of 
year they stay far up in Angola , training for 
the summer infiltration . But you' re wel
come to come out with us ; just don't expect 
any action. " 

I thanked him and the conversati on 
turned to some of the contacts we had shared 
the year before. Attie 's group had been 
working alongside the group 1 was with 
when I had been wounded the fir st time . He 
uncharitably reminded me how stupid I had 
been that day by sitting on top of the Casspir 
as we went into the contact. 

One of the other guys at the table inter
rupted him. " Where did it hit you?" he 
asked . I lifted my arm and pulled up the 
short sleeve . He peered closely at the scar 
just below my armpit. " Hell, how did you 
get hit there?' ' 

" Well, I had the camera up like this look
ing for a shot. .. " 

"You must have been surrendering !" he 
shouted. "You must have had your arms 
raised. Hey , what kind of journalist did we 
get? A surrendering journalist! " 

Everyone started laughing as I reddened. 
Surrendering indeed . I remembered that 
when I'd first arrived to begin gathering 
material for the book, just a few of the men 
had trusted me . After my firs t wound and 
subsequent return to operations, however, 
there had been a noticeable change in atti
tude. And after the second wound - well , I 
was one of the boys then. I had gone through 
a rite of passage and been accepted into an 
exclusive society. 

"But you want to take it easy man," 
another one said . " You ' re not as young as 
you used to be , you know. " 

I frowned and took a drink of beer. Some of 
them enjoyed ruffling my feathers by remind
ing me that I had at least 20 years on most of 
them. I pretended I hadn't heard him. 

"By the way , you got any daughters old 
enough for me?" 

"Bastards," I hissed while they fell off 
their chairs, laughing at their own wonder
ful sense of humor. Comedians, exactly 
what I needed. 

" So what did you think when you were 
hit ," Attie asked. 

" Surprised the hell out of me . I j ust never 
thought it was going to happe n ," I 
answered , a little mollified that someone 
was being serious for a change . At least 
Attie was a good guy . 

"Listen," Attie continued, " it 's not the 
one with your name on it that you have to 
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worry about - it's the one that says 'To 
whom it may concern.' '' Everyone 
laughed at the old joke. "But you can ride 
on the back of my car anytime,'' he added. 

I smiled with genuine embarrassment and 
shook my head. "Okay, okay, you don ' t 
have to rub it in. Everyone told me it was 
stupid. I have no one to blame but myself. If 
it's all the same with you, I think I'll take 
my photos from inside the car next time." 

"No, no," he said, grinning like a hyena, 
"You can ride on the back of my Casspir 
any time you want to. In fact I'd really 
appreciate it.'' 

"Why's that," I asked, eyeing him sus
piciously. 

"Well , if they see an easy old target like 
you, maybe they won't shoot at me." 

Next morning, Piet Cronje, group leader 
of Zulu Mike, asked if I would like to 
accompany his team into the Kaokoveldt. It 
was a part of SW A/Namibia I had not seen 
during my time with Koevoet the year be
fore, and I accepted the invitation eagerly. It 
would be nothing more than a sightseeing 
trip, Piet emphasized; the desert and moun
tains of the Kaokoveldt rarely saw any 
SW APO because of the lack of water even 
during the summer rains. "But," he said, 
" it is one of the least known and most 
beautiful parts of all Africa." 

ABOVE: Dead SW APO terr, already 
stripped of equipment, is forgotten as men 
run toward the next contact. 

BELOW: View from the top of a Casspir. 
Machine gun is being test-fired in 
anticipation of a contact. 



I quickly found Attie and explained the 
change in plans, apologizing for not going 
with his group. " Don't worry, " he assured 
me. " You can come out with us when you 
get back. Nothing is happening in the veldt, 
anyway. ' ' 

Our route took us west to Ruacana, then 
south to Opuwa where Koevoet maintained 
a base . After refueling the Wolf Turbo 
APCs with diesel we headed west again 
before turn ing north toward the Cunene 
River. Three days later we reached the 
Cunene, a natural border between SW N 
Namibia and Angola. While most of us 
flung off our clothes to wash in the fast
flowing current , others stood around with 
assault rifles and RPGs; not only was there 
always the possibi lity of SW APO hiding on 
the opposite bank, but the river teemed with 
crocodiles. 

The only people we saw were the indige
nous Ovahimba, one of the most primitive 
tribes anywhere in the world. A nomadic , 
gentle people , the women smear their 
bodies with a mixture of red clay and animal 
fat and , according to experts, never bathe. 
Whenever we came upon them, we did our 
best to remain upwind. 

We stopped one afternoon at an oasis and 
made camp. Cooking fires were soon burn
ing and we relaxed with cups of coffee . To 
the west and north the mountains rose sharp
spined and purple in the fading light. Piet 
was squatting next to the fire, his R-1 rest
ing across heavy thighs . 

" I worked put here for almost four years," 
he said finally. ''Did a Jot of work on foot. Bad 
place for ambushes. " His mutilated right hand 
traced the broken horizon. " Walked into one 
not far from here, 19 gooks. They started 
shooting right in front of us ," he said matter
of-factly, pointing to a stunted bush not more 
than 20 meters away. ' ' 

" So what happened?" I asked, unable to 
hold the question back. 

" We had no cover, no place to go except 
fo rward . Floored seven of the bastards. I 
ki lled four myself. ' ' He stood, slipped the 
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Wounded driver, his lower leg shattered by 
Soviet anti-armor rifle grenade, is treated 
prior to loading on the casevac chopper. 

rifle sling over his shoulder and stalked off 
to check on his men . 

Half an hour later the stocky rugby player 
returned and poured another cup of coffee . 
We stared into the fire for a long time until 
he finally broke the silence. " The worst 
ambush I ever hit was not long after I first 
started working in the Kaokoveldt , ' ' he said 
quietly. " We were driving along a trail out 
there ," his chin lifted toward the moun
tains . ''There was a shallow dry river on our 
right and a tall kopje (rocky hill) on the left . 
I was at the back of the Casspir when we 
were hit. Two RPGs went through the front 
of the car and two more cars behind us were 
hit. My car turned into the river bed and I 
thought the driver was trying to find cover. I 
didn ' t know it then , but he was dead. By the 
time we stopped, the car was burning. The 
rest of us got out and started firing toward 
the kopje, but we didn ' t know where the 
terrs were . When the driver and gunner 
didn ' t come out I went back in to get them. I 
was going to take the driver first, but when 
my hand went halfway through his neck I 
knew he was dead , so I grabbed the gunner 
and dragged him out. His left leg was gone 
and the right one was connected with just a 
small piece of muscle. 

" I put a tourniquet on the left leg -
actually there wasn' t much bleeding be
cause an RPG cauterizes everything - then 
cut off the right one and tied it off before 
starting a drip in him. Flames from the car 
made a good target so we were receiving 
mortar fire . I had to crawl back to the other 
two cars to treat the wounded . The terrs 
finally stopped shooting , but we didn ' t 
know if they had fucked off or were moving 
around to hit us from another direction . We 
had to wait from 1900 hours that night until 
0900 the next morning until the casevac 
Pumas arrived ." Piet shook his head and 

looked at me . " The gunner died . I thought I 
could save him, but he died just before the 
Pumas arrived. '' 

Silence returned and the fire captured our 
eyes once more. I heard Piet sigh and looked 
up at him. " But that was when I was still a 
youngster," he said shyly, embarrassed for 
having talked so much . 

" How old are you now , Piet?" I asked, 
the story still echoing inside my head. 

"Twenty-three, " he said in an old , tired 
voice . 

A week later I was once again in that part 
of SW NNamibia I knew so well from the 
previous year: the flat, thickly bushed ter
rain of central and eastern Ovamboland . I 
had spent more time with Attie 's group, 
Zulu Uniform, and its bush partner Zulu 
Quebec than with any other Koevoet com
bat groups . In 1987 they had been the top 
scorers of the unit and I had experienced 
most of my 13 contacts with them.T he thick 

' bush reminded me that none of those con-
tacts occurred at ranges of more than 30 
meters. 

July is winter in southern Africa. Nights 
can be bitterly cold and I was surprised to 
wake the first morning with frost on my 
sleeping bag. Tactics remained the same, 
however, and consisted of driving from one 
remote kraal to another, questioning the lo
cal population about the presence of 
SW APO terrorists in the area. But, as Attie 
had warned me , there was little chance of 
action. Occasionally our hopes would rise 
when an Ovambo farmer would say , " Yes , 
I saw two going east. " 

" When?" the Ovambo police trackers 
would ask. 

" Three weeks ago." Shit. 
It was the morning of the fourth day when 

we. received a radio message from the 
Koevoet ops room at Eenhana; an army 
patrol had been attacked by at least 10 insur
gents at sunset the night before. The posi
tion was two hours away from us and by the 
time we arrived another Koevoet group was 
on the scene and following nine sets of 
tracks. As we were only a few kilometers 
south of the border, it was assumed that the 
attackers had already escaped into Angola. 

Surprisingly, however, the clearly visible 
tracks headed east. Attie was on the ground 
with the trackers, a portable radio on his back 
so he could coordinate the pursuit and call for 
casevac choppers if necessary. I joined him 
while the Casspirs flanked us. If a contact was 
made, the cars would take over and handle it 
with their superior firepower while everyone 
on the ground took cover. 

I was running on the trail with Attie. 
Suddenly one of the trackers in front of us 
stopped and pointed ahead into the bush. 
" Contact comes now-now," he said ex
citedly. The terrs were only minutes away. 
Attie radioed to Eenhana, telling them to 
scramble the helicopters. " Jim! Get in the 
car! " he yelled at me , and I ran for the 
nearest Casspir. Immediately the Casspirs 
sped up. The black policemen in the cars 
drew back the bolts on their R-5s to double 
check that rounds were chambered. There 
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Warrant Officer Attie Hattingh, group 
leader of Zulu Uniform, maintains comms 
with other combat groups. 

were clicks as safeties snapped down and 
muzzles were pushed through the spring
loaded gun ports. By now the insurgents 
could certainly hear the growls of the pur
suing Casspirs. Would they stop to set an 
ambush? 

Somewhere in the recesses of my mind I 
suddenly wondered what they were car
rying. Heatstrims [Soviet-made anti-armor 
rifle grenades]? RPG-7s or the new 75s? ls 
this the day it happens? Would the next 
moment stop forever in the blazing, flesh
shredding explosion of an anti-armor mis
sile burning through thin steel? But the fear 
which tingled just below the surface was 
blunted by the adrenaline coursing through 
my body . 

Muscles flexed under sweat-stained 
shirts as hands tightened on weapons and 
eyes scanned the bush through the thick 
glass . I looked up as I heard the chattering 
whine of a chopper and saw an Alouette III 
pass diagonally above us . Any minute 
now ... a-n-y minute. 

Now! One of the cars less than 30 meters 
ahead of us hit the contact in a sudden , 
staccato crackling of gunfire . As we rolled 
into it I could see the haze of gray gun
smoke. "Contact! Contact! " the radio 
screeched . A tracer ricocheted , cutting a 
split-second , red-orange streak through the 
haze. The gunner in my car was firing , 
aiming to the left. Streams of 20mm shells 
chopped down bush and raised exploding 
geysers of dust and sand. 

Bang! and a Casspir 10 meters away 
swerved and shuddered to a stop , hit with a 
Heatstrim. We went past it as the firing 
reached a crescendo, overwhelming even 
the sounds of cars and radios. A bullet 
ricocheted next to me off the side of the car 
and I dropped quickly inside. Whether 
enemy or friendly fire , either could kill just 
as quickly . I lifted the camera, everything 
seeming to happen in slow motion as I 
snapped photos of the Ovambo policemen 
in the Casspir. There was another explosion 
and I heard " Casevac! Casevac!" on the 
radio. Shit! I thought . What the hell am I 
doing here? This is fucking dangerous! 
Where are they? Who has been hit? Then we 
were circling with two other cars, all of 
them pouring fire into the thick bush. 

Although the contact seemed to last for 
hours, it was only two minutes after it 
started when someone was ordering , " Stop 
fire ! Stop fire! " on the radio. We halted and 
the trac kers in the car swarmed out , 
weapons ready. Attie quickly arrived. One 
of the cars had been hit with a Heatstrim. 
The Russian anti-armor rifle grenade had 
struck the bottom comer of the windshield 
and deflected down, hitting the driver below 
the knee. As he was carried gently from the 
Casspir, Attie sent two cars to clear a land
ing zone for the helicopter. They roared 
back and forth , knocking down small trees 
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and bush. To one side of the hastily pre
pared landing zone , the medics were treat
ing the driver. He was given an injection of 
morphine as his trouser leg was cut away 
and the badly shattered leg immobilized 
with a splint. Attie threw a red smoke gre
nade and the Alouette appeared above us 
and settled to the ground in a howling wind
storm of sand, dust and leaves. The driver 
was carried on a stretcher to the waiting 
helicopter and placed on the floor next to the 
pilot. The "Allo" immediately lifted and 
turned south toward the primary trauma 
center at Ondangwa Air Force Base. 

As soon as the helicopter disappeared we 
heard firing from the west; one of the other 
groups had continued past us , still following 
the trail of the last four insurgents . From the 
radios we heard the same excited call again: 
" Contact! " We ran for the two cars which 
were still operating and sped toward the 
fighting. As we crashed through the thick 
bush we heard an explosion and then a sur
prisingly calm voice saying, "We have a 
casevac , we have a casevac." The sound of 
firing ahead of us increased in volume. Over 
the radio came a voice ordering " Stop fire! 
Stop fire! " 

"Fuck you! " said another voice. "We 
have two more over here! ' 

" Stop fire! Stop fire!" 
"Fuck you!" 
This went on for half a minute before the 

second voice finally said , " Okay, okay, 
stop fire , we got them. " Firing finally 
slowed and stopped. 

When we arrived one of the white car 
commanders was being carried out of his 
Casspir. His right leg had been hit just be
low the hip by a Heatstrim. A quick look 
made it obvious that the leg could not be 

Koevoet troopie walks past Casspir with 
tandem , pintle-mounted .50 caliber 
Brownings and 7.62mm GPMG. Second 
GPMG is from Casspir parked alongside 
one in foreground . 

saved. Casspirs were already clearing the 
second landing zone of the morning when 
one of Attie's trackers shouted that one 
more spoor had been found . We jumped 
into the cars and began the final chase. 
Before we had moved more than 100 meters 
we heard a brief exchange of gunfire. The 
last SW APO terrorist had been found. 

As we returned to the scene of the second 
contact we saw the Alouette taking off. Like 
the first one, it turned south toward Ondang
wa, carrying the badly wounded car com
mander. A few hours later we heard that his 
leg had been amputated immediately on 
arrival at the trauma center. 

At the end of the week we returned to 
Oshakati . As soon as the Casspirs had been 
unloaded we headed for the canteen. Hot 
showers would come after a couple of 
drinks. The other officers joined us . We all 
drank cold beers to wash the dust from our 
throats. Attie placed a triple brandy and 
coke in front of me . " Thanks ," he said. 

"For what?" I asked. 
' 'We had no contacts for almost a month . 

Then you arrive and we get nine of the 
bastards! You must have brought us luck.' ' 

I said that the men who had been wound
ed probably didn't think I had brought them 
much luck. " That is war," Attie said . " Lis
ten, " he added, '' we think we are going to 
kidnap you and keep you here. You are 
definitely good luck. ' ' 

"No thanks," I said. It was time for me 
to head for Angola. ~ 
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ABOVE & RIGHT: Clashing melee of a buzkashi match at Safed Shir in Panjshir Valley. 

SOF AFGHANISTAN 

"When Death 
Comes the 

Brave Are Free'' 
Text & Photos by Peter Douglas 

THE Panjshir Valley is famed throughout Afghanistan as the 
base of Ahmad Shah Massoud, the powerful and charismatic 

northern commander who held off repeated Russian offensives 
against his mujahideen. During IO years of war at least nine 
major offensives were sent up this narrow valley and much of 
the annor that came up it never left. Rusting, splintered remains 
litter the valley from end to end, like a giant graveyard . 

Anywhere you go in Afghanistan you can see and count the 
cost of the war to the Afghans; thousands of square miles of 
desolate countryside and thousands of deserted crumbling 
villages. But only in the Panjshir can you grasp the cost to the 
Russians. As wars go Afghanistan was not costly for the Soviets, 
but it was in the Panjshir that most of the bill was footed . 
Today, the reminders of these battles lie scattered across its 
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Author next to unexploded bomb. This is one of the latest types 
dropped by the Soviets in the last few weeks before their 
withdrawal. Like their involvement in Afghanistan, this one was 
adnd. 

WITH PEN BACK TO PAKISTAN 
Peter Douglas is a former Royal Marine and an experienced 

combat photojournalist. He's filed previous stories for SOF 
from Afghanistan and Cambodia. The first part of " Bloody 
Panjshir" appeared in last month's issue. 





LION 

OF THE PANJSIDR 

Panjshir is said to mean the five lions. Who, or what, these lions 
were has not been recorded, the origins lost in the mists of history. 
One may have been Alexander the Great, who crossed into Panjshir 
via the 11,000 foot Khaiwak Pass on his way to India. A second 
may have been Tamerlane who used the same route centuries later. 
Now Massoud is also said to be one of these lions. 

When I reached the Panjshir he was absent in another region; 
coincidentally, when he arrived it was also over the Khaiwak 
Pass and also on his way to battle in the south . 

I had not previously met Massoud, but all I'd heard about him 
inclined me to believe that he would have, or be preparing, a 
realistic plan with Kabul as its ultimate goal. 

His has been a war of mobility, fast hard strikes and rapid 
withdrawal, of evasion from Soviet efforts to lure his forces into 
traps. Now he has to convert his guerrilla army into a more 
conventional force capable of sustaining an assault on Kabul. He 
needs time to do this, but realizes that time may no longer be on 
his side as a power struggle begins between contending guerrilla 
factions. He is currently working on training an "Islamic 
Force" of 10,000 mujahideen. He realizes a premature strike 
would be costly in men, materiel and morale should it fail. 

While the military leaders of other parties dissipate the ener
gies of their men on attacks against secondary targets like 
Jalalabad, Massoud is keeping the prime objective, Kabul, 
firmly in his sights. 

' 'Our plan is not only to organize our forces and launch an 
offensive against Kabul. Our planjs to prepare the ground so that 
all major fronts, especially those around Kabul, can launch a 
joint offensive under a single command ... If we decide that the 
situation is right for an offensive against Kabul and if we are sure 
that we can, God willing, capture Kabul, then there will be no 
need to deploy our forces in the north and waste time. We would 
launch an offensive against Kabul directly.'' 

The importance of a direct attack against the capital is obvious 
and Massoud has assessed the commurust Najibullah regime's 
defenses against such an attack. 

"In my opinion government forces in Kabul are very vulner
able; Kabul itself could be surrounded by mujahideen forces 
soon. It has only two outlets to the outside world, Khowja 
Rawash [Kabul airport) and the Salang Highway [the only direct 
road from the USSR] which is usually closed ... As for the 
government forces and the defense of Kabul, there are weak
nesses both in terms of quantity and quality. Therefore they 
would not be able to defend Kabul and resist an offensive by an 
organized force operating under a unified command." 

Unity of command and a disciplined, organized force is 
certainly something that Massoud puts great emphasis on. He 
has closely followed the fortunes of the mujahideen besieging 
the city of Jalalabad and has some serious criticism of the way 
that battle has been conducted. 

''The consequences of the fact that there has been a lack of a 
joint command are obvious. Because of this there has been a lack 
of coordination in fighting and launching offensives from differ
ent fronts. The government took advantage of this and dealt with 
offensives one by one. There were other serious shortcomings in 
the plan of action. For example, there wasn't any plan to cut off 
the road linking Jalalabad to Kabul." 

Concerned that Massoud may be able to unite enough differ
ing factions to launch an effective offensive against Kabul, the 
Najibullah regime has been operating a smear campaign stating 
publicly that Massoud has been conducting behind-the-scenes 
negotiations with them. Massoud categorically denies this. 

''After 10 years of fighting in Afghanistan everybody knows 
which groups have resisted the Russians most fiercely, and the 
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communist regime in Afghanistan. We have refuted this kind of 
propaganda many times in the past and we make it clear again 
now that we will not compromise with the regime under any 
circumstances. The People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan 
[the Najibullah regime] has been solely responsible for the war 
and bloodshed in Afghanistan and its existence can only prolong 
the war." 

He is realistic about the need for joint military cooperation 
between rival political factions within the mujahideen. 

''I must remind you that the war in Afghanistan has continued 
for more than 10 years and people from different regions and 
different fronts have taken up arms, have fought and established 
themselves as fronts in their own regions. And by merely captur
ing Kabul no single group or party can stage a coup and rule the 
country. The other point is that no single party can capture Kabul 
without help ... We are fighting for Islam, God and for the 
salvation of the nation., and who will come to power first should 
not be important to a Muslim." 

On 23 February of this year, at a shura (an Islamic consultative 
council) held in Pakistan by the seven major mujahideen exiled 
political parties, an interim government-in-exile was hastily 
formed. It was immediately formally recogfilzed by Saudi Arabia, 
the only country to do so, and allowed to take up the lapsed 
Afghanistan seat of the Islamic Conference Organization. To date 
this remains their only victory in the political arena over the Najibul
lah regime. This interim government was responsible for approving 
the plan to seize Jalalabad, an attack that quickly ground to a halt and 
has remained a stand-off ever since. 

Massoud recognizes the need to have a unified front for the 
Afghan guerrillas presented to the outside world and therefore 
recognizes the desirability of the formation of an interim govern
ment, but he has expressed reservations about the manner in 
which it was formed and the power divided. 

"The provisionai government has undoubtedly some flaws 
and weaknesses. Firstly, that the Shi'ite (smaller of the two 
principle Islamic divisions and in Afghanistan located mostly in 
the central Hazarajat region) brothers who are a part of the 
Afghan nation have no part in it. Secondly, when the shura was 
being held in Islamabad it was claimed that all field commanders 
inside Afghanistan were consulted. The fact is that most of these 
commanders inside Afghanistan were not consulted. For exam
ple, I myself was informed only two days before the meeting [it 
was at that time a minimum 10 day trip to reach Pakistan] that I 
should send a representative. Therefore, a large proportion of 
mujahideen inside Afghanistan did not know what was going on 
in the conference. Thirdly, each party was given 60 votes 
whereas inside Afghanistan the strength of parties is not the 
same. There are parties who are very powerful and have major 
bases within the country, and there are those which are not 
equally powerful. Therefore it is our view that giving 60 votes to 
each party is not fair. 

"Despite these problems, and in order to keep unity among 
the Muslim mujahideen in this historical moment, the Supervis
ory Council [the unified Council of the North formed by Mas
soud] supports the provisional government, and we hope that 
this provisional government can achieve what it is set up to 
achieve and that is to prepare for a general election inside 
Afghanistan. We hope that this government can prepare for 
these elections within six months of its formation ... If we have 
more military victories most countries will recognize this gov
ernment.'' 

In the 10 years I have been reporting the war in Afghanistan 
Massoud is, without doubt, the most charismatic leader I have 
met. It may just be that he is also the key to Afghanistan's future. 
After 10 years of war Massoud stil1 has a clear definite objective 
in sight. 

"The first thing was to defeat and expel the Russians from 
Afghanistan. This has now happened and we thank God for it. 
Now our task is to overthrow the Najibullah government." 
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ABOVE & RIGHT: Afghan army prisoners captured at Talegan in 
Northern Afghanistan. In a short, sharp engagement Massoud was 
able to overpower the Afghan army by swift coordinated action and 
crush their morale. Over 2,000 men surrendered. 

floor: BMP-ls, BMP-2s, T-54s, T-64s, BRDM-2s, BTR-152s, 
BTR-60s, BTR-70s, T-12s, BTR-50Ps, MTPs, GAZ trucks ad 
infinitum. Amongst all these ground-bound rusting relics are a 
few Mi-24 and Mi-8 helicopter remains. 

There isn't a single stretch of road that doesn't have some 
trace of Soviet losses. Tank bodies lie off the road next to bits 
of track. In villages that were occupied, huge mounds of grey 
shell casings are heaped up. While every scrap of metal tells a 
tale of some past clash, what is on show is only a fraction of 
the losses. The majority has been cleared out by the Soviets. If 
such flotsam marks the tides of war, it is evident that here, 
there must have been a ferocious storm. 

The main purpose of my hazardous journey north had been to 
track down Massoud. He was expected in the valley but no one 
could say for certain when, as even now his movements remain 
unpredictable to prevent government assassination attempts. 
There was nothing to do but wait. 

Waiting in Afghanistan normally turns up something worth 
doing and soon a buzkashi match was organized at Safed Shir, 
further up the valley. Although really a sport of the north , 
buzkashi is the national game of Afghanistan. The name 
buzkashi translates as "goat-grabbing," and this is exactly what 
two mounted teams attempt to do. Each team tries to place the 
carcass of a goat, or calf, into a circle drawn on the earth which 
serves as a goal. While theoretically a game of two teams, 
members of both teams tend to function as individuals, each 
intent on grabbing the goat and the glory and transporting it 
with all haste to the goal whilst opposing team members do 
their best to do the same. 

It is a rough, wild game with few rules and much action. The 
exact origins are obscure; that it is a surviving trace of the 
culture of the wild, nomadic Mongol tribes that swept across 
central Asia seems certain. 

I had seen the game played in Peshawar, but that was a 
shadow of the real thing. Here, under the lapis-blue skies of 
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high , northern Afghanistan, it is played in full medieval 
splendor. Nearly 100 horsemen were on the field , thundering up 
and down in charge and countercharge, for all the world like an 
ancient cavalry battle. The ground shook as the horses swarmed 
past. One can weU imagine the terror which the ancestors of 
these horsemen must have evoked. Their cries and the clashing 
of the melee as they grappled for the goat carcass were like 
listening to echoes of history. It really has to be seen to be fully 
appreciated . 

When Massoud arrived, the rumor of his presence spread like 
wildfire down the valley. He was the topic of conversation 
everywhere. Massoud is under great pressure at this critical 
juncture of the war. While keen to press on to Kabul, he 
realizes that he has to be fully prepared for all that this entails. 
All day long streams of commanders come to him for advice 
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Nowhere is it as evident as in the Panjshir Valley the bloody price 
the Soviets paid for invading Afghanistan. 

and orders. His days are long and wearing, which is clearly 
discernable from his tired expression. But still he always rises 
to greet even the least of field commanders, with a warm smile 
and Islamic embrace. In 10 years of reporting on Afghanistan I 
find him to be, without question, the most charismatic Afghan 
leader I have met. 

After an interview with Massoud (see "Lion of the 
Panjshir," on page 38) it was time to head south once again . 
The winter snows had melted away and Ramadan, the Islamic 
month of fasting, had arrived early. The exact timing of 
Ramadan varies each year as it is linked to the lunar calendar 
and is the ninth month of the Islamic year. It begins with the 
physical sighting of the new moon. This month of fasting 
makes travel in Afghanistan even more uncomfortable as food, 
including water, can only be consumed at night. Even though 
you are technically exempt from fasting if you make a long 
journey in one day, or a journey that will last more than three 
days, most Afghans attempt under these circumstances to fast 
anyway as an act of greater religious piety . Consequently it is 
extremely difficult to hire a baggage horse, or persuade anyone 
to move during the hot daylight hours. The night is extensively 
used up by feasting and the days in trying to sleep away the 
fasting hours. When you can persuade a horse dealer to keep to 
a schedule of daylight movement (or even night movement) it 
costs much more than at any other time of year because of the 
extra hardship involved. If you are lucky your escort will 
tolerate your western notions of when to eat and drink. If not, 
you have endless hassles trying to organize anything to eat or 
drink along the way. Villages can be very hostile if you eat or 
drink whilst passing through them during the day. 

Heading south was much faster now that the snow had melted 
and the mud dried out. But there was still much caution at night 
in case of encounters with other political groups. During 
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ABOVE: Jamiat commander Bizmillah's mujahideen. All are 
dressed in ex-Soviet uniforms. 

RIGHT: Tail rotor of downed Mi-8 with fuselage in background. 
While this is in Afghan air force colors it may well have been Soviet 
piloted as some Soviet gunships are reported to have flown in 
Afghan air force identification. 

daylight hours you could see for miles and give other groups a 
wide berth. 

The route south began badly as some equipment was pilfered 
from packs locked in a storeroom and the missing items weren't 
noticed until needed much further down the trail. lf you are 
going to lose kit in Afghanistan, nine times out of 10 it will be 
stolen immediately prior to departure, the theory being that by 
the time you notice the theft it will be much too late to return. 
And they are exactly right. If you've just risked your hide 
crawling past some government post, and spent another day 
avoiding other hostile groups, and then notice that your sleeping 
bag is gone just when you finally have a chance to grab a few 
hours sleep, are you really going to backtrack, lose all that time 
and add all that risk, or just sleep with your coat on? 

Soon we walked into an inter-party fight. An argument over 
irrigation rights became a shouting match, developed into a 
shooting match and ended up with a corpse. This required suitable 
blood revenge. The next day two more men were killed. All of this 
made further travel impossible. During a three day period everyone 
was nervous of daylight movement and terrified of night 
movement. Seven mujahideen were killed on one side and three on 
the other. Half our party was captured trying to sneak away at 
night but talked their way out of execution by assurances of their 
impartiality and an offer of some spare ammunition (this to a 
faction politically opposed to them!). 

When we finally broke clear of this internecine bloody 
squabble we made the best time we could. During one night 
move we passed Bagram airport, north of Kabul. This was a 
major Soviet airbase prior to their pullout. As we meandered, 
slightly lost, in an area that required us to cross several deep, 
fast-flowing streams, an aircraft taking off from Bagram 
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crashed. The resultant fireball, which lit up the countryside for 
miles around, solved our problem by giving us an exact point of 
reference to move by. 

That night we reached the safety of a village loyal to the 
political faction, Jamiat-i-Islami, with whom I was travelling. 
Weary of the long night's walk we curled up, ready for sleep. 
Only a few hours later however, we were up and moving once 
again. The daily routine was developing into one endless 
march, with a few snatched hours sleep here and there. Meals 
were irregular and we lived on biscuits and cake when no meals 
were available. Constantly on the alert for trouble from other 
mujahideen groups, we passed through areas hostile, indifferent , 
or sympathetic to us. We never seemed to be sure of what 
reception we would receive. 

At last we reached Chakadra. Here I parted with the group I 
had been travelling with and, as the route was described as 
100% secure, was given a two-man, unarmed escort to 
accompany me the rest of the way to Paghman. In Afghanistan 
there is no such thing as 100% secure. My escort immediately 
lost the way and we were saved from walking into a 
government militia post by a chance encounter with men 
gathering firewood. Their warning of a militia post sent alarm 
bells ringing in my head. Obviously things were not as secure 
as I'd been led to believe. Afghans hate to impart bad news 
and, with every good intention, will inevitably seek to assure 
you that all is well when a little more adherence to the facts 
would be of far more use. Later, when again lost, I insisted that 
we stop to ask for further directions; my escort was inclined to 
plough on and trust God to sort things out, rather than taking a 
few elementary precautions . The mujahideen who we asked 
directions from expressed surprise that we intended to go on 
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unarmed, and gave us an escort of two armed men. 
They guided us along back paths well concealed from the 

militia post, until we were only 20 minutes short of our next 
stopping point, prior to crossing the Paghman range. Here they 
pointed out the trail , advised us to hurry, and turned back. 
What could go wrong so close to our immediate destination? 

The first shot cracked high overhead. Not unusual in a nation 
of so many armed men who cannot resist firing just to hear the 
noise the gun makes. Lawrence of Arabia described this as "joy 
firing.'' If such random shooting is an indication of joy, then I 
can only presume that Afghans are deliriously happy most of 
the time, as the temptation just to shoot blindly at rocks , 
mountains, birds, stones or simply the sky, is seldom resisted. 

The second shot was a little lower and made us all flinch 
visibly. My companions were 50 meters ahead of me as we 
closed with a low ridge. One turned and said he could see 
people and indicated the gully that ran up to join the track we 
were on. I certainly couldn't see anybody. Then two shots 
cracked past. Single shots are possibly chance, double shots 
rarely so. We threw ourselves down for a second, then my two 
companions leapt up and ran to the crest, which they were 
much closer to than I. I rose to move and two more shots 
cracked very close to my head. There was no doubt now that 
this was aimed fue. I realized that I could not make the ridge as 
the shots were all directed at me , as the closest target. The 
moment to run was never present. 

I stood up , desperately hoping I was mistaken in the way I 
thought things were panning out. Down in the gully I could 
now see a lone gunman advancing on me rapidly while calling 
out to unseen companions to close up. My assumption was that 
he was a government militia man as he wore no uniform and 
was obviously hostile to me. An attempt to walk on (I thought 
if I could only bluff my way forward another 25 meters I might 
be able to bolt for the ridge) drew several more rounds in my 
direction. I threw myself down and cursed the lack of any 
cover. These shots were fired from the hip, so presumably were 
meant to intimidate , rather than kill me. 

Realizing that somewhat desperate measures were all that 
were available to me, I called out that all was well and waved 
at the gunman in as friendly a fashion as I could muster. 
Cautiously rising I asked him to stop fuing and said that I'd 
wait for him to close up. The gunman continued to advance and 
ordered me to come to him. Knowing that he had unseen 
companions, I estimated that my chances of survival if I moved 
down to join him were zero , and called for him to join me, 
explaining that I could not speak much Dari (the Persian dialect 
used in northern Afghanistan) . Up until this point I spoke 
mostly Pushto , the language of southern Afghanistan. In fact I 
soon had every incentive to dredge up every word of Dari J 
could remember. 

Another attempt to casually stroll on drew a fusillade of shots 
at waist height which kicked up spurts of dirt on the ridge next 
to me. Before they stopped I was pressed as prone as a crushed 
tin can in the dirt. Rising to one knee, I called out again not to 
shoot. The need to keep moving was obvious but not one the 
gunman sympathized with . When I again stood up I found 
myself instinctively trying to scrunch up into the smallest target 
I could. The gunman screamed instructions to stop and , at 50 
meters , came up on aim. Looking directly down his barrel and 
sights I knew the next shots would mean death. 

This was a nightmare. Relaxing as much as possible, I eased 
myself erect and shouted out again that I could not understand 
him as I was a foreigner and could not speak much Dari. His 
face was a mask of glowering rage as he closed the last few 
yards. My legs began to tremble and I took several large 
draughts of air in an attempt to stop them. In a few strides the 
gunman was on the path beside me and obviously hyped up, 
with his finger on the trigger. 

Trying to defuse the situation, and considering that this 
unfortunate misunderstanding might only be the result of yet 
another inter-party problem, I explained once again that I was a 
foreigner. Not wanting to say that I was with the mujahideen in 
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A frequent sight in Panjshir are mounds of shell casings left by 
the Soviets. These are 122mm casings in Rokha, Panjshir. 

case he turned out to be government militia , I asked which 
karagi he was from, hoping to gain a clue as to his own 
political loyalties. He snarled back that he belonged to no 
karagi and raising one hand, he pointed at me and said, 

"You're ... ," he finished the statement by slicing his finger 
across his throat in an unmistakable gesture. Things did not 
look good. 

He must have been in his late teens or early twenties, 
nervous and definitely with the upper hand. I presumed he was 
worried in case I had a support party closing up, or in case 
those who ran off were able to get help and come back. I was 
just plain worried about everything. 

Then he spotted my watch . His eyes visibly lit up. There was 
perhaps room to negotiate . 

But one thrust of the AK-47 toward my chest, and a 
command to give him my watch, seriously weakened my 
bargaining position. I stalled for time and told him that there 
was no need for the gun, he could have whatever he wanted; I 
only wanted to go on unharmed , was leaving Afghanistan and 
only wished a safe exit . 

He stabbed a finger at my pants pocket, which bulged with 
toilet paper; presumably he thought I had a wallet stuffed with 
cash. In fact, by chance, my bankroll was in the small 
backpack I had on. I reached for the pocket to remove the 
contents and he flinched back , gripping the AK-47, and 
screamed that he wanted my pants! 

My heart had been lodged in my throat, probably raising my 
voice several octaves. Now I swallowed it without trace. The 

Continued on page 74 
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SPECIAL FORCES 
SCRIVENER 

R. B. Anderson is a Special Forces 
major currently assigned to the Joint 
Doctrine Center at Norfolk, Virginia. 
He attended the "Q" course as an en
listed man in 1968 and later as an officer 

in 1985. He served 19 months in combat 
and has held a variety of command and 
staff assignments. The views expressed 
in this article are Major Anderson 's and 
do not reflect the official policy or posi
tion of the Department of the Army , 
Department of Defense , or the U.S. 
Government. 



During the '60s the dark green beret of 
the Special Forces became part of our 
national culture . Barry Sadler, Robin 
Moore and John Wayne glorified, and the 
media generally vilified, Special Forces but 
few outside the special ops community real
ly understood the men commonly referred 
to as Green Berets (which, incidentally, 
many SFers will tell you is a hat, not a man). 

THE United States military defines Spe
cial Operations as "operations con

ducted by specially trained, equipped, and 
organized forces against strategic or tactical 
targets in pursuit of national objectives." 
The U.S. Anny agency charged with pro
viding the special training, developing the 
special equipment, and organizing the fight
ing structure for these forces is the John F. 
Kennedy Special Warfare Center and 
School, located at Fort Bragg, N.C. It is 
officially referred to by the acronym SWCS 

As we move into the 1990s. Special Op
erations Forces (SOF) will play an in
creasingly important role in our national 
defense as the emphasis shifts further from 
high-intensity conflicts (Air-Land Battle, or 
conventional war) to the low-intensity front 
- brushfire insurgencies and counterin
surgencies. There are no fixed lines of en
gagement, no maneuvering of divisions or 

but conversationally called SWC (pro
nounced "swick") . 

SWCS and the U.S. Special Forces were 
born in 1952 with the selection of cadre for 
the formation of the 10th Special Forces. 
Special Forces was modeled after the Amer
ican wartime clandestine intelligence agen
cy and secret sponsor of resistance move
ments in World War fl, the Office of 
Strategic Services (OSS). Their initial char
ter was to select and train soldiers capable of 
operating in small teams behind enemy 

corps in that type of warfare. Rather, it 
comes down to one man, highly trained and 
motivated, who has the ability to train 
others to fight and win. and if necessary. 
join the battle himselt: 

This article details just what it takes to 
train these Special Forces warriors. 

lines. In the words of Colonel Aaron Bank, 
the founding father of Special Forces, each 
team would be able to develop ··an indige
nous, secret, phantom army , well dispersed 
initially, but then able to strike repeatedly 
and disappear deep into the heartland of 
enemy territory.' ' 

Over the years the role of Special Forces 
and SWCS has broadened. In addition to 
unconventional warfare, SWCS trains mod
em Special Forces in anti-terrorism, intelli
gence, civil affairs, and psychological op-



SPECIAL MISSIONS, 
SPECIAL MEN, SPECIAL 

TRAINING: SPECIAL 
FORCES 

What we know today as Special 
Forces grew in response to the truism 
that the best strategy for defeating guer
rilla forces is to fight them with their 
own tactics, but be better at those tactics 
than they are. 

Tracing their past at least back to the 
partisan trainers of the OSS, one of the 
main raisons d'etre of the Special Forces 
has always been to train indigenous per
sonnel to do just this. They always have 
been, of course, capable of and often 
tasked with a great deal more, sometimes 
having been tasked with operational mis
sions just because they were extraordinari
ly capable. In some instances this raised 
the question of whether or not they were 
being most efficiently used, because as 
trainers of indigenous troops they were 
worth their weight in gold. 

In the decade that followed World War 
II, Special Forces picked up threads left 
dangling by disbandment of the old OSS, 
and worked hand-in-glove with the succes
sive agency, the CIA. The Cold War had 
new fronts, new priorities, and new tactics 
which were best employed by indigenous 
partisans. or covertly, or by low-profile 
Special Forces. These new soldiers were 
not just commandos , or Rangers, or covert 
operatives - although they were capable 
in these roles as well - but were primarily 
envisioned as an elite cadre to train indige
nous personnel to be commandos, Rangers 
and covert operatives. It appears the Spe
cial Forces are now placing greater emph
asis on this original and most important 
role. 

By 1957, U.S. Special Forces advisers 
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were assisting South Vietnan1ese Ranger 
and airborne units with counterinsurgency 
(COIN) training. In 1959 107 U.S. Army 
Special Forces. under command of Lieute
nant Colonel Arthur "Bull' Simons, were 
training Meo tribesmen to fight the 7 ,000 
NV A troops and communist Pathet Lao 
guerrillas in Laos. 

At this stage, and perhaps rightfully 
so, Laotian special forces operations fell 
under control of the Program Evaluation 
Office (PEO). a covert CIA cover opera
tion established in 1958 to disrupt the 
communist infrastructure and interdict 
the supply routes in northeastern Laos 
used by Hanoi to supply their insurgents 
in South Vietnam. Bull Simmons' 
"White Star" teams , along with a few 
CIA officers and elite Thai Border 
Police, organized the nucleus of a Meo 
army. which eventually numbered more 
than 40,000 guerrillas under the com
mand of General Vang Pao. This force 
effectively wreaked havoc on NV A and 
Pathet Lao operations. 

The CIA recognized early on the 
potential of and necessity for military 
special operations forces in Southeast 
Asia. Edward Lansdale, brigadier 
general in the Pentagon 's Office of Spe
cial Operations, and also a CIA opera
tive, had run the Saigon Military Mis
sion of the U.S. Embassy in Vietnam 
since mid-1954. His report to President 
Kennedy in 1961 recommended uncon
ventional warfare actions in Vietnam, 
stressing that the only effective way to 
thwart communist aggression in the 
South was to adopt North Vietnamese 
and Viet Cong guerrilla tactics. Ken
nedy approved plans to strengthen South 
Vietnam's elite military forces - Ran
ger, Airborne and Special Forces - and 
in May 1961, 400 U.S. Special Forces 
advisers and their equipment arrived to 
carry out that mission. 

erations . SWCS' role was further expanded 
in May 1987, when it came under the oper
ational control of the newly created joint 
service headquarters, the U.S . Special Op
erations Command (USSOCOM). 
Although its primary responsibility is still to 
the Army, SWCS trains a large and increas
ing numberofsailors, airmen, Marines , and 
foreign officers , and to a large degree, 
serves as a special operations university . 

SWCS is much more than a school house. 
It performs myriad functions for the Army's 
Special Operations community. For the pur
poses of this article, these functions will be 
grouped into two categories: training and 
force support. 

Training 
Because of its expanded role and because 

of the renewed interest in SOF, enrollment at 

Special Forces instructor shows students 
how to construct a poncho raft. 

It wasn't until late 1961, however, 
that the CIA/SF began a program which 
had tile potential to defeat the North 
Vietnamese Anny and Viet Cong in the 
field. 

The idea was to train minority groups 
in Vietnam, which comprised about 75 
percent of tile interior's population, to 
defend themselves against Viet Cong 
attack . A local hamlet militia would be 
formed for self defense, and later these 
groups would conduct limited offensive 
operations and act as a reserve for regu
lar Vietnamese forces . 

The pilot operations, called the Area 
Development Program, began in tile vil
lage of Buon Enao - home of tile Mon
tagnard Rhade tribe. Special Forces De
tachment A-113, a few CIA advisers, 
and troops of Vietnamese elite units 
trained the "Yards" in weapons han
dling and guerrilla tactics. Combined 
with their own bush skills, these rugged 
hill people were so effective against the 
communists tllat the program expanded 
into what would become the largest un
conventional warfare operation in Viet
nam - the Civilian Irregular Defense 
Group (CIDG). 

U.S. Army Special Forces had 
found their proper niche in Southeast 
Asia - training indigenous troops to 
fight communist insurgents. By late 
1962 the CIDG program included 200 
villages, 12,000 defenders and 26 SF 
.. A" teams. (An A team is the basic 
operational unit of the Special Forces . 
Commanded by a captain, the 12-man 
group consists of specialists trained in 
communications. weapons, engineer
ing, intelligence and medicine. The 
men are all cross-trained in at least one 
other field, and many are double or 
triple linguists. SF·' B" teams , led by 
a major. control four A teams; C 
teams, actually SF battalions, are 
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SWCS courses has greatly increased in re
cent years, and the numbers are still grow
ing. More than 5,400 students were enrolled 
in courses during 1987, and by the end of 
1988 the number of students reached 8 ,600. 
Because of the hundreds of jobs being cre
ated to fill new Special Forces positions, 
officials are projecting 14,500 students will 
train annually at SWCS by 1990. 

To understand how SWCS handles this 
load, we need to examine the following 
areas of special operations training: 
• Assessment and Selection 
• Special Forces 
• Special Operations Advanced Skills 
• Psychological Operations, or PsyOps 

Special Forces instructors demonstrate 
hand-to-hand combat techniques. They must 
learn their lessons well, because part of 
their mission is to pass their knowledge 
along. 

commanded by a lieutenant colonel 
and control three B teams.) 

Although the CIDG program con
tinued to grow - with over 75,000 
irregulars by 1964 - the role of the 
Special Forces began to change as of 
October 1963. 

In January 1964, Special Forces op
erations came under the command of 
MACY ISOG (Military Assistance Com
mand, Vietnam/Studies and Observa
tion Group), which in turn was con
trolled by the Special Assistant for 
Counterinsurgency and Special Activi
ties (SACSA). all of which were answer
able to the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) at 
the Pentagon. Its ostensible mission was 
to study lessons learned during the 
advisory experience; its real mission was 
to continue running classified, covert 
operations in Southeast Asia. 

Arguments abound as to what the Spe
cial Forces mission in Vietnam should or 
should not have been, but the inception 
of SOG shifted SF ops toward a more 
participatory role. The commanders of 
SOG, Colonels Blackburn and Simons, 
did outstanding jobs during their tours, 
but it must be remembered that they 
answered first to more functionally 
minded senior officers, and second to 
politicians attuned to political battle
fields. 

SOG itself was divided into a variety 
of individual "study groups," each re
sponsible for a specific area of opera
tions. Psychological Studies Group 
(Oplan/Ops 33) sent false radio broad
casts into North Vietnam from transmit
ters in Hue and Tay Ninh; Air Studies 
Group (Ops 32) airdropped agents into 
enemy-held areas and operated their 
own air force, the 90th Special Opera
tions Wing, piloted by Nationalist 
Chinese 'and CIA Air America pilots; 
Maritime Studies Group organized com-
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mando raids along the North Vietnamese 
coast and in the Mekong Delta (Oplan 
34A and Ops 31, respectively); but it 
was the Ground Studies Group which 
was assigned the largest mission. 

Ground Studies Group (Oplan 35) 
was composed of SF and other U.S. 
special unit personnel, South Viet
namese elite troops, CIDG, Nung mer
cenaries, North Vietnamese and Viet 
Cong deserters, and other' ' specialists.'' 
It conducted cross-border intelligence 
operations - Operation "Kit Cat" into 
North Vietnam, "Prairie Fire" in Laos 
in 1965, and "Daniel Boone" into Cam
bodia in 1966, among others - and 
monitored the locations of downed air
men for potential escape and evasion 
raids. GSG also ran a host of "black 
missions, ' ' some of which leaked to the 
press causing, to put it mildly, conster
nation about certain SF operations. 

Special Forces personnel were so im
mersed in this hodge-podge of clandes
tine activity that later on , when they 
were assigned to SOG, they were given 
the ponderous cover assignment, "Spe
cial Operations, Augmented, 5th Spe
cial Forces Group. " 

By now, Special Forces, although still 
very much involved in the training/ 
advisory role, found themselves in
volved in operations perhaps better left 
to other government or military agen
cies/uni ts. 

The original and most successful mis
sion of SF as trainers and advisers to the 
indigenous Indochinese population slid 
further down the list of priorities as the 
United States began its major military 
build-up in the mid-'60s. Special Forces 
personnel, specially trained in covert, 
special warfare operations, were in
creasingly tasked with routine intelli
gence-gathering and other missions well 
within the capabilities of Arn1y Ranger, 

Navy SEAL, and Marine Reconnais
sance Battalion patrols. 

The problem was partly obviated by 
the fom1ation of the MACY RECONDO 
(Reconnaissance Cornniando) school at 
Nha Trang under the auspices of the 5th 
Special Forces Group in September 
1966. Its purpose was to train CIDG, 
U.S. LRRP (Long Range Reconnais
sance Patrol) teams and other allied 
forces whose mission it was to conduct 
deep reconnaissance - a training task 
very well-suited to SF capabilities. 

By 1968 SF strength was more than 
2,500 men comprising some 80 A 
teams, 16 B teams and five C teams. 
Authorized SF strength in 1969 topped 
at 3,740 and they controlled about 
40,000 irregular troops. 

On l March 1971 . the official role of 
Special Forces in Vietnam ended when 
the 5th Special Forces Group was de
ployed home to Ft. Bragg. SF troopers 
weren't finished in Vietnam, however, 
as some were called back during the 
March 1972 NV A/VC offensive to coor
dinate air strikes against the enemy. SF 
troops were also involved in training 
Cambodian troops between February 
and November 1972 to counter the same 
NVA thrust. 

There's little doubt that Special 
Forces remained active in Vietnam until 
the end in 1975, and in Southeast Asia 
for some time after that. Their presence 
ended much as it had begun - in the role 
of advisers and trainers to indigenous 
forces. Had they and the other special 
operations .units sent to Vietnam in the 
advisory role been allowed to fully de
velop that mission exclusively, there 
might be fewer of their names engraved 
on the Wall in Washington. 

-John Coleman and Don McLean 
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• Civil Affairs 
• International Studies 
• Foreign Language 
• SERE/Combating Tei:rorism 
• NCO Academy 

Assessment and Selection 
Selection is tough and getting tougher. 

Until recently, a typical class might begin 
the selection process with 280 candidates 
but graduate only 70 of the originals. Since 
training these soldiers•is expensive, SWCS 
added a physically and mentally demanding 
three-week test called Special Fornes 
Assessment and Selection (SFAS). SFAS is 
designed to weed out the unwanted before 
the formal training begins. Unlike students 
in other "tough guy" schools in the Amer
ican military, Special Forces candidates are 

ABOVE: Anti-terrorist training is designed 
for SF personnel serving overseas on 
advisory. peacekeeping or training missions 
- for good reason. 

RIGHT: Medical training is realistic and 
intense, as a Special Forces medic may be 
responsible for the care of many people 
outside his own A detachment. · 
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treated as adults. They are not subjected to 
harassment or pep rallies. The candidates 
must make it without external motivation. 
The current attrition rate for SFAS is 50 
percent. Those who make it win the right to 
attend the "Q" course. 

Special Forces 
The Special Forces Qualification course 

is still the focal point of SWCS. The "Q" 
course produces the Army's "Green Be
rets" and is therefore the school's most 
important program of instruction. SWCS 
claims the graduates are a special breed of 
soldier: rugged, highly trained, capable of 
independent thought and action, and able to 
handle the most sensitive missions. 

Execution of these missions calls for 
sound judgement, and the Special Forces 



RIGHT: SF troopers are 
trained to operate in any 

enviroameqt,,; llGY lime. 
under any circomstances. 

BELOW: Special 
Forces soldiers train 



ABOVE: Target· interdiction team, better 
known as snipers. 

RIGHT: Guts and grim determination. 

seek mature soldiers. Officers must wait un
til their fourth year of service before attend
ing the " Q" course. Most come from the 
combat arms branches of the Army; 70 per
cent are from the infantry. Enlisted candi
dates are normally sergeants with a mini
mum of three years of service; many come 
from the Ranger battalions. These sergeants 
must also have a high enough score on the 
military intelligence test that they would 
qualify to be officers. All volunteers must be 
jump qualified, possess a secret clearance 
and pass the fitness and swim tests. 

The " Q" course has three phases: com
mon skills, specialty training, and a field 
exercise called " Robin Sage. " The com
mon skills portion lasts five weeks and 
stresses self-discipline, patrolling, survival , 
close combat and air operations. It boasts of 
having.the toughest land navigation course 
in America. 

Specialty training prepares the students 
for their subsequent assignment to a 12-man 
" A" detachment. Students are separated 
into one of the following specialties: offi-
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Communications are essential to SF 
operations, and technical skills must be 
honed to a fme edge, including the use of 
foreign equipment and cryptographic 
techniques. 

Patrol checks in with base. SF troopers are 
well versed with various weapons, as shown 
here, and would normally be required to 
impart that knowledge to indigenous forces. 

cer, weapons, communications, engineer
ing and medical. The medical training is 
particularly intense and lasts 21 weeks. The 
other specialty sub-courses are conducted in 
about 13 weeks. 

The officer sub-course teaches opera
tions, intelligence, foreign internal defense, 
and unconventional warfare techniques, 
tactics, and doctrine. Because an officer 
must employ the other members in his de
tachment, he is also given familiarization 
training in the other specialties. The focus 
of all officer training is leadership. 

Radios are the lifeline of Special Forces 
and communicators learn to operate a varie
ty of systems. They become experts in 
Morse code, antenna designs and avoidance 
of signal detection. They must also be profi
cient in encyphering and decyphering cryp
tographic codes. 

Weapons sergeants are trained extensive
ly in the use of foreign weapons . This train
ing includes small arms, mortars, and anti
armor weapons. In unconventional warfare 
(UW), weapons sergeants are the principal 
trainers of guerrilla forces. They must be 
able to teach raw recruits marksmanship and 
small unit tactics. 

Engineer students learn to build as well as 
destroy. Part of the instruction deals with 
construction and engineering techniques. 
The remainder of the course deals with ex
plosives. Engineers learn how to use both 
domestic and foreign munitions. They are 
also taught how to make homemade devices. 

Most of the medical training is conducted 
at the Academy of Health Sciences at Fort 
Sam Houston, Texas. The curriculum in
cludes subjects such as basic dentistry , 
surgery, obstetrics, and veterinary science. 
The academic environment is intense, and 
students must get up at 0430 and take 
physical training. The Training Company 
Commander, Major (Dr.) Rocky Farr, 
states: " Put the average medical student on 
our schedule and he probably couldn 't make 
it. " Neither does the average Special Forces 
candidate. The reason this sub-course is so 
demanding is that a graduate may later be
come the "doctor" for an isolated " A" 
detachment or for thousands of Third World 
citizens . 

The last phase of the " Q" course is field 
training exercise Robin Sage. This exercise 
is designed to integrate and test both the 
other phases. Students are organized into 
"A" detachments and are given a UW mis
sion. The student " A" teams are infiltrated 
via parachute into a simulated hostile nation 
and link up with an indigenous guerrilla 
force. The students must train the guerri llas 
and assist them in conducting operations 
against an opposing force '(normally an ele
ment of the 82nd Airborne Division). 

Graduation follows Robin Sage and the 
students are awarded the coveted Special 
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Forces Tab , an arched-shaped insignia worn 
above the unit patch on the left shoulder. 
Since a ll the so ldiers (even non " Q " -
qualified support troops) ass igned to a Spe
cial Forces unit wear a green beret, the SF 
Tab is today's mark of distinction in the 
Special Forces. Most graduates are assigned 
to one of the Special Forces groups and join 
an " A" detachment. Schooling , however, 
is never complete in Special Forces, and a 
soldier will return to SWCS frequentl y dur
ing his career. Most soldiers make their first 
return trip to obtain an advanced skill. 

Special Operations Advanced Skills 
The most popular course offered by the 

Advanced Skills Department is Military 
Freefall. The purpose of this form of skydiv
ing is to evade radar detection while infiltrat
ing. What makes Military Freefall more dif
ficult than sport skydiving is that it is done at 
higher altitudes (as high as 25,000 to 35,000 
feet) and is usually performed at night. In 
addition , jumpers are often loaded down 
with more than 100 pounds of gear (weapon , 
rucksack, parachute and oxygen system) and 
they must land together as a team. The five
week course also teaches students High
Altitude-High-Opening. The parachute used 
with this technique allows three feet of later
al movement for each foot of descent. By 
opening their parachutes shortly after exiting 
the airplane, jumpers are able to glide miles 
to reach their objective . 

The Combat Diver course at Key West, 
Florida, is said to be the most physically 
demanding course of training in the U.S . 
Army. The attrition rate is so high that Spe
cial Forces Groups conduct two-to-three 
week pre-scuba courses to prepare the sol
diers they send . The Combat Diver course is 
four weeks long and teaches students how to 
conduct long-range underwater operations , 
the use of open- and closed-SCUBA gear , 
and underwater search techniques. 

Classes for a new six-week course , the 
Waterborne Infiltration course, will begin 
in January at Key West. Some of the critical 
tasks for this course are the completion of a 
10,000-meter surface swim, a 50-nautical
mile rubber-boat transit , a 22-nautical-mile 
kayak transit, and a realistic " fly-away" 
field training exercise. At the end of the 
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ABOVE: Students in the Special Forces 
Qualification course begin a road march. 
Emphasis in SF training is on 
self-motivation and discipline; bringing out 
the ability to operate effectively - and 
alone. 

course students will be able to conduct op
erations by integrating waterborne delivery 
methods with other means of infiltration , 
such as aircraft , surface vessels and sub
marines. 

A better name for the six-week Target 
Interdiction course would be the Advanced 
Sniper School. The course emphasizes con
cealment , survei llance, and stalking. It goes 
beyond the normal sniper mission of killing 
personnel targets. According to the prog
ram 's former director, Captain John Stan
ley, " A special operations sniper must be 
just as proficient with a .SO-caliber special
purpose sniper rifle , interdicting a material 
target, as he is tra ining a group of guerrillas 

Special Forces instructor gives a class on 
how to build various homemade fish traps. 

Four students in the SERE course extracted 
via STABO - Stabilized, Tactical, 
Airborne Body Operation. Photo: U.S. 
Army by Kirk Wyckoff 

equipped with a foreign or antique sniper 
weapon." This is a " hands-on" program 
and students spend only 4 1 of the 340 hours 
in a classroom. 

Before they become master sergeants , all 
Special Forces NCOs must attend the 12-
week Operations and Intelligence course. 
The purpose of this course is to develop 
team sergeants who are capable of perform
ing ops and intell duties for A (team), B 
(company) or C (battalion) detachments or 
act as the intelligence officer or the opera
tions officer for a large network of guerrilla 
forces. 

Psychological Operations 
Marshal Shaposhnikov, a Soviet leader in 

World War II , offered a good reason for 
conducting Psycholo g ica l Operations 
(PsyOps): ''The prerequisite of victory is to 
make proper preparations in the enemy 
camp so that the result is decided before the 
battle begins. " PsyOps is a mass-casualty
producing weapon that is often underesti
mated . The PsyOps Department trains both 
officers and enlisted in how to monitor, 
assess , and influence the mental outlook of 
enemy countries. Students are also taught 
methods of hardening the resolve of friendly 
forces and how to detect enemy deception 
campaigns. 

Civil Affairs 
Civil Affairs units assist deployed U.S. 

Continued on page 80 
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Editor's note: When we received the first 
sketchy details of Lance Motley's death on 
the Thai-Burmese border, we heard that he 
had been with a French photographer when 
he was killed. Managing Editor Jim Graves 
spent a week on the phone talking to con
tacts in Bangkok trying to find out the 
Frenchman 's name. At about the same time 
we finally learned it was Alain Haas, Haas 
called us from Paris and said he had photo
graphs of Lance. Graves asked him to write 
up the story; Haas said it would be in 
French; Graves said no problem and turned 
the manuscript over to our resident expert 
on almost everything, Alex McColl, for 
translation. 

What follows is the true story of Lance 
Motley's last assignment. 

I 'VE been at the hotel in Mae Sot for two 
nights when 1 meet Lance . He has j ust 

come in from Bangkok by the night bus. He 
definitely has a military look about him and 
later I find out that he is not a tourist. 

In his room he tells me that he works for 
Soldier of Fortune. I tell him that the night 
before at Mae Sot we had heard the sounds 
of combat. As we found out later, on 27 
May at 0300 the Burmese army had sent a 
battalion to assault the camp at Komura, 
obviously to no effect. Lance absolute ly 
insists on going to see his Karen contact. 
This works out fine because I know the way , 
so I go with him. En route I explain to him 
that it will be difficult to get across (into 
Burma). The night before I had already been 
turned down by the officer in charge of 
journalists. Lance tells me to let him have a 
try at convincing them. In any event, if the 
answer is no, with the map that they had 
given me, we could work out a way to get 
over by ourselves . It was then that I found 
out that Lance was a former soldier, with 
impressive credentials: 82nd Airborne and 
the Rangers. He had been discharged as a 
captain - not bad at all in five years. We 
make a good pair, he an ex-Ranger and I a 
former French paratrooper. 

When we find the address, we have 
another disappointment: Major "X" is 
sleeping. We are asked to sit down and 
don ' t waste a ny time go ing to sleep 
ourselves, Lance because of his night sitting 
up on the bus, and I because of the noise of 
combat across the border the night before. 

Fortunately a Karen comes to our aid with 
coffee, followed by a Burmese student who 
is a refugee here. This is where we are told 
for the fi rst time that the Burmese make a 
practice of drugging their soldiers before 
sending them into combat. At the time we 
think that it is simply propaganda for our 
consumption. Eventually the major wakes 
up and asks us to come up to his office, 
apologizing for the wait. The night before 
he , also, had not had much sleep. In the end, 
Lance doesn ' t have much difficulty per
suading him to let us through . 

So we are on our way to the Komura 
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camp. Almost immediately the vehicle 
leaves the road and starts going down vari
ous jungle paths. First stop is a refugee 
camp . We are told to wait, another vehicle 
will take us the rest of the way. It is a Jong 
wait. We rig our hammocks in the wreck of 
a bamboo house. After two hours of wait
ing , Lance begins to get impatient. Finally a 
truck comes by. 

"Damn' Thai Rangers. " 
They pass on by and I don ' t think they 

saw us. Just in case, we put our rucksacks in 
a less visible spot. [The Thai government 
discourages visits by journalists to Karen
controlled areas by having the Rangers 
arrest them for illega l border crossing.] 

BURMA 

<@) 
i 

KAREN 
MAIN CAMP 

KOMURA 
CAMP 

Finally a pickup arrives and we get in the --r----~ 
back . It's a rough road and we have to hang ( 
on. Thankfully not for long, and then we 
dismount. A short walk down a trail and 

LANCE EUGENE 
MOTLEY 
1957-1989 

I was at home when Lynne, our recep
tionist, called and told me Lance was dead. 
In those few seconds before I could answer 
her, I had one of those weird, real-as
reality flashbacks, the kind where the sub
conscious kicks in and plays it right in front 
of your mind's eye. 

We were at a party over at our manag
ing editor's house. Lance and I were in 
the kitchen talking editorial nonsense 
and the topic changed to his upcoming 
trip to Southeast Asia, to Burma to cover 
the Karen rebels. He was excited about 
it. He was kind of burned out on Central 
and South America, and was ready for a 
new adventure . After which , he told me, 
he was looking forward to coming home 
to attend his JO-year class reunion at the 
military academy at West Point. 

He made it, because that's where they 
buried him. 

I met Lance a few years ago for the 
first time when we shared a plane ride 
down to Central America. He'd come to 
our notice back in 1986 when, out of the 
blue, we got a couple of stories from him 
based on a trip he'd taken deep inside 
Afghanistan with the mujahideen, to the 
city of Herat near the Iranian border. He 
hadn't gone there to write, but to fight 
against the Soviets . He stayed with the 
muj for a number of months doing just 
that, until he was wounded. 

Afterward he trekked for 50 days, 
often alone, out of Afghanistan. As far 
as anyone knows, he was the only Amer
ican to have reached Herat since the 
Soviets invaded in 1979. The Afghans 
nicknamed Lance the "Bearded Mys
tic'' and respected his courage and fight
ing spirit. He hadn't been on anyone's 
payroll, and hadn't gone there with the 
intention of writing any articles. He'd 
just gone to see what it was all about. 
Five years as an officer with the Army's 
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82nd Airborne and 75th Rangers - in a 
peacetime environment - hadn't been 
enough for him. So, instead of jaunting 
off to someplace like Europe for a little 
post-Army R&R, he opted for Afghani
stan . That should tell you something 
about the guy. 

Ranger Lieutenant Lance Motley, U.S. 
Army. 

I got to know him pretty well during 
our weeks together in Honduras . Lance, 
Steve Salisbury, who was then our Cen
tral America correspondent, and I shared 
a cramped hotel room in Tegucigalpa. 
We were working on placing Lance with 
the contras, an arrangement that was 
already supposed to have been made but 
wasn't. By day two, Lance was getting 
antsy and calling the local contra con
tacts "silly sons ab itches." By day four 
he was ready to walk to the border contra 
camps. By day six he was ready to 
machine gun somebody. He wasn't 
ready for the manana mentality, never 
was and never would be. 

Lance needed to have things happen 
now if not sooner. He couldn't abide 
anyone who wouldn't make a decision. 
He'd drive rear-echelon military types 

here we are on the bank of the Moei River. 
On the other side the fortified camp of 
Komura. 

Lance is so eager to get across that be 
doesn ' t wait for the dugout which is coming 
for us. So he's going across on foot. It does 
not seem to be too deep. I follow him, but 
the problem is that where the water is up to 
his waist , it is up to my chest. Lance turns 
and sees me thus. It strikes him as funny and 
he goes on his way chuckling. At a point 
where he has almost made it to the other side 
he loses his footing and goes headlong into 

Komura camp. Motley was wounded by a 
Burmese mortar bomb on 30 May 1989, 
and transported across the Moei River to 
Mae Sot in Thailand where he subsequently 
died from his wounds on 31 May . 

from Salvador to the Philippines batty 
because when he wanted to go into the 
field he wouldn't accept a bureaucratic 
put-off. They didn't care for him much, 
but that didn't bother Lance a whit. 

Where he wanted to be was in the bush 
with the troops, the closer to combat the 
better, and those guys liked him a lot. 
Not just because he had the guts to come 
out with them and face whatever form of 
death they had to face, and hump the 
same miserable backwater jungles and 
mountains, and eat the same bit of dried 
fish or ball of rice, and drink the same 
foul water when there was any - but 
because be was also a damned fine sol
dier and leader and they were quick to 
recognize th!it in him. 

He had a lot to teach about the art of 
soldiering, and he liked to teach real 
soldiers - not the kind who dress up and 
play at it, but the scraggly, bush
whacked-tired type whose one posses
sion that isn't encrusted with six weeks 
worth of crud is his rifle . He got along 
with that kind of soldier because he was 
a mirror reflection of them, and they'd 
listen to what he had to say and teach. 
Right now, as you read this , there are 
soldiers and freedom fighters around the 
world who are still alive because of what 
Lance Eugene Motley , soldier/corres
pondent,. taught them. 

After we published Lance's articles 
on Afghanistan, we picked him up as a 
freelancer and sent him to places he 
probably would've gone anyway: Nicar
agua, the Philippines, Honduras, Guate
mala, El Salvador, Peru and Colombia. 
Combat reporting was his forte, but if 
even Lance couldn't break down the 
star-studded bureaucratic barriers to get 
into the field, he'd still find a way to file 
reports on elite units , military tactics, 
treasure hunting, gold mining, the emer
ald trade and cocaine trafficking. Any
thing that fell under the term "adven
ture" was fair game for Lance and his 
camera and pen, not really so much that 
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the water. Now we ' re both chuckling. The 
Karens think this is very odd. 

A soldier leads us to the camp headquar
ters . Once there, the camp commander, a 
Major Saw Than Mawng , briefs us on the 
situation: 

" The situation here is very good; in the last 
month we have driven off two major attacks. 
The first on 22 May. The Burmese crossed the 
border to make a night attack on our positions 
from the rear. But they could not get a foothold 
on the side of the river where the camp is. We 
estimate that we put about half a battalion out 
of action, not counting any killed by the Thai 
shelling. [Burmese long rounds landing in 
Thai territory occasionally draw counter-fire.] 
Unfortunately for us a lot of bodies were 
washed away by the strong current in the Moei 
River, which kept us from recovering very 
much in the way of weapons and ammunition. 

he was a committed writer, but more for 
the fact that he was a committed adven
turer - a rare breed in this world of 
Foggy Bottom pin-stripes and Wall 
Street warriors. 

I'm not really sure, though, just what 
Lance was adventuring after. He never 
mentioned, at least to me, what he was 
hoping to find at the end of the rainbow. 
I don't think he really knew himself, but 
then he was only 31, nearly 32, when he 
made the trip across to Southeast Asia. I 
tend to think he was just having a good, 
up-close look at life while he was still 
young. He wanted to see it for himself 
rather than relying on somebody else's 
version. He.wasn't afraid of living, as so 
many others are. He certainly wasn't 
afraid of death, either; the thought that 
death might find him early just never 
bothered him. 

When word reached us from Thailand 
that Lance had been killed, Bob Brown 
and SOF associates Mike Williams and 
Paul Fanshaw immediately took off to 
find out what had actually happened. 
Initial press reports had him victim of a 
land mine, but we weren't sure. All we 
really knew was that he had been with 
the Karen rebels when it happened. We 
didn't know then that French journalist 

Lance Motley with mujahideen. From 
this trip came his fu-st two features for 
SOF in 1986. 
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The most recent attack was last night , and was 
another defeat for them. We recovered more 
than 50 individual weapons and found 56 
bodies in the barbed wire.'' 

Lance asks: "And your losses?" 
''Four killed and six wounded in the first 

attack and none in the second. " 
Lance seems skeptical and asks to see the 

Burmese bodies. The commander details a 
soldier to guide us across the camp. En route 
through the position of the IOl st Battalion , 

As soon as word reached us that Lance 
had been killed, SOF Editor/Publisher 
Bob Brown (middle), and SOF associates 
Mike Williams (foreground) and Paul 
Fanshaw headed to the Thai-Burmese 
border to investigate the circumstances. 
This shot was taken at the Thai Ranger 
camp across from Komura before they 
moved into Komura itself. 

Alain Haas was on-site, and would pro
vide us with the article that accompanies 
this piece. 

Brown and the others traveled to the 
Karen enclave where Lance was wound
e.d, and conducted their own investiga
tion as to exactly what happened . A nag
ging question that Lance had somehow 
been set up had to be laid to rest. It was. 

As far as we can ascertain, Lance was 
simply in the wrong place at the wrong 
time, and that happens in war. That may 
sound callous, but if you've been in 
combat you know exactly how capri
cious and callous death can be. There 
rMely seems to be any rhyme or reason 
as to who gets killed and who walks 
away. Death makes very little distinc
tion when men are trying to kill each 
other; it just scoops up a handful, never 
letting us forget that the same thing will 
happen again tomorrow, and the day af
ter that. It's happened to four other SOF 
freelancers: George Bacon in Angola, 
Mike Echanis in Nicaragua, Alrnerigo 
Grilz in Mozambique, and Peter Bertie 
in Nicaragua. 

Lance was doing his job - photo
graphing the Karen defenses - when a 
mortar bomb impacted next to him. Haas 
believes he was specifically targeted be-

Lance asks why this battalion is "special. " 
They tell us it is special because it is under 
the direct control of the Karen GHQ in 
Mawpokey and also, there are French offic
ers in the unit, but we don ' t know whether 
we can see them. We pause for a talk with 
the captain commanding this detachment of 
the IO 1st. He tells about the death of Oli
vier, who was killed during a shell ing two 
weeks before . He was a former French 
officer. We don 't push the conversation 

cause he was in the open; that may or 
may not be the case and we'll never 
know for sure. The only person who 
could tell us that would be the Burmese 
forward observer directing fire on the 
Karen position. Whether it was a ran
dom harassment-and-interdiction round 
or plotted fire becomes a moot point 
because the damage was done and Lance 
died from it the next day. 

As I've done with many other friends 
who have been killed in combat, 1 ask 
the question "what if ' about Lance: 
What if he hadn 't been killed? Where 
would he be next month, or next year? 
What would be be doing? One thing I 
know for certain - he'd be at the sharp 
end in combat somewhere in this world, 
teaching young soldiers how to stay 
alive. He'd be as tired and as hungry and 
thirsty as the rest, but he'd keep driving 
on. He'd be out on point, probably under 
fire, shooting photos , and later, when 
everyone else had shagged out, he'd be 
sitting under a poncho writing up his 
notes by flashlight. 

Lance Motley was on his way toward 
becoming one of the world's best com
bat correspondents, and I'm damned 
glad we were able to help him along. 
Whether the job would have palled for 
him in time is something we'll never 
know; the adventure and camaraderie of 
combat may have been only a stepping 
stone toward whatever he would have 
chosen as his final calling. 

We ' ll never know now what that 
would have been , except that it would 
never be dull. Lance Motley had too 
much life in him for that. - John Cole
man 
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with the captain any further , seeing the 
emotion on his face. Apparent ly he and 
Olivier were close . Lance is disappointed ; 
he had been hoping to meet one of these 
freedom fighters. 

As we arrive at the front line an incom ing 
rifle grenade explodes and a 12-year old 
child is wounded. hit in the leg and the 
shoulder. Lance insists on seeing the bodies 
of the Burmese. We pass through the wire . 
escorted by the Karens . l am nervous be
cause the Burmese troops are not far away. 
Lance is ent ire ly relaxed . A Karen opens 
fire. We get behind the shelter of the fron t 
line berm . We have not seen any Burmese 
soldiers but decide to be prudent and con
tinue touring the camp. 

It's about here that we look at a grenade 
launcher. The Karens tell us that it is Bum1ese 
made. It is an old Lee-Enfield modified . 
Lance is greatly interested in the grenade. He 
is not acquainted with the type, but the mark
ings seem to indicate British manufacture. The 
oddest bit is that the date of manufacture is 
l /89. Now the Karens captured these grenades 
in March. Lance is thinking out loud that a 
mere three months after their manufacture is 
altogether too soon for them to have passed 
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Carrying a wounded contra, 1987. 

through the black market. Therefore tl1ey did 
in fact capture them. 

Our guide leads us further into the interior 
of the camp. Here everything is in ruins; 
none of the buildings have been spared by 
the Bum1ese arti llery. I ask the Karen why 
this area has been beat up worse than the 
others. 

" lt' s very simple," he explains. " The 
building over there is the sawmill and the 
people who work there li ve in these houses. 
The Burmese are try ing to cut off our main 
source of revenue, which is teak. At this 
time, the Rangoon regime has a policy of 
terror against the people who work for us or 
help us. In the areas which they have taken 
from us this past year, the villages have 
been systematically destroyed and the peo
ple massacred. " 

A radio call interrupts. The camp com
mander invites us to join him at dinner. This 
is fine with us as we are famished. The meal 
is ample: rice, dried fish, sardines in tomato
paste. Lance discusses strategy with the ma
jor. The Karens have lost several positions 

With the contras, 1987. 

along the border,. but the Burmese have suf
fered heavy casualties in the process of tak
ing them. Probably they will not be able to 
hold them during the rainy season because 
the logistical system that gives them the 
advantage will bog down as the roads wash 
out. The Karens don ' t have this problem. 
They are at home here, they know these 
mountains and this land by heart, they are 
rugged soldiers motivated by their fight for 
freedom, and they are accustomed to living 
in the jungle, with the jungle . On the other 
hand the Burmese are mostly forcibly en
listed (i.e., press-ganged) and often very 
young. The bodies we saw prove this; they 
cou ld not have been more than 16. The major 
tells us that the morale of the Burmese troops 
is so low they have to drug them. This is the 
second time this has been mentioned. Is it 
true? Lance and I begin to seriously consider 
the possibil ity. The bodies that we saw were 
in a place that defies all military logic - in 
the open next to the barbed wire that they had 
just crossed . Now the wire had not been cut 
anywhere; apparently they planned to climb 
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Covering the emerald trade in Colombia, 
1989. 

it like an ordinary fence . Tomorrow we shall 
return and interview the soldiers defending 
this sector. 

The night is calm, barely troubled by a 
few incoming mortar rounds, a harassment 
technique that doesn't have much effect on 
the Karens. In the morning we return to the 
front line to try to reconstruct the last Bur
mese attack. Lance begins by interviewing 
the sector commander. The Burmese made a 
frontal assault after an artillery preparation; 
they attacked with a whole battalion. The 
ratio of forces was therefore 3 to I in favor of 
the Burmese. Why had they not succeeded? 
The sector commander explains to us that the 
assault broke up in the barbed wire. This is 
incomprehensible since the wire consists of 
three fences about 11/2 meters apart; these are 
simple fences of the kind used to keep in 
animals. It is very easy to go over them or 
under them. Further, the field of fire has not 
been cleared, so it is possible to get within 
about 50 meters of the bunkers without leav
ing cover. Now the impacts ofRPGs or Karl 
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Gustavs which we found are either in the 
trees or well in front of the bunkers. Even at 
night you 'd have to be pretty bad to miss. 
Lance interviews a soldier. He explains to us 
that, as usual, the Burmese regrouped before 
the assault in a streambed about 100 meters 
from here. then advanced under cover of 
mortar fire. Lance asks how they moved out 
in the assault. Simply walking, some of them 
at sling arms. The Karens let them get to the 
edge of the wire and opened fire when they 
started trying to climb over. We couldn ' t 
believe it. It ' s too simple. No one could 
make that kind of mistake. 

Since I am about the same height as an 
Asian, I go forward of the defensive line to 
find out how long it will take me to cover the 
last 50 meters . I get down beside a clump of 
bamboo as if getting ready to make the 
assault. Lance gives me the signal that he is 
ready. He is on top of one of the bunkers and 
the sector commander is with him. I rush 
forward, dive under the first fence , roll under 
the other two, rush forward and flatten my
self against the bunker. It has taken me about 
20 seconds. Lance gives me the OK signal. 
The demonstration is sufficient. 

A mortar is fired. Apparently my little 
exercise has wakened the Burmese. I go 
behind the bunkers and join Lance who is 
talking in the trench. The shell goes too far. 
We return to the major's house for breakfast. 
Lance tells the major about the little experi
ment that we have just conducted. He agrees 
with us but says that in his opinion the Bur
mese drug their troops because that's the 
only way they can get them to make an 
assault. Only the officers stay lucid, and the 
soldiers are as if hypnotized. They don't cry 
out, even when wounded. According to him 
the Burmese drug them because they are 
press-ganged into the army, and it's even 
possible that they use students who are poli
tical prisoners for the first waves of the 
assault. 

We spend the rest of the day visiting in the 
camp. Lance talks a lot with the Karens. I get 
the impression that he has a lot of sympathy for 
these people. It is true that their way of think
ing is l.ike ours. They are Christians and deeply 
anti-communist, which gives us a serious 
point in common. The day passes peaceably, 
barely troubled by a few incoming artillery 
rounds . Each time a round comes in Lance 
says, "Lucky in love, lucky in war." l wish I 
were as confident as he, but since I haven't had 
much luck with women I prefer to be cautious. 

The next morning we make an interesting 
discovery. There is a Frenchman named 
Jacques fighting on the side of the Karens. 
At this time, unfortunately, he is down with 
a bout of malaria. The Karens have hidden 
him. They don't like this sort of publicity as 
the Thai government has given them some 
problems on this subject. For once it is I 
who acts as interpreter for Lance. since 
Jacques speaks hardly any English. I ex
plain to Lance what Jacques has done the 
last 15 months, after fighting in Afghani
stan. He has abandoned everything, even 
his passport. Today he is tired of fighting 
and worn down by the malaria, but what the 

hell, he likes it here. I explain to Lance that 
for the time being he is too ill to tell us the 
rest of his story. ln the afternoon Major Saw 
Thaw Mawng introduces us to a Burmese 
journalist who became a refugee in Thailand 
to escape the bloody repression of last year. 
He remains anonymous, signing his articles 
in the Bangkok Post with a pen name be
cause his family stayed in Burma and, like 
the students, he 's afraid that the Burmese 
government will take revenge on them. He 
was there during the attack on the night of 
the 27th . He was in the front line and teUs us 
that is was a regular massacre . He plays the 
tape he made during the attack. It sounds 
like a training exercise. All we hear is the 
noise of weapons and the orders of the 
Karens. No shouting, nothing. Now when a 
battalion makes an attack, it makes some 
noise. Lance and I talk this over for a long 
time. Lance is more and more convinced 
that this story about drugs is true, and ex
plains to me his reasons for believing so: 

- First, militarily there is no other possi
ble explanation for the failure of the assault 
on the night of the 26th and 27th. 

- Second, the Karens are very strict in 
their religion and lying is a sin. He doesn't 
think that they are capable of lying. 

-Third, everyone with whom we have 
talked has told us the same story without a 
single contradiction with which we could 
confront them. 

We decide to spend the night in the bunk
ers of the front line. In case the Burmese 
attack we will be able to see things with our 
own eyes. It is the worst night since we have 
been here. It is stiflingly hot in the bunker 
and each time a shell hits the camp we get a 
face full of dirt. 

On top of all that the Karens open fire 
whenever they hear a noise on the other 
side. Unfortunately, the Rangoon soldiers 
never launch an attack. Lance wakes me up 
in the morning. I cross off another day on 
my calendar; it is now the 30th. As usual we 
have breakfast with the major. Lance ex
plains his impatience over the lack of activ
ity to the major and asks his opinion as to 
when the Burmese will attack. The major 
doesn't know , since the rainy season is 
arriving and it is possible that they will retire 
soon, but they may try one final attack be
fore they leave. But that's not certain as they 
have lost a lot of men. The prospect of no 
action doesn't make Lance happy. 

For a change of pace we go for a swim in 
the Moei River, which gives us a good appe
tite. Today, it 's rice with coconut for lunch , 
then a little siesta hardly troubled by the 
Burmese artillery . Finally, about 1500, the 
major tells us that their intelligence service 
predicts an attack that night . A broad smile 
lights up Lance's face. He is beginning to 
feel the lack of action. We move up to the 
front line to observe the preparations . En 
route we stop by the demolitions specialist 
to see how they prepare their booby traps 
and mines. Lance is greatly interested in 
these improvised gadgets but doesn't under
stand why the Karens use the word "deto" 
Continued on page 83 
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SOF ADVENTURE 

MR.DELLA 
CASA, I 

PRESUME? SOF Editor 
Rescues English 
Journalist from 
''Free 
Mozambique'' 

SOLDIER'S SOLDIER 
Robert MacKenzie has been involved 

with the military most of his adult life . 
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He served with the JO I st Airborne in 
Vietnam until an NV A bullet tore him 
up , resulting in discharge with a 70-
percent medical disability . Undaunted , 

Text & Photos 
by Robert MacKenzie 

RENAMO President Afonso Dhlakama with 
bearded English journalist Nicholas deUa 
Casa, just prior to his release. 

Author with German-made MG-34. 
RENAMO fights with what it's got -
including machine guns manufactured in 
1934. 

he headed for Rhodesia in 1970, joined 
C Squadron, Special Air Service, and 
rose from trooper to squadron comman
der, becoming the most highly decorated 
American to serve in the Rhodesian 
forces , winning the Bronze and Silver 
crosses for valor, along with the coveted 
SAS Wings on Chest. 

When Rhodesia fell in 1980, he 
trekked south with most of the Rhode
sian SAS contingent, and served 1 '12 
years as a major with the South African 
Defence Force. He then went across to 
the Transkei Defence Force, serving in 
its special forces for another 3 '12 years. 

Upon his return to the United States, 
MacKenzie became actively involved as 
a political consultant on southern Afri
can affairs, and has made numerous trips 
back to Africa in that capacity. 

He has written a number of articles for 
SOF, and is one of our contributing edi
tors for unconventional operations . 
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I T was 0630. Robert MacKenzie, execu
tive director of Freedom, Inc., and con

tributing editor to Soldier of Fortune, was 
sound asleep . Of course, the phone had to 
ring. And it was an interesting way to start 7 
November 1988. 

The call was from the mother of Nicholas 
della Casa , an English journalist who had 
gone to Mozambique in June 1987 to do a 
story on the war for CBS, and who was still 
there, a captive of the RENAMO anti
communist guerrillas. Mrs. della Casa's 
story was not a complete surprise to Mac
Kenzie since he had received a mysterious 
communication from Paris a few weeks ear
lier seeking information or assistance in the 
matter of Nicholas. After that call he had 
familiarized himself with the situation, but 
more out of interest than in the expectation 
of future involvement. 

Mrs. della Casa's desperate plea changed 
that expectation . She related how she had 
given up hope of any official or even unoffi
cial attempt by the British government or 
the International Red Cross to find and re-

SITREP 
While visiting Free Mozambique to 

arrange the release of Nicholas della 
Casa, I naturally took the opportunity to 
observe the military situation. The anti
communist guerrillas are winning, albeit 
slowly, and the communist regime con
tinues to be supported by the U.S. State 
Department. Morale of the guerrillas is 
very high , they move freely throughout 
the countryside at will, and they are rare
ly challenged by government forces or 
the 20,000 foreign troops helping the 
communists stay in power. 

A recent development of considerable 
significance is the withdrawal of the 
8.000-man Tanzanian contingent. Frus
trated by the Mozambican government's 
inability to conclude the war either by 
force of arms or by negotiation, and be
set by severe economic problems of their 
own, the Tanzanians have concluded 
that they can no longer support their 
socialist neighbors. Tanzanian troops 
had garrisoned many Mozambican 
towns, thereby releasing local soldiers to 
fight the insurgents. The removal of 
these garrisons has meant that 
RENAMO (Mozambique National Re
sistance) in many instances has been 
able to walk in and take over. 

Many who might be misled by the 
constant media campaign against 
RENAMO should realize that these free
dom fighters are among the best
disciplined guerrillas in Africa. Penal
ties for actions against civilians are ex
tremely harsh, and every foreign obser
ver who has been to Free Mozambique 
has noted the good relationship between 
the civilians and the insurgents. Even the 
International Red Cross admits that no 
one is starving in guerrilla-controlled 
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lease her son. Trips to Africa by her future 
son-in-Jaw and by other individuals had 
failed to produce any indication of Nick's 
whereabouts or possible release. Letters to a 
part-time RENAMO representative in 
Washington, D. C., Professor Louis Sera
piao , had gone unanswered. Finally, she 
managed to contact a missionary who was 
one of a group escorted from the Mozambi
can war zone in August 1987 by MacKenzie 
(see " Mission Mozambique, " SOF, Jan. 
'88). The missionary suggested that perhaps 
MacKenzie could arrange the release of her 
son and provided an out-of-date phone num
ber. Mrs. della Casa soon had a current one. 

That first conversation was a little 
strained. Both parties had good reason to 
believe that Nicholas was alive - in fact, 
RENAMO had been delivering mail to him 
during his captivity. Further, a group of 
major media journalists who had been flown 
into RENAMO headquarters in July 1988 
had been allowed to visit Nick , and to make 
a video of him to take back to his family. 
(The cost of the charter flight into Mozam-

areas, while people subject to the social
ist policies of the government live in a 
perpetual state of famine. Allegations of 
widespread abuse of the civilian popu
lace, or of guerrilla atrocities, are the 
result of a well-orchestrated propaganda 
campaign. 

Perhaps one of RENAMO's greatest 
strengths is thay they are not reliant on 
American aid. The contras were, and 
look what is happening to them. Jonas 
Savimbi in Angola allowed himself to 
become too dependent on U.S. supplies, 

Author notes that RENAMO guerrillas are 
some of the most disciplined bush fighters in 
Africa, not only in terms of military tactics, 
but in their treatment of civilians as well. 

Siting in captured Soviet 14.Smm 
antiaircraft gun. RENAMO has scored 
successes against enemy air power, 
forcing pilots to Dy high - and 
ineffectively - during sorties. 

and now the United States has made a 
deal with the Cubans without even invit
ing him to the talks. 

Sometimes it appears that American 
aid is the "kiss of death" for our ideo
logical allies in the fight against commu
nist domination. 
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RENAMO has been accused by the Marxist 
FRELIMO government of massing 
hundreds of "uniformed" troops to 
"massacre" Mozambican civilians. As this 
photo shows, uniforms of any kind are in 
short supply; the author, based on his many 
trips inside Mozambique, has noted that 
RENAMO severely punishes any of its 
members who mistreat the locals. 

bique was underwritten by Sir Harry 
Schultz, a co-founder of Freedom, Inc.) 
MacKenzie 's own inquiries had confirmed 
that the captive was well, but that he was 
being held as a spy - not as an errant 
pressman . Mrs della Casa said that she had a 
sense of impending misfortune concerning 
her son , and could MacKenzie help get him 
out of guerrilla hands? Of necessity, the 
reply was noncommittal, as permission had 
to be sought from the chairman of Freedom, 
Inc . , Larry Abraham. 

Withing a very few hours Abraham had 
considered and consented to FI's involve
ment. 

MacKenzie takes up the story himself: 

As soon as Larry gave the green light, I 
contacted Tom Schaaf of the Mozambique 
Research Center in Washington, D.C. Of 
all the many people in the United States who 
purport to speak for or of RENAMO , Tom 
is the only one who can do so with authority 
and legitimacy. It was at his instigation that 
I got involved with the missionary release in 
1987, and I had been to Mozambique with 
him in 1986 to visit the freedom fighters. 
Knowing his contacts were the best avail
able, l asked him to forward a message to 
RENAMO headquarters , asking for the re
lease of Mr. della Casa. 

Nine days later I had a reply that his 
release was under consideration, but that 

Guerrillas rarely have access to 
state-of-the-art firepower. With RENAMO, 
if it shoots, it works, as evidenced by this 
Soviet PPS43 produced during World 
War II. 
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message also listed several conditions, not 
all of which were practicable. One of them, 
for instance, was that della Casa could only 
be flown out of guerrilla territory. Cost not
withstanding (an ''irregular'' charter can go 
as high as $30,000) there are a few other 
problems associated with finding the sort of 
pilots who will fly into a war zone through 
unauthorized airspace . Other conditions 
were very valid, such as a requirement that 
Nick not be allowed to travel through any 
place held by government forces. This both 
for RENAMO's protection and Nick's, as 
the Mozambique government is not noted 
for its kindly treatment of people with diver
gent views, and could possibly extract in
formation of tactical value in their war 
against the guerrillas. On at least one occa
sion , claims RENAMO , a foreigner in their 
keeping who was released to the govern
ment was murdered. RENAMO got the 
blame for the murder and will therefore no 
longer entrust captives to the hands of the 
Marxist regime. 

I immediately sent off another message, 
discussing the concerns of the first and sug-

Sybil Cline of the U.S. Global Strategy 
Council accompanies RENAMO guides en 
route to meeting with Dhlakama and delta 
Casa. 

gesting some possible alternatives, and 
started making plans to actually go to 
Mozambique. Knowing that a reply would 
be at least another nine days, I had time to 
enlist the help of Senator Jesse Helms in the 
form of a letter from him to the president of 
RENAMO, Afonso Dhlakama. Dhlakama 
considers Senator Helms, along with Sena
tor Steve Symms and Representative Dan 
Burton, to be part of a very small group of 
American politicians with open minds on 
Mozambique, and I thought such a letter 
would be a strong card to play in winning 
della Casa's freedom. Senator Steve 
Symms offered to provide a similar letter. 

Near the end of November I received a 
message stating that President Dhlakama 
would discuss the release of Mr. della Casa 
with me in person at a meeting to be arranged. 
No assurances were given, but I felt that I 
would not be asked to come unless Dhlakarna 
intended to grant the request. By this time I 
was in Washington and replied that I was on 
my way. Leaving on 30 November, Sibyl 
Cline of the U.S. Global Stategy Council and I 
went first to London to meet with Mrs. della 
Casa, and then on to southern Africa. We 
arrived in the region on 3 December - still 
time to deliver a Christmas present to an anx
ious mother if all went well. Things rarely go 
well in Africa, however. 

Our first destination was a city in one of 
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the most functional and friendly countries in 
Africa. Here final preparations would be 
made, including communication with the 
guerrillas to confirm meeting arrangements . 
Contacting a friend who would help with 
logistics, I learned that Tom Schaaf would 
also be arriving in a few days and that we 
shou ld wait for him before continuing. 
Although I regretted the delay, I welcomed 
the prospect of Tom's company. When he 
arrived, though, he had an English journal
ist with him and the news that several other 
people would also be joining us over the 
next couple of days. This I viewed with 
some alarm, because while it is possible to 
keep a low profile with two or even three 
people, seven or eight makes it rather diffi
cult. And in our case a low profile was 
essential. The larger our group became, the 
less likelihood there would be a successful 
clandestine infiltration into Mozambique. 

The Mozambique government denies ac
cess to the guerrillas even for such humani
tarian efforts as arranging the release of 
missionaries or journalists. The country we 
were now in, one of the most pragmatic and 
pro-West of any African country, is under 
tremendous pressure from its more power
ful communist neighbor to prevent anyone 
from crossing its borders into what 
REN AMO calls "Free Mozambique." 
Further, like any sovereign country , this 
one, as friendly and hospitable as it is, takes 
a very dim view of people illegally entering 
or leaving its borders. All of which meant 
that our preparations had to be done covert
ly. The border with Mozambique, though, 
is so long and runs through such difficult 
terrain that it is impossible to police com
pletely, and I was confident that we could 
get across somewhere. Eventually the group 
was assembled and we made our first 
attempt. 

We would make a normal surreptitious 
border crossing on foot, after having 
traveled into the general area by four-wheel 
drive vehicle. Due to our increased num
bers, and the less than athletic abilities of 
some members our guide arranged to drive 
all the way into Mozambique and straight to 
the rendezvous, a mere five hours down dirt 
roads and across the bush. Error crept in 
when we arrived at 0100 and found no sign 
of the guerrillas who should have been 
there. We did find some villagers who 
understandably wondered what we were 
doing and insisted that they accompany us 
to the police for an explanation. They were 
not quite insistent enough though, and we 
drove away after a brief discussion. We 
aborted attempt number one. 

Number two took place the next night 
after we had once again contacted the guer
rillas and ensured that all would go accord
ing to plan. It didn't. Arriving at the now 
clearly defined meeting place at 2300, we 
still found no one to meet. By 0200 nobody 
had arrived, so we left. Five bloody hours 
back to our base before we could grab a 
quick nap. So much for the second attempt. 

A very apologetic message from the guer
rillas arrived that day saying that they had 
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RENAMO guerrillas with Soviet-supplied 
hardware captured from FRELIMO 
military forces. Note AGS-17 grenade 
launcher in foreground. 

seen our headlights and waited for us to 
arriye but left when we failed to do so. Not 
to worry, though: they had an infallible sys
tem in place if we would come back that 
night. Very tired by now, but still deter
mined, back we went for our nightly drive. 
Again, five hours down the road and 
through the bush, we were driving down the 
designated track when a log across it be
came visible in the vehicle 's headlights. 
Thinking that could be the infallible system, 
we did a quick scan but could see no one 
emerging from the bush to greet us . Since 
logs across the road have traditionally been 
used for less than friendly purposes, the 
driver took the precaution of turning the 
Land-Rover around. 

When the beam from the headlights 
swept across the track behind us it illumi
nated a rapidly growing mob of tribesmen 
outraged at our intrusion. Armed with bows 

Far from being a desperate group of 
"bandits," RENAMO operates numerous 
medical clinics for civilians in the areas it 
controls. 

and arrows, spears, machetes, and clubs, 
they were moving to block our retreat. 
These obviously excited people were not the 
ones we were hoping to meet and with con
siderable trepidation we drove slowly to
ward them. By the time we got close, we 
could count about 20 on or next to the road 
and about another 30 in the shadows a dozen 
yards away. There were no firearms in evi
dence (we had none either) so we slowed 
down as if we were going to stop, then 
accelerated once we were amongst them. 
The mob scattered, then gave chase as we 
bounced down the track. From all around us 
in the night came the sound of African 
women ululating - a terrific din, designed 
to spur their men into greater frenzies of 
action. It also served to spur our driver to a 
higher speed than was prudent on the rough 
ground, but luck was with the Christians 
and we pulled away from the sprinting war
riors now howling in pursuit. The third 
attempt to get to the guerrillas had very 
nearly ended in disaster. 

Five hours back to our staging area before 
we could get a few hours sleep and then try 
to find out what had gone wrong that time. It 
transpired that our REN AMO reception par
ty, unarmed as always when traveling out
side Mozambique, had, on their way to the 
rendezvous, met the same band of hostile 
natives. Since even stone-age weapons are 
better than none, the natives prevailed and 
drove off our guides a couple of hours be
fore we appeared. Clearly an alternate plan 
was now necessary. 

The new plan req<;:red the guerrillas to 
move some 40 miles away to another area 
where we could get within walking distance 
of the border. Even given their ability to 
cover ground at a rapid rate, the rebels 
couldn' t make it by that night , so we could 
at least get a good long sleep before the next 
attempt. Ten hours a night bouncing around 
in a Land-Rover is not my favorite way to 
pass the time . I'd almost rather be filling out 

Continued on page 73 
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Sharp Answer to 
Airborne's Crucial Need 

Text & Photos by Chuck Karwan 

THERE is an old saying that appears in 
many variations and languages, and in 

sources as far removed as Benjamin Frank
lin 's Poor Richard 's Almanac and the writ
ings of George Herbert, the 17th century 
English poet. Typically, it goes: 

For want of a nail the shoe was Jost; 
For want of a shoe the horse was lost; 
For want of a horse the rider was lost; 
For want of a rider the battle was Jost; 
For want of a battle the kingdom was Jost; 
And all for want of a horseshoe nail. 
And so it is today, even in our world of 

high-tech weaponry such as advanced jet 
fighters, nuclear subs and intercontinental 
ballistic missiles. For want of one of the 
simplest of tools - the knife - American 
military personnel are dying. 

Last year alone at least two highly moti
vated members of our armed services died 
"for want of a knife." The first case that 
came to my attention happened in the 82nd 
Airborne Division on a parachute jump. On 
this particular drop there was an emergency 
situation known as a towed parachutist. 

I will have to digress here a bit for non
parachutist SOF readers, and explain how a 
parachute jump is conducted in the U.S. 
Army. Each paratrooper has his parachute 
strapped to his back by a harness. The auto-
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matic opening device for the parachute is 
called the static line and is a long nylon 
strap. Before exiting the aircraft the jumper 
connects his static line to the aircraft in 
response to the jump-preparation com
mands. Normally it is attached to a steel 
cable on the aircraft. When the jumper exits 
the aircraft he falls freely until he reaches 
the end of the static line which then releases 
the parachute, pulls it from its pack, and 
then breaks away from the chute. The chute 
opens and the trooper makes his descent to 
the ground. 

On rare occasions the static line will fail to 
pull the parachute from its pack. This can 
come about when the static line is misrouted 
under a harness strap or other piece of gear or 
if it takes a turn around a piece of equipment 
like a rifle barrel. When this happens the jum
per's parachute does not deploy and he is 
towed behind the aircraft at the end of the static 
line. This is one of the most dreaded parachute 
emergencies and competent jump masters and 

The Collins/Gerber/Karwan parachutist's 
knife features single-handed opening, 
compactness, light weight, hole for lanyard, 
and interchangeable blades - just what a 
parachutist needs to survive. 

SOF EDGED WEAPONS 

jumpers make every effort to minimize the 
chance of its occurring. 

As soon as the last man of the pass is out 
the door, the jump master' s first job is to 
check for towed parachutists. If there is one, 
he must immediately ascertain if the jumper 
is conscious. Jumpers are told as part of 
their pre-jump briefing that if they find 
themselves being towed they are to signal 
that they are conscious by putting one or 
both hands on their heads. While this is 
going on, the Air Force load master or crew 
chief tells the pilot about the emergency on 
his intercom so that the pilot will keep the 
plane at a safe jump altitude and speed, as 
well as over a safe drop zone. If the jump 
master sees that the towed parachutist is 
conscious, he will cut the man' s static line 
so that the jumper can fall free of the aircraft 
and deploy his reserve parachute. All of this 
must happen quickly because the towed par
achutist is in extreme danger of being killed 
or knocked unconscious by slamming 

RIGHT: A thinner, hirsute Karwan ready 
to make a jump at Ft. Bragg. Note static 
line over his shoulder and M3 combat knife 
on his rucksack. Not visible but present was 
his personal Mk 2 parachute knife. 

JUMPING KNIFE 
EXPERT 

Already well known to SOF readers 
for his insightful articles on military 
hardware, Chuck Karwan is eminently 
qualified to discuss the topic of para
chute and other military knives . He 
graduated from West Point, the Jungle 
Operations Training Course in Panama, 
Airborne School at Ft. Benning, Jump 
Master's School , the Special Forces 
Officer's Course and was an honor 
graduate of the tough Army Ranger 
School. He served in Vietnam in the 1st 
Cavalry Division (Airmobile) with half 
of his tour in the bush on combat opera
tions. He subsequently served in both 
the 10th and 5th Special Forces Groups 
on airborne status where he made 
numerous military tactical parachute 
jumps both as a jumper and as a jump 
master. He also served in the airborne 
capacities of Marshalling Area Control 
Officer (MACO), Drop Zone Safety 
Officer (DSSO), and airborne tactical 
unit commander. 
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against the side of the aircraft or being 
smothered by the intense slipstream pres
sure squeezing him against his harness so 
tightly that he cannot breathe. 

If you saw the second Rambo movie 
where he parachutes into Vietnam to gather 
information on POWs, he was a towed para
chutist. In the movie he cuts his own static 
line, which is a virtual impossibility , but it 
does make for an exciting scene. 

ln case you are wonderi ng what is done if 
the jumper is unconscious , there is actually 
little that can be done. A few aircraft may 
have a power winch aboard and an attempt 
will be made to winch him in. In fact if such 
equipment is present , the aircraft comman
der may try to use it on a conscious towed 
parachutist, but the consensus is that cutting 
the static line of a conscious towed para
chutist offers him the best chance of survi
val. With an unconscious towed parachutist 
who cannot be winched on board , about the 
only alternative is to land on a foamed run
way and hope for the best. Chances of sur
vival are between slim and none. 

Naturally , to perform the emergency pro
cedure of cutting the stat ic line the jump 
master must have the means to cut it. In 
every airborne unit I am aware of it is SOP 
that the jump master have a sharp knife at 
hand at all times . Tragically , in the recent 
incident in the 82nd Airborne, the jump 
master found himself with a consc ious 
towed parachutist and no knife to cut the 
static line . To continue the tragedy , none of 
the aircraft crew had a knife either. Almost 
any reasonably sharp knife would have 
served but none was present. As a result the 
towed parachutist died for want of a kni fe . 

The other incident that occurred last year 
also involved parachutes, only this time the 
subjects were aviators who had to eject from 
their aircraft. An Oregon Air National Guard 
F-4, with a pilot and navigator on a training 
mission, experienced an engine failure over 
the Pacific Ocean. A Mayday was radioed and 
both crew members ejected safely with both 
parachutes functioning perfectly. A Coast 
Guard rescue helicopter was immediately dis
patched to the scene. Because of the extremely 
cold water, it was of the utmost importance to 
extract the people from the water as quickly as 
possible to prevent hypothermia (extreme loss 
of core body temperature). Hypothermia with
out timely intervention will invariably lead to 
death. 

By the time the rescue helicopter arrived , 
both downed crew members were already 
suffering from hypothermia. Unfortunately 
they were also severely tangled up in the 
lines and canopies of their parachutes. Trag
ically , the rescue swimmer from the Coast 
Guard helicopter did not have a knife to aid 
in cutting away the parachute entaglement 
so that the Guardsmen could be extracted on 
the he li copter 's w inc h . The swimmer 
worked franticall y for about 25 minutes , 
manually untangling one of the aviators 
from his chute before he could be extracted. 
By this time , in spite of wearing a wet suit , 
the swimmer found herself suffering from 
hypothermia as well. She was unable to 
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continue the rescue of the other Guardsman, 
and had to be extracted herself. 

The rescue hel icopter returned to shore, 
delivering the one recovered crewman and 
the swimmer to medical personnel , then 
returned to the scene with a fresh swimmer 
and recovered the second crew member 
from the icy water. Regrettably , the time 
lost in recovering the second crewman was 
sufficient that he died from hypothermia. 
Since the first Guardsman pulled from the 
water survived, it is extremely likely that 
they both would have survived if the rescue 
swimmer or the downed pilots had pos
sessed a suitable knife to cut free of the 
entangled parachutes. Having done so, both 
could have been extracted in the 25 minutes 
it took to recover just one. Yet another 
American serviceman died for want of a 
knife. 

It is bad enough that our servicemen 
sometimes die from lack of a tool only one 
step technologically above a club, but think 
back to the quote at the beginning of this 
piece. It is entirely conceivable that the par
atrooper who is lost for want of a knife 
might be a key unit commander without 
whose leadership many more lives, and the 
battle , could be lost. He could also be a 
soldier carrying a key piece of communica
tions , antitank, antiaircraft, or other equip
ment, and whose absence could be pivotal 
to the mission's success or failure. The re-

. sultant failure could mean the loss of many 
lives, the loss of the battle, and even the loss 
of the war, for want of a knife. What if the 
pilot who dies for the lack of a knife had 
important information that could prevent a 
surpri se attack like Pearl Harbor? Or, even 
more likely, what if his skill and leadership 
would have made a significant difference in 
a later engagement? Like the missing 
horseshoe nail that causes the kingdom to be 
lost , the lack of a simple tool like a knife can 
have consequences well beyond the tragic 
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Current-issue West German gravity-type 
parachutist's knives, very similar to 
WWII-issue German knives. Author finds 
they will do the job, but are bulky in 
relation to size of their blade. 

and unnecessary death of one individual. 
While the need for a jump master to have a 

knife is undisputed, most experienced mili
tary parachutists would also agree that every 
parachutist should carry a readily accessable 
emergency parachute knife. The reason is so 
that the paratrooper can deal with any one of 
many parachute-related emergencies when 
he reaches the end of his ride down. These 
can include water landings, landings in deep 
snowdrifts, landings in swamp or deep mud 
and so forth . Most of the time the jumper can 
deal with such emergencies by using the 
quick-release buckles and straps found on 
the current military parachutes. However, a 
properly designed parachute knife can make 
the difference in surviving the incident or 
not. For example, if the parachutist lands in a 
high tree he has to figure out some way to get 

Two examples of the Air Force MC-I 
parachute/survival knife as made by 
Schrade and Camillus. 

World War II-era Mark 2 parachutist's 
knives. In their day these switchblades were 
all there was, and are now collector's items. 

safely to the ground. An Army paratrooper 
will normally deploy his reserve chute and if 
it reaches down close enough to the ground, 
climb down it. If it is still too far from the 
ground he can selectively cut the shroud lines 
or a riser to further extend the reserve chute 
down to reach the ground. A pilot who has 
parachuted does not have the luxury of a 
reserve chute to climb down and consequent
ly a knife is even more important to him. 

The unplanned and unexpected water 
landing is probably the most common and 
most dangerous situation for the military 
parachutist where a good knife can be 
necessary for survival. The Army para
trooper may enter the water without a life 
preserver and encumbered with close to 100 
pounds of equipment in the dead of night. 
Survival is going to mean getting out of his 
harness, and freeing himself from entangle
ments with his chute canopy in an extremely 
short time. It may only be possible to do so 
using a good parachute knife , even if all the 
quick release mechanisms do work proper
ly. We have already seen how the pilot or 
crewman who ditches or parachutes into the 
ocean could find himself equally dependent 
on a knife to cut himself free of an entangle
ment so that he can get into a life raft or be 
extracted by a helicopter. 

The other situation where a parachutist 
would find a parachute knife invaluable is 
after a crash landing. This is particularly 
likely in wartime when facing antiaircraft 
fire or enemy interception. The parachute 
knife in this situation could be invaluable 
for freeing people from the wreckage by 
cutting seat belts, harnesses and the like. 

While there probably is a place in hell for 
jump masters who forget or intentionally fail 
to carry a knife, there is more to the story. 
Even though airborne SOPs require jump mas
ters to carry a knife, there is no knife issued for 
that purpose in the U.S. Army! 

The jump master's military-issue options 
are far from satisfactory. They include 
attempting to requisition one of the military 
folding knives like the stainless steel utility 
knife along the lines of a boy scout knife, or 
the TL-29 lineman's knife issued to some 
communications personnel. If the jump 
master's regular position does not call for 
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the issue of such a knife, and even some
times if it does, these knives can be difficult 
or impossible to obtain on issue. Another 
option is to take the issue mess-kit knife and 
sharpen it and carry it in a homemade sheath 
- a bit extreme, but it's been done. Prob
ably the best issue option, though it is far 
from ideal, is to use the issue bayonet if it's 
sharp enough. Depending on the jump mas
ter's rank, position and issue firearm he may 
not even have an assigned bayonet. While 
any of the above-mentioned issue-knife op
tions could serve to cut a static line, none 
can serve satisfactorily for ail the other re
quirements of a parachute knife. 

In the airborne units I served with (5th 
and lOth Special Forces) jump masters and 
other parachutists desiring to carry para
chute knives bought their own. I don't have 
to tell you what I think about soldiers having 
to buy their own emergency equipment! 
Sadly, this is still the case today with regard 
to parachute knives, although it has not al
ways been so. From the time of the forma
tion of the first U.S. airborne units prior to 
World War II , until well after Korea, every 
airborne soldier was issued a Mk 2 Para
chutist's Knife. These are push button 
(switchblade) knives with a 31/s- inch clip 
point blade and black plastic handle scales. 
They have a lanyard staple and were issued 
with a thong or lanyard made from a piece of 
parachute shroud line. Most were made by 
the Schrade Cutlery Company of Walden, 
New York, or George Schrade of Bridge
port, Connecticut. The latter are also typi-
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Author illustrates several make-do 
possibilities for a parachutist's knife. The 
West German Kampfmesser (top) has a 
properly shaped blade and secure scabbard, 
as does the Austrian issue Glock (above). 
The M9 bayonet, shown with the Gerber 
bolt-action folder (below) is bulky and has 
no provision for a lanyard. The size of the 
M9 is apparent in this shot of available GI 
knives (bottom) which include the M9, the 
TL-29 commo knife, the utility pocket 
(demo) knife, sharpened mess kit knife, and 
M7 bayonet. 

cally marked "Presto". " 
The reason a switchblade knife was 

chosen was to allow one-handed opening 
with either hand since the other hand could 
be injured or otherwise engaged. A folding 
knife was chosen for compactness and safe
ty. Far from ideal, the Mk 2 Parachutist's 
Knife was still far better than nothing . The 
reason the Mk 2 was withdrawn from ser
vice was the stigma surrounding switch
blades, the difficulty in accounting for them 
and keeping them from being " lost," and 
the feeling that the improved parachute har
nesses with their quick-release buckles 
made the parachute knife unnecessary. To 
be quite honest the parachute knife is only 
rarely needed, but when it is needed nothing 
else works nearly so well . Experienced and 
knowledgeable U.S. military parachutists 
almost invariably carry a parachute knife or 
another knife that could double as one. 

An illustration of the validity of this latter 
approach is the parachute knife the West 
German airborne still issues to every Ger
man paratrooper (Fa11schirmjaeger). Except 
for its plastic handle and stainless steel con
struction, it is quite similar to the World 
War II German issue parachute knife. It is a 
gravity knife, which means the blade slides 
in and out under the force of gravity when a 
thumb release is pushed. The blade locks in 
either position. As on the Mk 2 this design 
allows for one-handed opening. It is a high
quality knife of excellent materials, design , 
and workmanship. My major criticism of 
the West German parachute knife is its ex
cessive weight and bulk for the 31/2-inch 
blade it carries. New examples of this knife 
made by Eickhom are available for $42.50 
postpaid from Hansen & Company, Dept. 
SOF, 244-246 Old Post Road , Southport, 
CT 06490. 

In 1958 the U.S. Air Force adopted a 
parachute knife called the MC- I Survival 
Knife. It is little more than a variation of the 

Continued on page 72 
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SOI~ CONCEALABLES 

MINI 
PISTOL, 

MAGNUM 
FORCE 

North American Arms' 
6 Ounces of Prevention Text & Photos by Peter G. Kokalis 

T HOUSANDS of cops carry small 
"back-up" guns. Few of them know 

how effective or ineffect ive they might be , 
unless the awful , but admittedly remote, 
occasion arises when they are.forced to em
ploy them against a human target. 

Sometimes referred to as' 'hideaway'' or 
" second" guns , the salient features of these 
weapons are supposed to be compactness 
and light weight. They should be all but 
unnoticeable , both to those carrying them 
and to their potential targets. As it's im
possible to stu ff a .45 ACP cartridge into a 
controllable envelope with these para
meters, back-up guns are commonly dis
missed on grounds of inadequate wound 
ballistics. Pistols chambered for the .45 
ACP and 9mm Parabellum cartridges are all 
too large to qualify as true hideaways. Most 
.380 ACP and .32 ACP caliber handguns 
are borderline in this regard. Revolvers 
chambered for the .38 Special cartridge and 
equipped with two- or three-inch barrels are 
no better. 

That leaves us with either the .22 LR, .22 
Magnum Rimfire or .25 ACP rounds. The 

Although it resembles a 19th-century S&W, 
the NAA Mini-Revolver has been fabricated 
from modern 17-4 stainless steel with more 
than adequate strength to handle the 
powerful .22 Magnum Rimfire cartridge. 
An optional .22 LR cylinder is available for 
practice sessions. 
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.25 ACP (6.35mm) semi-rimless cartridge 
will feed reliably in most semiauto pistols , 
but even the .22 Short will usually inflict a 
more serious wound. The .22 Magnum 
Rimfire was introduced by Winchester in 
1959. It ' s essentially an elongated and more 
powerful version of the older .22 Winches
ter Rimfire (WRF) cartridge. The most po
tent rimfire cartridge currently available, its 
40-grain bullet will move out of some rifle 
barrels at close to 2,000 fps . 

The smallest firearm I have ever encoun
tered chambered for the . 22 Magnum Rim
fire cartridge is the single-action North 
American Arms Mini-Revolver. Their Lil
liputian Model #NAA-22MS has a barrel 
length of only I YB inches. With a height of 
just 27/s inches and a thickness of 7/s-inch 
(outside diameter of the cylinder) , the over
all length is but five inches. The weight , 
empty , is an amazing 5.9 ounces . Even 
when loaded with five shots , you won 't 
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even know it 's there, if it's properly tucked 
away. Be assured, it's not a toy. Untold 
numbers of these miniscule wheel-guns are 
dropped into boots or hip pockets of police 
officers from California to New York every 
day in the week before they step out onto the 
hot pavement. 

ln outward appearance all of the North 
American Arms Mini-Revolvers are more 
than vaguely reminiscent of the 19th-

century Smith & Wesson Model I , Third 
Issue rimfire revolvers, although they are 
not tip-ups. NAA Mini-Revolvers feature a 
classic spur trigger (the trigger projects only 
slightly from an extension , or "spur," on 
the frame and there is no trigger guard) and 
" bird's-head" grips that come to a point in 
front. 

Little else from the 19th century remains. 
The frame, a mill-finished investment cast-

NAA-22MS MINI-REVOLVER SPECIFICATIONS 
Caliber: ..... ... . ..... . 22 Magnum Rimfire, with optional .22 LR cylinder (.22 

LR-only and .22 Short models also available). 

Operation: ....... .. . . Five-shot revolver. Single-action only. Safety notch between 
each chamber permits carry with all five shots loaded. 

Weight, empty: .. .. .. . 5.9 ounces. 

Length, overall: ... .... 5 inches. 

Height, overall: ....... 27/s inches. 

Width, overall: .. . .. .. 7/s inch. 

Barrel length: . . ....... 1 Vs inches (15/s- and 21/2-incb barrel also available). 

Grip panels: .......... Laminated hardwood color-impregnated with liquid thermo-
setting plastic resin. 

Sights: . ............. . Rounded, fixed front sight blade. Hammer/firing pin notch 
serves as rear sight. 

Finish: . . ... .. .. ... .. . Stainless steel; matte with brushed sides. 

Price: . . .. .. .. .. ...... $158 ($190 with optional .22 LR cylinder). 

Manufacturer: . .. ... . . North American Arms, Dept. SOF, 1800 North 300 West, 
Spanish Fork, UT 84660; phone: 1-800-821 -5783. 

T&E summary: ... . .. . Cost-effective, well-made and reliable. Best possible com-
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promise between the envelope required for deep conceal
ment and effective wound ballistics when employed with 
the 40-grain FMJ .22 Magnum Rimfire cartridge. 

When stuffed with five rounds of 40-grain 
FMJ .22 Magnum Rimfire ammunition, the 
North American Arms Mini-Revolver packs 
a surprisingly potent punch for such a 
minuscule package. 

ing, is fabricated from 17-4 stainless steel, 
as are all other components except the 
springs, hand, bolt and index pin. The finish 
is matte with brushed sides. The laminated 
hardwood grip panel s a re color
impregnated with a liquid thermosetting 
plastic resin. 

Interchangeable .22 LR and .22 Magnum 
Rim fire cylinders (marked " LR" and 
"M," respectively) are available. Each 
cylinder holds five rounds. Cylinder rota
tion is clockwise (from the rear). Barrel-to
cylinder gap on SOF's test specimen was 
.008" forthe .22 Magnum Rimfire cylinder 
and .012" for the .22 LR cylinder. Industry 
standards are .003" to .008". Although the 
.22 LR cylinder's gap was too large, both 
cylinders were correctly aligned axially, as 
the gap did not change from chamber to 
chamber. For added safety, the chambers 
are recessed . In addition, the cylinder has 
been designed so that the hammer cannot 
strike the cartridge unless the cylinder is 
perfectly aligned. 

You can forget about "speed loading" 
techniques, as the NAA Mini-Revolver' s 
cylinder does not swing outward . To load, 
you must first place the hammer in the half
cock position. Grasp the knurled portion of 
the cylinder pin between the thumb and the 
middle finger. Depress the release button 
with the forefinger to the bottomed position 
and withdraw the pin completely. The 
cylinder can now be removed from either 
side of the revolver. Insert five cartridges 
into the chambers. Reinsert and align the 
loaded cylinder. Re-install the cylinder pin 

Continued on page 78 

Bruce Nelson's precision hand molded 
holster for the NAA Mini-Revolver has been 
attached to its backplate without cant, so it 
can be carried strong side or crossdraw. 
Velcro strips can be sewn into a briefcase, 
purse or the pocket of a sport coat or safari 
jacket to secure the rig. 
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SOI~ VIETNAM 

MOST 
DANGEROUS 

GAME 
Gunner Cuts Friend a New Asshole 

---------by Len Newman Illustration by Ralph Butler --------

EVERYTHING in Vietnam was danger
ous. The people, the terrain , the weath

er, and the mission - they all worked 
against you every day in the ' Nam. Constant 
alertness was SOP and when it waned , peo
ple got hurt. In hindsight , I think we fe lt 
frustrated and helpless in the face of such 
constant and varied danger , and when the 
physical strain or the fear of death wasn ' t 
stridently screaming at us to stay alive, it 
was easy to lapse into being what we really 
were - 18- and 19-year-old adolescents 
with dead ly weapons , in deadly situations. 
The war and its stress didn ' t completely 
dampen our youth and , conditions permit
ting , we were just as prone to horseplay and 
goofing off as we would have been back on 
the " block" on a Sunday afternoon. 

One particu lar incident involving horse
play , temporary lack of caution , and a bit of 
"American Cocktail-Type Whiskey" near
ly cost one man his life and his best friend 
his sanity. It happened during a cordon op
eration on a complex of hamlets along a 
river. A cordon operation consisted of the 
early morning surrounding of a village , de
signed to entrap any Viet Cong infiltrators 
in the ville before they had a chance to 
escape into the jungle. At first light a team 
of interpreters and Army intelligence per
sonnel would roust the village chief and 
require him to identify every member of the 
vi llage, by sight , as they were paraded in 
front of him. Then each person' s govern
ment ID would be checked against the pic
ture and what the chief had to say. As the 
villagers were herded outside the cordon 
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INNOCENT BYSTANDER 
Len Newman was a rifleman in I 

Corps during 1968-69, serving with B 
Co., 1/61 of the 5th Infantry Division 
(Mech), when he witnessed the unfor
tunate incident in this account. It is ex
cerpted from a forthcoming book on his 
experiences in Vietnam. 

ring, we would separate them, fema les to 
one side , males to the other. After the vil
lage was emptied , we would move into it 
and search every hut fo r weapons or evi
dence of recent Viet Cong or NVA pre
sence. If nothing was found the villagers 
were allowed to return to their homes. If it 
was evident that the village was a haven for 
the enemy, it would be burned to the ground 
and the people sent to resettlement camps. 

This particular village was located on the 
bank of a large river and because of its 
proximity to Quang Tri City was considered 
fairly secure. After clearing the ville and 
allowing the people to return , we were in
fo rmed that we would be staying in the area 
to pull ambushes and village patrols. The 
news lifted everyone ' s spirits as we knew it 
would be all too soon before we headed west 
into the mountain jungles to meet " Luke the 
Gook" en masse and on his home turf. 
Village patrolling was likened to in-country 
R&R and we all relished the next few days 
of lounging around in the sun and pulling 
bullshit little ambushes on two and three 
unsuspecting local Viet Cong at night. Tru-

ly gravy duty. 
That afternoon we dug in on the trai l that 

passed between the village and the river. 
Whenever the machine gun was set in a 
perimeter a rifleman would be assigned to 
the position to provide security for the gun 
crew. This coming night , that debatable 
honor was to be mine , which meant I would 
have to help dig a three-man hole fo r the 
machine-gun position . 

The Army classifies the M60 machine 
gun as a crew-served weapon, manned by a 
gunner and an assistant , or A-gunner. Be
cause the '60 isn't deemed a personal 
weapon, each man is issued a .45 caliber 
autoloading pistol as a personal sidearm. 
The .45 isn ' t the most accurate piece in the 
world but it is reliable and it was widely 
believed that all you had to do was hit a man 
in the thumbnail and it would probably 
break his back. 

The M 1911 was des igned with knock
down power in mind , based on the poor 
performance of .38 revolvers during the 
Philippine insurrection of the early 1900s. 
The des ig n w as so so und tha t the 
Ml911Al s we were issued in Vietnam dif
fered only in minor detail from the M 1911 s 
which went to the Philippines nearly three
quarters of a century before . 

Kelso and Booker were the machine-gun 
crew to which 1 was assigned that day . Kel
so was a white kid from somewhere in Vir
ginia and Booker, the A-gunner, was a 
black kid from Mississippi. In the States 
they might not have hung around together , 
but here in the ' Nam they had become fas t 
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friends as well as a crew. Gun crews usually 
became good friends but these two were like 
brothers. Even though he was the assistant 
gunner, Booker was the more serious of the 
two while Kelso was the wild devil-may
care type. They were a good gun and could 
be counted on when the shit got thick. 

With the village secured and everything 
back to as normal as it could get, everybody 
started to let down a little. Even the villag
ers, sensing that we were not going to cause 
any pain that day, began to joke and barter 
with us. It wasn't long before the first enter
prising young Vietnamese appeared with a 
net bag fi lled with cokes and beer for a buck 
apiece. We all knew the routine. Someone 
asked the boy, who at the very outside was 
nine years old, "Can you get some real 
booze?" 

" Sure Gl, no sweat! What you want? 
American whiskey, numba one dinkey dau 
smoke, anything you want I get. I numba 
one man this whole village." 

Our medic shunned any dealings with the 
local black market and tried in vain to run 
the kids off, but the one persistent young 
boy kept at him. 

"OK kid, if you can get a bottle of 
Beefeater gin, I' II buy it. " 

"What this Beefeater?" asked the boy and 
we all tried to describe the bottle to him. The 
kid took off with everyone making bets as to 
whether he would come back or not. Unbe
lievably, he returned 20 minutes later with a 
green bottle of Beefeater gin. We all made the 
medic cough up the $20 for the bottle while the 
young boy beamed at the attention and look of 
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respect in the medic's eyes. 
The booze was all the same whether the 

bottle said Vodka or Seagrams Seven. The 
label would look authentic but there was a 
small line of print at the bottom of the bottle 
that said " Genuine American Cocktail
Type Whiskey: made in Hong Kong.' ' It 
tasted like rotgut but it was booze and what 
the hell , it suited the times. The preferred 
brand was Silver Fox 45 because although 
you knew it was rotgut, the name had an air 
of aristocracy about it. 

Kelso and Booker bought a bottle of 
generic booze and some warm cokes and 
started swigging it down . I started digging 
on the hole as they tried to coax some of the 
local girls into coming nearer. They were 
simple farm girls and other than giggling 
and pointing, would come no closer. 

With the heat and hot booze it wasn't long 
before Kelso and Booker were pretty well 
lit. I knew they would probably be all right 
by the time guard came around but I de
clined to indulge - just in case. The dig
ging was easy because of the soft sand and it 
wasn't long before I had the hole about 
waist deep . I looked up to see that Booker 
had donned both his and Kelso's .45s and 
pistol belts. He walked up to Kelso like a 
gunslinger, drew a pistol and cocked the 
hammer back. He placed the muzzle be
tween Kelso's eyes and pulled the trigger. 
"Click." 

"Gotcha!" Booker laughed. 
"Oh yeah, I'll show you ' gotcha!' " 

laughed Kelso as he bent over to pick up the 
machine gun , propped on its bipod along-

side the hole. I shook my head and went 
back to digging. While Kelso was bent 
over, Booker pulled out the other .45 , drop
ped the magazine and placed the muzzle in 
Kelso's butt. 

BOOM! 
I dropped to the bottom of the hole think

ing, "I've got to be hit , no one could miss 
from that close!" 

After realizing I wasn't hit I looked up to 
see Keslo and Booker frozen in the most 
ridiculous pose I've ever seen. Kelso was 
still bent over the gun with Booker still 
holding the smoking .45 in his ass. The only 
thing that didn't fit was the look on their 
faces. Their eyes were big and round with 
an "oh shit" expression in them. Very , 
very slowly Kelso stood and reached back to 
grab his butt with both hands . 

"Oh, oh, oh" was all that Kelso could 
say as he started to dance around, holding 
his butt with both hands. I jumped out of the 
hole and laid him down face first , and pulled 
down his pants. Blood began to boil out of 
his butt like a spring . Grabbing a field dress
ing I stuffed it in the crack of his ass . 

"Goddamn it, Booker, get down here 
and help me,'' I yelled at the A-gunner who 
was staring down at us with a look of total 
disbelief on his face . 

I grabbed Booker by the wrist and pulled 
his hand to the dressing. " Hold pressure, 
hard, until I get back." I took off on a dead 
run toward the platoon CP where I knew 
Doc would be, yelling "MEDIC" atthe top 
of my lungs. All along the line people were 
in their holes, loaded and cocked, thinking 
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we were getting sniper fire. Doc started 
running toward me and as we headed back 
to the gun position asked, " What is it?" 

"Booker shot Kelso in the ass with a 
.45 , ''I stammered, thinking how ridiculous 
it must sound. 

Doc just looked at me and asked, " What 
does the exit wound look like?'' 

"Shit!" I hadn 't even thought to look for 
an exit wound and told him so as we 
approached Booker and Kelso, who re
mained in the same position as when I left. 
Doc pushed Booker out of the way and lifted 
the dressing to reveal a neat hole about 1/" of 
an inch away and at about 2 o'clock from 
Kelso's anus. 

"While I roll him over to check out the 
exit wound, you hold pressure on this dres
sing," the inedic instructed me. As we 
slowly rolled Kelso over Doc pulled down 
the bloody front of his pants . About half 
way up his penis on the left side was the exit 
wound with tissue hanging out of the .45 
hole. Kelso was already in shock with his 

. eyes glazed over, which was just as well at 
that point. 

By now the CO had been informed and a 
medevac was on the way. The company 
medic arrived and took over from me, help
ing our medic . Booker still couldn't talk as 
the platoon leader took me aside and asked, 
"What in the hell happened?" 

I tried to explain to the lieutenant that it 
was an accident, but he wasn't hearing any 
of it. He started to threaten Booker with 
everything from Leavenworth to permanent 
point. The CO was the one who really han
dled the situation with coolness. When the 
chopper medic read "self-inflicted" on the 
tag attached to Kelso 's fatigue shirt , he 
asked with an incredulous look, "How does 
a guy shoot himself in the ass with a .45?'' It 
was the only humorous spot in the day. 

Booker sat crying, thinking he had killed 
his best friend Kelso . The booze and what 
he had done was driving him nuts . There 
was nothing anyone could say to make him 
feel any better. We all knew Booker would 
have never played around with guns under 
normal conditions , and Kelso was partially 
at fault for keeping a round in the chamber. 
Booker had thought the weapon was clear 
when he dropped the magazine. 
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"I can't go home knowing I killed Kelso , 
I just can ' t! " sobbed Booker. "I just want 
to die ." 

Someone jerked the pistol out of Book
er's hand as he started to tum the weapon on 
himself. That night we took turns sitting 
with Booker, getting him so drunk that he 
finally passed out. The next morning word 
came down from battalion that Kelso was 
going to make it and was on his way to 
Tokyo. 

We all knew we would never see Kelso 
again but at least he was out of the shit and in 
a way his making it reinforced our belief 
that all we had to do was make it to the 
chopper and we would be OK, no matter 
how bad our wound might be . 

Operating in the same general area about 
four months later, I noticed a convoy of 
tanks moving through the nearby village . 
They halted and I made out a grunt with all 
his gear climbing off the lead tank . As the 
convoy moved on the figure started toward 
us through the rice paddies. 

"Hey guys , how's it going?" 
Everyone was too dumbfounded to speak 

as Kelso, looking none the worse for wear, 
staggered up. 

With a grin on his mug from ear to ear he 
asked, " You guys didn't think you could 
get rid of me that easy, did you? Hey, 
where's Booker?" Kelso scanned the 
amazed faces for his friend and A-gunner. 

"He got transferred out," someone 
answered. 

Booker had not been able to deal with the 
accident and was sent to the rear shortly 
after, never to be heard from again . 

"Damn, I wanted to show him my scar. I 
hope he didn 't catch too much flak for get
ting me a four-month stay in Japan . I wanted 
to thank him!" · 

Kelso then proceeded to tell us the most 
amazing story of his stay in the hospital and 
treatment of the wound. He had been sent 
directly to Tokyo because his wound was 
beyond the medical scope of the Third Evac 
at Dong Ha. In Japan, after being stabilized, 
the surgeon had asked Kelso if he wanted to 
watch the operation, as it was going to be 
unique. They gave him an anesthetic that 
deadened him below the waist and posi
tioned a mirror so that he could watch the 

entire procedure wide awake. The first inci
sion had been from the bullet hole in his 
rectum to the one on the side of the penis . 
Kelso said he looked on in awe as his body 
was split open and the lower intestine fell 
out into a solution of antibiotics. There were 
14 holes in the intestine where the bullet had 
passed through it as it lay curled at the 
bottom of his pelvis . The surgeon com
mented on how lucky he had been that the 
bullet hadn't struck any bone as it passed 
through his body , saying that Kelso had 

·been bent over at just the right angle. If the 
bullet from a .45 fired at that range had 
struck the pelvis, he probably would have 
spent the rest of his life in a wheel chair. 

The first thing they did was to sew up all 
14 holes and return the intestine to its origin
al position. Then the internal damage to the 
penis was repaired. The initial incision was 
closed and the hole in the rectum and penis 
stitched. Kelso said he was amazed at the 
proficiency of the medical staff as the opera
tion came off without a hitch . It wasn ' t until 
he started to heal that the real problem arose, 
so to speak. The .45 hole in the penis had 
been stitched while Kelso lay there with , 
literally, a limp dick. A few days after the 
wound began to heal, Kelso experienced his 
first uncontrollable erection. He woke up 
thinking someone was trying to tear his 
pecker off. The screaming brought a nurse 
who exclaimed, "God, will you look at 
that!" 

The doctors repaired the tear but every 
time Kelso would have an erection the 
stiches would be tom out again. The risk of 
infection and permanently damaged tissue 
worried the doctors but there was no ex
isting protocol on the treatment of .45 holes 
to the penis . Kelso said as the wound would 
begin to heal his penis would bend to the left 
and he would try hard not to think of any
thing that might make him horny , which is 
hard as hell for an 18 year old who has been 
in the field for several months . 

Finally a surgeon , combining a little 
Yankee ingenuity with the insight of a 
mohel , decided that the only way to allow 
the wound to heal symmetrically was to cut 
a band of skin around the entire circumfer
ence of Kelso's penis, the width of the ori
ginal .45 hole. The procedure worked , and 
as a result Kelso now possesses the only 
built-in French tickler I know of. 

Kelso beamed with pride as he showed us 
the neat piece of work on his now-famous 
appendage. 

The story didn't end there , as Kelso went 
on to recount his downtown exploits with 
Tokyo bar girls . The girls we re afi
cionadettes of that particular part of the 
male anatomy and squealed with glee , or so 
Kelso told it, whenever it was brought out 
for display. 

I don't know if the words "self
inflicted" had anything to do with Kelso 
being sent back to the field, but he was the 
only one I ever heard of who made it back to 
his unit after being in Japan . But then again , 
the whole story is hard to believe unless you 
were there . ~ 
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Buy Direct & Save' Visa, Master~ard and Amer~can Express ~ccepted! 
• Lim Prices! Top Quality Merchandise! 

Call 1-312-253-7080 for Fast Delivery! Mail Orders Accepted - Send Check or Money Order! 

" Ninja11 

Pistol C rossbow 
New hand-held crossbow is com
pact, silent and deadly. Powerful 
40 lb. draw. Micro-adjustable 
sights. Aluminum body, con
toured pistol grips. 11 - 1/4" over
all. Comes with 3 - 6" bolts. 
#2 14005 $49.95 

Protection for 
your phone, 
computer 
modem, 
FAX or 
telex. 

Tap Detector -
an indispensable 

tool which lets you 
know when anyone 

is tapping either your 
home or office phone. 

If the green light goes out you 
know someone is listening in! You 
can then continue your conversa
tion, alte: its course or simply end 
it. Use "Tap Detector" and have 
peace of mind. Easy instructions. 
#3 11 400 (Retai l $56.) $29.95 

Black Book of Dirty Tricks 
"Improvised Munitions Hand
book" is the most sought after 
here-to-fore impossible to ob
tain Army Manual. Includes 
revealing chapters on: Mines & 
Grenades, Small Arms Weap
ons & Ammo, Mortars & Rock
ets, Incendiary Devices, Fuses, 
Ignition & Delay Mechanisms. 
Tells how to make Rocket 
Launchers, Pistols, Shotguns 
and Recoilless Rifles from easy 
to obtain materials and more! 
#BB $10.00 

Grenades 
Look and feel like 
the real thing but 
are compl e te ly 
ha rm less. Full 
weight with de
tachabl e lever 
and pin. WW II 
Pineapple 
# 1721GO $9.95 

New 65,000 Volt 
Mini-Zapper 
Smallest, lightest stun gun avail
able. Weighs only a few ounces 
but packs a 60,000 volt bite that 
wi ll stop any attacker. A one sec
ond jolt will cause muscle spasms 
and a dazed condition but will not 
cause permanent damage. Under 
no condit ion can you suffer a 
charge-back to your body. I year 
warranty. Uses 9 volt battery. 
#310802 $49.95 
Ni-Cad Battery & Charger 
#3 10801 $19.95 
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"Little 
Amazing device automatically 
starts your recorder whenever the 
telephone is picked up and stops 
recorder when phone is hung up! 
Attaches anywhere along the line. 
Plugs into any recorder. Creates 
no interference or noise on the 
line. l"x2"x2" . Warning: Not to 
be used for surveillance! 
#3 l0101 Alligator Cl ip $34.95 
#3 10102 Modular Plug $34.95 

Badges & Case 
Flaunt your authority! Profes
sional badges in six styles - Spe
cial Investigator, Security Guard, 
Special Officer, Deputy Sheri ff, 
Special Police, Private Detective. 
1-1 /2" wide, 2-1 /4" high. Nickel 
plated brass. Specify model when 
ordering. Comes complete with 
badge holder and ID Card. 
# B5 $6.95 

Double-Lock Handcuffs 
Offic ial Detective type carried by 
police officers. Nicke l pl ated 
hardened steel. 
#270200 $14.95 

The GUN made for FUN! 
The GA T Air Pistol 

This is unique as air pistols go, 
shoots not only pe llets and darts, 
but also a cork which comes out 

Eight shot .22 caliber revolver or 
6-shot automatic fi res tear gas car
tridges or blanks as fas t as you can 
pull the trigger. Heavy-duty metal 
construction with quick, easy 
ejection. Checkered grips. Cornes 
with holster, tear gas and blanks. 
8-Shot Revolver 
#260 1 IO Blue 
#2601 20 Chrome 
7-Shot Automatic 
#260510 Blue 
#260520 Chrome 
Extra Tear Gas (10) 
Blanks (50) 

New 
Crosman 
C02 Pellet 
Revolver 

$2 1.95 
$26.95 

$24.95 
$29.95 

$3.00 
$4.00 

Brand new look-a-like, fee l-a-like 
and shoot-a-like model of the fa
mous .357 Python. Handles and 
shoots like the real thing. Fires 
.177 cali ber pellets at velocities up 
to 390 fps with a 6" rifled-steel 
barrel for incredible accuracy. 
Comes with 6-shot and NEW 10-
shot clip and maintenance kit. 60 
shots per CO, cartridge. 
#464403 $69.95 
. 177 Cal Pellets, 250/pkg. $3.95 
CO, Cartridges. 5 to pack $4.95 

with a crack. Comes with 10 darts, 75 . 177 cal. 
pellets along with a steel barre l rod. It is well fi nished 
in matte black. High velocity . Hard hiuing! 
#G IOO $29.95 ~~!!!'!'!!'!!!' 

#177 GAT Air Pistol Refill Kit - Contains 100 . 177 cal. pellets, 10 
darts and 9 corks. $6.95 

'< " Rambo III Miniature Bowie 
Exact replica of the giant 16" Rambo® UI Buwie ... only this one is j ust 
6- 1/2" long! Blade length is 4". Tang stamped RAMBO® 111. Cowhide 
sheath included. Genuine hardwood handle. Heavy-duty Stam less Steel 
handguard and butt cap. Custom designed by Gil Hibben. 
# K246 Miniature Rambo® Ill $29.95 
# KI 06 RAMBO III, Full Size (Retail-$+30.) $99.95 
Knife Design Parent pending by Gil Hibben of Hibben Enterprises.® 1988 Caro fco. 
All Rights Reserved. Used under Authorizatio" 

Ordering Information 
By Mail : Use coupon or separate sheet. Mail order with check, 
money order or credit card information to Your Supply Depot, Ltd., 
1831 W. Algonquin Rd. #2 15, Mt. Prospect, LL 60056 
By Phone: Ca ll 1-3 12-253-7080. Have all product and credit_ card 
information ready. Hours 9 A. M. to 5 P.M. CST Monday-Fnday. 
COD orders accepted. COD charge $5 extra. 

, ~ 
Super Snooper 

Extremely sensitive, pointable, 
electronic listening device ampl i
fies and feeds all avai lable sounds 
through stereo headphones (in
cl uded). Automatic shut-off c ir
cuit measures incoming signal and 
protects you from harmfu l high 
volume noise. You can hear a 
whisper at I 00 yds.; a car door 
shutting at 5 blocks; your dog hot 
on a trail 2 miles away. Uses stan
dard 9-volt battery. Warning: Not 
to be used for eavesdropping. 
#3 10300 $89.95 
Bionic Booster increases the re
ceiving surface area 37 times, 
making it more di rectional and 
powerful. Snaps on and off easily. 
#3 1030 I $39.95 

Wrist Lock Slingshot 
Goliath would have run if David 
had this pistol grip competition 
slingshot. The most versatile and 
powerful one made. Ideal for pre
cise long distance shoot ing. 
# MI OI $9.95 

"The Big One" 
World 's Lar gest Survival Kn ife 
TI1is is the knifo you've been 
waiting for! Made tough. ii 
fea tures a big 10 inch 420 
s1ainless s1eel blade. Sports 
men, hun ters. li shennen. 
and campers will find 
"TI1c Big One" can take 
ii no matter how tough 
the task. It 's more than 
just a knife. Features: 
• 5" warert igh1 black 
aluminum hollow 
handle. 
• Liquid filled 
compass. 
• Rugged black 
lealher sheath 
wi1h sharp· 
ening stone. 

• Survival 
kit inside 

handle fea· 
tu rcs wi re 

saw. ma1chcs. 
needles, nylon 

line, fi shhooks . 
and sinkers. 

#t77 18 
$24.95 

Phaser Super Tear Gas 
The safest personal defense prod
uct avail able. Ultra- high emission 
fire extinguisher valve shoots tear 
gas at distances up to 20 feet. 
Renders assailant instant ly help
less, causing extreme burni ng to 
eyes, nose and throat. Will not 
cause permanent injury. 
#26120 1 $ 14.95 

• 11 " overall , 440C surgical steel blade. Watert ight black ABS holl ow 
handle, screw-on butt cap wi th liquid filled compass. Morse code and 
ground-to-air rescue signals embossed on ABS sheath. Comes with 
survival ki t in hand le. Retail $34:95 
#SFI $ 19.95 

r- -vo~;-s;p-;i; ne-;;;, iw.l 
1831 W. Algonquin Rd. #215, I 

For Fast Delivery 
Call (312) 253-7080 

Mt. Prospect, IL 60056 
Illinois Residents add 7% Tax! J 
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~ Expiration Date Total 
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PARIS '89 
JET-AGE'S video presen

tation of the 1989 Paris Air
show emphasizes the military 
aircraft flying displays. 

You'll. see Russia's 
dominance of the show 
with performances by the 
world's larges1 aircraft, the 
newest combat helicopter 
and the incredible perform
ance of the SU-27 air-su
periority fighter, Russia's 
newest and honestl 

These plus many other 
aircraft fly through iheir 
paces at the wand's 
mos1 prestigious 
aviation 
event. 

Approx. 75 minutes running time (specify 
VHS or BETA) $59.95 plus $3.95 postage & 
handling ($6.00 outside the USA) 

JET-AGE PRODUCTIONS 
P.O. Box 64685, Tucson, AZ. 85740 

~ 
EXTENDED MAGAZINE 
BUTTON 

COMBAT COMMANDER 
HAMMER 

AMB. SAFETY 

SHOOTER'S DEPOT • Box 3238 • Hialeah, Fl 33013 

~ 1-800-553-0844 ~ 
~SEND $2.00 FOR CATALOG ~ 
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PARA KNIFE 
Continued from page 65 

Army Mk 2, being a switchblade of about 
the same size with the same length and 
shape blade. The differences are that the 
scales are bright orange, the lanyard staple 
is on the master blade end, and there is a 
manually opened hook blade which allows 
the selective cutting of shroud lines, straps, 
and such without puncturing a life vest , a 
life raft , or the person using it. The MC- I 
has been made by both Camillus and 
Schrade. This knife is still issued to a limi
ted extent to some pilots and aircraft crew 
members . It is not known if the two F-4 
crew members mentioned earlier had MC- I 
knives. Many of the newer aircraft eject 
crew members out in a kind of capsulNhat 
precludes the use of a parachute knife. 

After learning of the two incidents related 
earlier I became concerned. The more I 
thought about U.S . paratroopers and air
crew members dying for want of a knife the , 
worse I felt. I am especially livid over the · 
fact that if a paratrooper wants to carry a 
parachute knife he has to buy his own. It is 
particularly unconscionable that jump mas
ters are required to carry such a knife but no 
satisfactory issue option is available to 
them, and they have to buy their own to 
properly fulfill their mission . To make mat
ters worse, although a number of commer
cial knives can serve reasonably well in the 
parachute knife role, none are specifically 
designed for the job. 

As a result of all this I drew upon my 
experience as a military parachutist and 
jump master to draw up specifications for an 
" ideal " parachutist 's knife. I conferred 
with experienced airborne friends and did 
considerable research on the subject of para
chute knives and their uses. These are the 
general specifications that I came up with 
for a parachute knife: 

I . Lightweight 
2. Compact 
3. Capable of easily cutting a nylon static 

line or a heavy web strap 
4. Have a round, unsharpened point 
5. Have a lanyard with one end attached 

to the jumper 
6. Be readily accessable to either hand 

with full equipment in place 
7. If it is a folder it must be opened with 

either hand, one handed, and be closed the 
same way 

Most of these specifications are self ex
planatory or obvious. However discussion 
of 4 and 5 may be in order. The unsharpened 
round point is necessary to permit slipping 
the blade between the jumper and a tight 
strap without puncturing or cutting the indi
vidual or a life vest he may be wearing. The 
lanyard is necessary for several reasons. If 
the jump master has to cut a static line near 
the open door, the possibility of the knife 
being knocked out of his hand by the high 
wind is good. The lanyard will keep it from 
being lost , and should it be dropped out the 
door it will keep the knife from hitting the 
towed jumper. This is a major reason why 

the lanyardless bayonet is not satisfactory 
for a jump master's use. Also, a lanyard will 
prevent loss of the knife in a tree or water 
landing if it is dropped. 

Considering the weight-and-bulk burden 
the average paratrooper has to put up with, I 
felt that a light but strong folder would be 
the best way to go. Looking over what was 
already on the market it appeared to me that 
the Gerber Bolt-Action folder, originally 
designed by Blackie Collins, would be an 
almost ideal basis for what I had in mind. I 
took the previously related stoties about ser
vicemen dying for the lack of a parachute 
knife to Doug Hutchins , the product mana
ger at Gerber. He was enthusiastic about 
doing something to correct this situation. 
Starting with the Bolt-Action Exchange 
Blade model with the utility blade, I sug
gested that a slot be cut in the back of the 
blade to give the thumb of either hand a 
purchase for one-handed opening. Black
ie ' s excellent design already allows for easy 
one-handed closing. I also suggested that 
the point be rounded and unsharpened and 
the blade edge be serrated for easy cutting of 
nylon and webbing. Doug had a couple pro
totype blades made up and preliminary test
ing indicated that we were on the right track. 

The reason I suggested the exchange 
blade model be used is because of its versa
tility. My concept was that once the para
chutist or aircraft crew member was safely 
on the groimd he could exchange the spe
cial-purpose parachute blade for a more use
ful conventional utility or skinning blade for 
general purpose use. Gerber even makes a 
folding saw blade for this knife that would 
be handy in a survival situation. 

One of the prototype Gerber parachute 
knives was sent to the 1st Special Forces 
Group for an informal test and evaluation in 
conjuction with the jump master course that 
was being taught. Much to our delighted 
surprise the knife was enthusiastically en
dorsed without a single suggestion for im
provement, though there were several sug
gestions for a better carrying pouch and 
other carrying methods. 

As we go to press, the Gerber Jump Mas
ter's Parachute Knife has not yet been 
approved for production by the Gerber 
hierarchy but it is looking good for approval 
in the near future . When it is, jump masters, 
other paratroopers and aircraft crew mem
bers will still have to buy their own para
chute knife, but at least there will be a 
mission-designed knife that they can buy. 

Until this knife is available there are other 
lightweight folders that can be opened and 
closed with one hand that can fill the para
chute knife role reasonably well. These are 
the Gerber Bolt-Action Util i ty, the 
Spyderco folders (particularly the Hunter 
Model with serrated edge), the Blackjack 
Knives' lightweight folding Mamba, and 
the A.G. Russell Paramedic One-Hand 
Knife. Among benchmade knives the Bob 
Terzuola titanium-handled liner lock fold
ers designed for one-hand opening are tough 
to beat. 

It is a travesty that jump masters and 
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parachutists have to buy their own knives. 
However, even if that is what it takes, it is 
certainly better to buy an appropriate knife 
than to have another good man die for want 
ofa knife.~ 

SOF RESCUE 
Continued from page 61 

my tax return . 
Attempt number four started on time , and 

as if to make up for the previous ones, 
everything went according to plan . We got 
to the right place at the right time , and so did 
RENAMO 's representatives. Leaving our 
driver with appropriate instructions regard
ing our pickup , we set off on foot , arriving 
several hours later at a hastily constructed 
insurgent camp. On arrival we were offered 
coffee an d . to ld that th e president of 
RENAMO, Afonse Dhlakama, was also in 
the camp and would see us in the morning. 
A pole-and-thatch hut had already been 
built for conferences , and two tents erected 
for us to sleep in. The tents included mat
tresses with sheets and blankets, and since it 
was now 0300 we wasted little time before 
putting them to proper use . 

Having had considerable experience 
dealing with President Dhlakama in the 
past, I was not surprised a few hours later at 
the smoothness of the negotiations for della 
Casa's release. The discussion that we had 
could hardly even be class ified as a " nego
tiation," since nothing was demanded in 
return for the captive 's freedom. I was sur
prised when Dhlakama said that Nicholas 
was in camp a few hundred yards away and 
that I could take him whenever I wanted . It 
seems that President Daniel Arap Moi of 
Kenya had also asked for Nick ' s release and 
that when Dhlakama had agreed to meet me 
to discuss the issue he had also arranged for 
his unwilling guest to start moving the hun
dreds of miles to our meeting place. After a 
couple more hours discussion on the mili
tary and political situation in Mozambique , 
I met della Casa. Advising him that his 
mother wanted him home , we chatted for a 
while until evening, and then started out of 
Free Mozambique. 

All that remained now was to get Mr. 
della Casa home to his family. We delivered 
Nicholas della Casa to his mother at Lon
don 's Heathrow Airport on 19 December 
and then returned to the United States. Even 
though he had been in captivity for 18 
months , he was very fa vorably inclined to
ward the guerrillas and their cause. As has 
every other foreigner who has spent time in 
Free Mozambique , he reports that the insur
gents enjoy widespread popular support, 
and that no one is starving in guerrilla-held 
areas . 

For myself, I won' t say that it was all just 
another day-in-the-life - I don't make my 
living running off to foreign lands like the 
proverbial knight rescuing unwary souls 
from misfortune. But after a couple of de
cades of first-hand experience I do know 
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THE SEMIAUTOMATIC PISTOL IN POLICE 
SERVICE AND SELF-DEFENSE 

BY MASSAD F AYOOB 
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The A. G. Russell Bowie 
Handle designed by BLACKIE COLLINS. Blade designed by 
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combat knife, a survival knife and a large utility or camp 

knife. The concealed compartment in the handle is the 
perfect place for keeping emergency fishhooks, 

snare wires, etc. The blade of a full 3/16" 
thick high-carbon stainless knife steel will 

sharpen easily and hold an edge just 

Production Knives. Morseth and Dozier handmade 
knives, Real Original Hen & Rooster knives made before 
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handle is molded from fiber
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NON-LETHAL STUNS 
AND 

IMMOBILIZES 

VISUALLY INTIMIDATING HIGH INTENSITY DISCHARGE AFFECTIVE 
UPT020' ON MOST ATIACKERS.JACKFORRECHARGING,SAFETY 
SWITCH, AND ALL NECESSARY LABELING. 

SEND$99.50 
To AMAZING CONCEPTS, DEPT. SOF 

BOX 716, AMHERST, NH 03031 

Your natural instincts have paid off. 
Suddenly you sight that ultimate buck. For 
just a few seconds, he's unaware. This is 
when STEINER'S Auto-Focus* really works 
for you. Exclusive with STEINER, Auto-Focus 
means you don't waste precious seconds 
focusing. You literally own those woods. 
From 20 yards to infinity. 

STEINERS also give you highest light 
transmission. You can more effectively spot 
game at dawn or dusk, when most animals 
are on the move. 

STEINER binoculars are impervious to 
shock, water, dust and fogging. Originally 
developed for the German Army, they've 
become standard in the militaries of over 
40 countries- including the U.S. 

And now they've been perfected for the 
American hunter - to give you the sharpest 
eyes in the woods. 
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There's a STEINER binocular for 
virtually every hunting situation. Call us at 
1-800-257-7742 (in NJ 609-854-2424) or 
write to: Pioneer Marketing and Research Inc. 
216 Haddon Ave., Westmont, NJ 08108 
for our special hunting catalog. Do it today. 
Steiner Optik Canada, Inc. • 500 Ouellette Avenue Ste. 505 
Windsor. Ontario N9A 183 • 1519) 258-7263 
' 20 yards to inlinity depth of field; once set for user's eyes. 
no focusing is required. Unlike an autofocus camera. there 
are no motorized moving parts necessary. 

STllNER 
THE SHARPEST EYES IN THE WOODS 

©1989 

southern Africa better than most , and I try to 
help when I can . 

And, if the call goes out again .. . well , 
maybe there's a bit of that knight in me after 
all. 

What's now known as the Reagan Doctrine 
- U.S. support for anti-communist free
dom fighters around the world - has 
proved successful, especially in Afghani
stan and Angola. Yet RENAMO, staunchly 
anti-communist and pro-Western, has been 
at best ignored and generally vilified by 
policy makers in the United States and other 
Western governments. 

Why? 
Upcoming in Soldier of Fortune, we'll 

take a hard look at REN AMO- the forgot
ten freedom fighters. Watch for it. ~ 

BLOODY PANJSHIR 
Continued from page 43 

only reason I could figure for this was that 
he wanted to top me and didn't want the 
pants covered in blood, as they were good 
American camouflaged ones. 

There seemed no escape at all. No chance 
to run, no place to run to, and a gunman who 
was in no mood for conversation. To get my 
pants off, and I wanted to do this as fast as 
possible as I was worried that his compan
ions would arrive any second, I had to un
lace my boots and take them off. This was 
the crucial period. In my 10 years experi
ence of covering wars I have discovered that 
if a prisoner has his boots taken away he is in 
for a very bad time and is probably only 
minutes, or seconds, from death. If he kept 
the boots, I was convinced I was not going 
to survive this encounter. Not that I held out 
much hope anyway, but there is always just 
a slim chance of life as long as there is hope. 
Pants off, I laced up my boots before hand
ing them over. 

There I stood, decidedly on the losing 
side of the scenario , assuring him that he 
was very welcome to my pants as I had spare 
ones in Paghman and I could be there in 
three to four hours hike over the mountains. 
He looked baffled and embarrassed by my 
naked legs . Afghans who possess U.S .
issue camouflage clothing (available 
through U.S. Senator Solarz ' non-lethal aid 
projects) wear them over their own tradi
tional baggy pants. To be confronted by 
naked legs in a country of very modest Isla
mic ideals of decency seemed to throw him. 

He asked me to put my other trousers on , 
assuming that my small backpack contained 
a spare set. I explained that I had no spare 
set with me but assured him that this was no 
problem. 

He stepped back, looked about, and then 
said I could have his! 

Then, and I swear this is the gospel truth, 
he rushed to a boulder 20 meters away and, 
keeping me covered with his AK-47, stood 
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behind the rock and changed into my pants. 
This done he rushed back with. his and 
offered them to me. 

Desperate as I was to hurry off, I accepted 
this offer (thereby trying to break down the 
robber-victim barrier) and leapt into them, 
possible only because Afghan pants have 
very wide leg openings and boots pass 
through with no effort. He then demanded 
my watch once again. I asked if he would 
shoot me, or let me go, ifl gave it to him. He 
said I could go. Zap the watch was off and 
given with the very best wishes for his long 
and happy life. 

In return he unexpectedly removed the 
roll of toilet paper from the pockets of my 
former pants, gave it to me, and ordered me 
to hurry off. With a very tangible twitch 
between my shoulder blades, I strode (large 
strides) away toward the ridgetop, departing 
without a backward glance at the gunman or 
my plundered possessions. My only con
cern was to put as much space between us as 
possible before his companions closed up. 

No shots followed and, as soon as I 
cleared the ridge, I ran like an Olympic 
sprinter, convinced that I had only survived 
the encounter because of the watch. Had the 
bandit shot me, he would have had to squab
ble over ownership of the watch with his 
fellow robbers . As.he was young, I presume 
he was the youngest of the band and least 
likely to end up with it. By letting me go, he 
would be able to say I had no personal 
possessions worth having, other than my 
pants, which he would wear with pride as a 
symbol of his martial prowess and victory. 

The watch had been a gift from my 
brothers. Little did they, or I, realize that 
one day it would buy me my life. 

It was only just after 1100. Further ahead 
I caught up with the escort who had run off. 
Together we walked on to the next karagi. 
Here a three-man escort was arranged, with 
suggestions that I delay a day before moving 
on. Already far behind schedule, and o_nly a 
three hour walk from Paghman, I was keen 
to push on. I dismissed another suggestion 
to wait until dark. 

We set off across fields and through a 
small thicket into a gully. Before leaving the 
gully the eldest escort, the other two being 
distressingly young, advised that we split up 
and move out one at a time while crossing 
the front of an exposed ridge. I gathered 
from this that the path wasn't quite as secure 
as had been claimed. 

I brought up the rear, allowing plenty of 
time for a good-sized gap. By the time I 
emerged from the gully, the others were 
well ahead. I picked up my pace to try and 
close the gap slightly. I must have been 
halfway round, still some 200 meters from 
cover in the next gully, when a heavy cali
ber round thudded into the ground. Nobody 
seemed to react to this all-t<;>o-frequent ex
perience. Just a chance round corning in. 
Then a loud rush of air screamed past, fol
lowed by an explosion 20 yards ahead. 
Flame and black smoke leapt up 10 yards off 
the track. 

Everybody began to run for all they were 
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worth. The track was completely exposed and 
safety depended on reaching the gully ahead. 
Before the explosion died away, hundreds of 
rounds began to spatter all around, kicking up 
dirt and sparks. They were all nearly spent but 
lethal nonetheless. It was obvious now that we 
were under fire from several Afghan army 
posts. 

Another rush of air and I instinctively 
flinched tight before the inevitable explo
sion. Much too small to be tank or artillery 
fire. Not even large enough for mortar fire , 
unless a 60mm one, but it didn ' t sound like 
incoming mortars . It didn ' t sound like 
RPGs either. I was at a total loss to account 
for all these rapid explosions as I sprinted 
pell-mell down the path, bent double in a 
low crouch. Then I realized what the explo
sions were; AGS-17 grenades were raining 
down on us. 

More explosions went off in front, beside 
and behind me. All the time hundreds of 
rounds were clipping past, some falling short 
and spraying dirt up over the track, others 
ricocheting off rocks with loud metallic 
twangs. The gully never seemed to get any 
closer. Dust and acrid smoke hung over the 
path. Another explosion, frighteningly close 
by, cast a fleeting yellowish glow across the 
ground from its deep red core. 

With every ounce of remaining strength, 
I lunged forward and made for the scattered 
cover of the gully, diving behind a rock next 
to my mujahid escort. The cover was only 
illusionary; just a thin screen of trees and 
bushes through which dozens of rounds 
thwacked as they clipped branches and 
chewed up bark. We squeezed up in tight 
balls behind the rock waiting for 82mm 
mortars to stonk us . 

The volume of fire died away now that we 
were out of sight. Only then did I become 
aware of a burning sensation just above my 
left hip. As I rolled up my shirt , a thin trickle 
of blood slid down from a slight cut. I'd 
been hit. The miniscule wound bore no rela
tion to the size of shock it gave me to realize 
I'd been hit by either fragmentation from a 
grenade or a passing round. I stared at the 
small wound in disbelief, then took out my 
penknife to dig out what felt like a burning 
bus lodged in my side. Having established 
that the wound really wasn't serious, the 
pain seemed to die away and, rather than 
make matters worse with the penknife, I 
sprinkled antibiotic powder over it instead 
and tucked my shi.rt back in. I was furious 
with myself for not having brought a proper 
medical kit. I'd never allowed myself to 
travel without one before. It could so easily 
have been more serious. I vowed never 
again to be caught out by such a stupid 
blunder. 

I also found I was very disoriented by the 
AGS-17 fire as all posts I could see were at 
least a thousand meters away. I was sure the 
AGS-17 only had a 500 meter effective 
range. Later I checked this out and found I 
was off by 500 meters. So time spent wor
rying about where the presumably closer, 
but unseen, AGS-17 post was located was 
unnecessary. Not knowing the capabilities 
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MITCHELL L. WERBELL Ill 
AND "WHISPERING DEATHn 
AVAILABLE NOW ON THIS 
EXPLOSIVE DOCU·VIDEO. 
The True Facts Of This Brave 
Soldier Revealed By His Sons. 
Recently slandered in death by TV net
works and supermarket scandal rags as hav
ing been a "Georgia Hitman" for porno 
publisher Larry Flynt, The General barks 
back through sons Mitchell IV and Geoffrey. 
Accusations of WerBell having been paid 
$1,000,000 to "hit" Frank Sinatra, Bob Guc
cione and Hugh Hefner were libelous and 
untrue, and this docu-video sets the record 
straight by unveiling the mystery of General 
WerBell's admittedly complex life via secret 
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of the opposition's weaponry can literally 
be a killer. 

This first bolthole was not good , only 
slightly better than the path . When the fire 
died away to a few sporadic rounds we made 
a dash for better cover further up the gully, 
where its sides deepened into something 
approaching a trench. Here we had to wait 
out the day, as movement in either direction 
was far too hazardous over the totally ex
posed ground. 

The mujahideen apologized and said that 
the posts normally ignored parties well dis
persed on the path, but today they were just 
being belligerent and attempting to kill ev
erybody on it. It happens sometimes. Now 
the subtle suggestions for a night move 
made sense. While proposing the idea they 
had failed to explain why they had put it 
forward , as this admission of no control 
over part of their patch would involve a loss 
of face. Instead they had philosophically 
dispatched us with a fatalistic hope that we 
would be spared. 

Just before dark, with deepening purple 
shadows, we set off once again. What should 
have been a simple three hour walk took lon
ger as this group was unfamiliar with the way 
and followed a path that added many hours to 
the march. We had climbed back up into the 
snow line and could see the lights of Kabul 
once again, spread out at our feet like a map. 
The path wound up and down over ridges with 
monotonous regularity. 

A surprise meal and open hospitality 
around midnight were much welcomed 
when we chanced upon a lonely home high 
in the mountains. As luck would have it, a 
child was being born and we, as passing 
strangers, were invited to share the celebra
tory feast. We had hoped, at most, for tea 
and dry bread. 

During the early hours we entered Pagh
man town. It had once been the retreat of the 
Kabul rich, as was visibly evident from the 
large brick houses. Here they had come to 
enjoy the cooler mountain air, and escape 
the oppressive summer heat of the city. 
Now nothing stirred. Empty , fire
blackened, shell-smashed homes lined the 
roads. We stopped to snatch a few hours 
sleep at a small mujahideen base. 

We moved on the next night. The paths 
out of Paghman were now clear of snow. 
Frequently we passed the rotting corpses of 
horses killed by interdictory shell fire. We 
also passed other groups of mujahideen 
arriving, including a caravan of horses car
rying l 22mm rockets with which to bom
bard Kabul when the right time came. 

I was relieved that the mountain pass and 
route back down into Argundy was without 
the deep snow that lay there when I came in. 
As a result of this we made better time. 
Before long we were approaching the pass 
to Maidan Shah, the town before Duranie, 
where I hoped for motorized transport back 
to Pakistan. It seemed like the last lap of a 
long race. 

Just when it seemed that nothing more 
could happen to delay us, heavy artillery 
shells began to straddle the path in our im-
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mediate vicinity. Some short-falling, others 
just passing over. The path was full of little 
knots of Afghans advancing by quick hur
ried dashes between salvos. Just a subtle 
reminder that nothing is ever guaranteed in 
Afghanistan except unexpected risk. 

Mid-morning the next day I waited by the 
roadside outside Duranie while transport 
was arranged. As I sat under a blazing-hot 
sun I watched mujahideen mounting road
blocks. It reminded me very much of Leba
non. Every few miles along the road diffe
rent armed groups each set up their own 
roadblocks. It was to be like this all the way 
back to Pakistan. It slowed travel down and 
created friction between parties. 

Some analysts expect to see Afghanistan 
fractured into countless little fiefdoms con
trolled by warlords, all trying to extort as 
much out of rival groups as possible. This 
had been coined "the Lebanonization of 
Afghanistan.'' It is easy to see this dis
astrous scenario as a possible future for Af
ghanistan unless the factions are able, in 
their own best interest, to overcome the 
intense rivalry that currently exists. 

Of all the commanders in Afghanistan, 
my feeling is that Massoud is the only one 
with the potential to bring even nominal 
unity to the country. He is the only major 
field commander to have spent the entire 10 
years of the war based inside Afghanistan. 
His has been a daily struggle in the harsh 
mountains of the north while facing the 
strongest Soviet drives to crush the guerril
las. Now, when the Soviets have left the 

field to the beleaguered forces of the Na
jibullah government, is the time when the 
mujahideen must close ranks and show that 
they are capable, not just of hit-and-run 
guerrilla tactics, but of the unified and sus
tained techniques of conventional warfare. 
Now is the time when the mujahideen need a 
strong leader in the field. A man of diploma
tic as well as martial skills, able to unite the 
rival factions into a coherent force capable 
of taking Kabul. In my mind there is little 
doubt that Massoud is the man of the hour. 

When the ubiquitous Toyota pickup 
finally arrived, everyone made a lunge for it 
to secure their seat. As ever it was packed 
beyond all belief with men, guns and equip
ment. It lurched to a sudden start which 
rocked all in the back, but we were wedged 
so tightly together, nobody was dislodged. 
Sitting in the back and coated in the thick 
clouds of choking dust kicked up in its 
wake, I watched Afghanistan receding from 
sight as night closed in, and we raced for the 
safety of Pakistan. 

As the pickup sped on into the darkening 
night, I thought back over the past IO years, 
of the heat and dust, the cold and wet, the 
long night marches, times of starvation and 
times of plenty, of laughter and tragedy, of 
all the Afghans I've accompanied into bat
tle, of those who gave their lives ... 

I recalled the last lines of a famous Af
ghan poem: 

"Now, when our house its mourning 
wears, 

Do not thyself give way to tears: 

Instruct our eldest son that I 
Was ever anxious thus to die, 
For when death comes the brave are 

free ... 
So in thy dreams remember me." 
The Afghans aren't free yet, but certainly 

the war in Afghanistan will haunt my 
dreams.~ 

COMBAT 
WEAPON CRAFT 
Continued from page 14 

fire also tends to unnerve RPG-7 rock
et launcher operators. This alone may 
sav~ a big chunk of your posterior. 

The battle rifle is a great tool with 
many applications, but it takes some 
practice to master it. The soldier must 
employ it correctly and with maximum 
effectiveness if he is to retire at a ripe 
old age. Each combat situation de
mands a particular rate of fire. Failure 
to respond with the correctrate of fire 
will mean that not enough effective fire 
is produced or ammunition is ex
pended too fast and without effect. It is 
the proper application of rates of fire 
that will avoid this. 

Lieutenant Morales won his firefight 
and survived to fight again by intel
ligently expending his ammunition 
with the correct use of the different 
rates of fire. You can too. ~ 

SPY CRAFT 

HowToGet 
Anything 

ON 

HOW TO GET ANYTHING 
ON ANYBODY 

By Lee Lapin 
Inside Secrets of Espionage and Surveillance 

Come on a true-to-life countersurveillance mission with 
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Called "possibly the most dangerous book 
ever published" by Peter Laufer, NBC News, 
this best-seller is packed with advanced in
vestigative and surveillance techniques. You 
won't believe the possibilities! Softcover, 
8 1/2 x 11, illus., 2 72 pp. $30.00 

a man who was a real-life James Bond and spent 20 
years running spies for a well-known federal intelli
gence agency that we're not allowed to name. Cov
ering physical, visual and electronic surveillance, SpyCraft 
guides you through the world of intelligence agent, business spy 
and "info broker." Color, over 50 min., VHS or Beta. $59.95 

,------~---------

CREDIT: THE CUTTING EDGE NAME--------------

By Scott French 
A clean credit rating is your key to power 
and financial muscle. Read about the 70 
least-known credit facts, getting cards with
out a credit check, dealing with collection 
agencies and the top credit card crimes. 
Softcover, 81/2x11, 272 pp. $25.00 

SPY GAME 
Winning Through Super Technology 

By Scott French and Lee Lapin 
SpyGame: exotic weapons, shooting knives, 
the legalities of surveillance, the rocket pis
tol and reading minds. See in the dark and 
access secret data. Formerly Ninja 1990, this 
book has the most up-to-date info. Softcover, 
81/2x11, photos, illus., 520pp. $30.00 

ADDRESS -----------------

Cm ________ STATE ZIP __ _ 

PAYMENT: 0 CHECK OR MONEY ORDER 0 MC 0 VISA 

CARD# _________ _ ExP. DATE 

SIGNATURE 

__ How m GET ANYTHING 

-- CREDIT 

- SPYCRAFT (VHS OR BETA) 

TOTAL AMT. ENCLOSED 

- SPYGAME 

-- FREE CATALOG 

.¥.--- +$3.50 SHIPPING 

CEP, INCORPORATED 
P.O. Box 865-9KS • Boulder, CO 80306 • (303) 443-2294 
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HK91/93/94 or MPS 
(All Variations) 

7/;~7t7lvr'It:wit;'/NERTIA-flR[' 
TRIGGERACllVATOR 

That 's right! The internationally known Tri•Burst •• 
trigger activator wh ich allows three round bursts from 
any semi-automatic weapon introduces "ln.ertia
Fire'.'.: This all new Tri-Burst comes with 
instructions that will show you how to empty three 
or all shots at a full automatic-type rate without any 
modifications.The all new Tri·Burst installs in seconds 
and doesn't interfere with the normal operation of 
the trigger. The Tri·Burst is completely legal and 
carries a lifetime replacement warranty. Hurry, as 
this is the last hurrah! .... r\ ONLY$ 39ss 
~ ·~s !V 
~ ~'t>..S.' 93i1n• ~ ~~LUTfLy AMAZING" POST PAID 

.. ,111:.1\~~un• ~· ~ ... ns & Ammo :\'>'lo~~" 
.. UTO" * o!>-11 . "BEST LEGAL FULL A 11\11~~ O"'er~ 

... Soldier ol Fortune "~\\\~~ .. .fir•P -~ ---
NOW FITS EVERYTHING! (Exe. Steyr Aug) 
Send name, flddress, type of weapon (important) and 
$39.95 ~ Col. residents add 3% · 

*NOTE: lNERTIA·FIAE°' WILL ONLY FUNCTION ON WEAPONS WITH 
ADEQUATE RECOIL ANO REQUIRES PRACTICE 
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IN REVIEW 
Continued from page 19 

THE VIOLENT DECADE. Frank 
Gervasi. W.W. Norton & Company. 
Account of a top U.S. foreign corres
pondent in Europe and the Middle 
East during 1935-1945 

THE WALKING DEAD. Craig 
Roberts and Charles W. Sasser. Pock
et Books. From rifleman to recon lead
er to sniper, SOF contributor saw it all 
in Vietnam. 

THREE YEARS WITH SYLVIA. 
Mike Hoare. Robert Hale Ltd. (Lon
don) . To fulfill a life's dream, Hoare (of 
Congo fame) set sail for three years' 
cruising on the Med. (Out of print, so 
you' ll have to search.) 

UNDER COVER. John Roy Carlson. 
E.P. Dutton & Co. Mid-war account of 
author's membership in and investiga
tion of Nazi groups in America, some of 
which still exist. 

VIETNAM - MILITARY LORE 
1959-1973. Master Sergeant Ray A. 
Bows. Bows & Sons. Everything from 
clubs, MPC, and chits to captured 
enemy documents. 

VIETNAM WAR BIBLIOGRA
PHY. Christopher L. Sugnet and John 
T. Hickey. Lexington Books. What's 
been published, from Abbie Hoffman 
to 365 Days. 

Military fiction: Anything by W.E.B. 
Griffin , Leonard Scott, or Tom Clancy. 
Military non-fiction: Anything by David 
Isby, Shelby Stanton, or Clay Blair, Jr. 
Best military publisher: Presidio Press 
Best military how-to publisher: Paladin 
Press 
Best military reference: Janes, Squad
ron/Signal Publications ~ 

MINI-MAGNUM 
FORCE 
Continued from page 67 

and make sure it seats firmly against the rear 
of the frame. To unload, follow the same 
procedure and use the cylinder pin to knock 
out the empty cases. 

There is a safety notch between each 
chamber, so the Mini-Revolver can be car
ried safely with all five " beans in the 
wheel." To reset the hammer in one of the 
safety notches, first point the muzzle in a 
safe direction and then draw the hammer 
back into the half-cocked position . Making 
sure that you have full control over the ham
mer and that it cannot slip from your grasp, 
draw it back slightly past the half-cock posi
tion until you can rotate the cylinder freely . 
Tum the cylinder and align one of the safety 

notches with the hammer. Holding the ham
mer securely, pull the trigger and ease the 
hammer forward into the safety notch . 

Five shots is two or three more than most 
derringers or other mini-revolvers provide. 
This should be enough for any anticipated 
close-range scenario involving a firearm of 
this type. 

To fire, draw the hammer back until it 
locks in the cocked position. Aim and pull 
the trigger. The sights are crude , but suffi 
cient. There is a rounded, fixed front-sight 
blade and a hump on each side of the 
frame's hammer/firing pin notch that' s sup
posed to serve as a rear sight. Forget this 
so-called rear-sight. If you align the front 
sight with this notch , at IO feet your shots 
will impact eight inches below the point of 
aim . We discovered this the hard way, after 
we shot three holes into the skyscreens of 
our Oehler Model 35P chronograph. Use 
the top of the frame as an aiming rib with the 
front sight blade resting on top like the front 
bead on a shotgun. This will guarantee shot 
placement to the point of aim. Trigger pull
weight on our test specimen was a very 
spongy 3\4 pounds . 

The fact that you can hit what you 're 
aiming at is a primary consideration , but it 
doesn' t necessarily mean that your oppo
nent will drop in his tracks. For that to 
happen with a handgun , we need some 
effective performance from the cartridge 
(and some of the blessings shared by those 
having exceptionally close liaison with the 
Almighty). And what exactly can we expect 
from a . 22 caliber rimfire cartridge fired 
from a 11/s- inch barrel? More than you 
might suppose. 

As we have stated many times before, 
penetration is the most important single pa
rameter in an assessment of a cartridge's 
wound ballistics potential. The bullet must 
penetrate deeply enough to crush , cut and 
break through the human body 's vital struc
tures and organs. The capability to penetrate 
from 12 to 20 inches of soft tissue is the 
desired standard, as we may have some 
bones to break and varying amounts of fab
ric to penetrate. Your opponent may also 
have his arms in front of his body holding a 
weapon , and the projectile may have to 
penetrate that part of his anatomy also be
fore it drives into his torso . Without sacri
ficing penetration, the bullet that makes the 
biggest hole will do the most damage. 

The 36-grain lead Hollow Point (HP) bul
let of a Remington High Velocity .22 LR 
round will be traveling at only 885 fps 10 
feet from the Mini-Revolver's 1 Vs-inch bar
rel. It will not expand at this velocity . 
Sometimes it yaws 180degrees in soft tissue 
to end up base forward and sometimes it 
doesn ' t. Whether it does or not, penetration 
is no more than 8.6 inches. 

Winchester Super-X .22 Magnum Rim
fire ammunition has a 40-grain Jacketed 
Hollow Point (JHP) bullet that moves out at 
an even slower 830 fps . This not surprising , 
as .22 Magnum Rimfire ammunition re
quires somewhat longer barrels than .22 LR 
ammunition to reach its maximum velocity 
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potential. In this instance, a significant por
tion of the propellant charge is undoubtedly 
blown out the barrel to do no more than 
increase the muzzle flash and blast. Once 
again, the JHP bullets will not expand and 
sometimes they yaw 180 degrees and other 
times reach the end of their penetration 
round-nose forward . Penetration exhibits a 
marginal increase to 9.2 inches . 

Remington High Velocity .22 LR 
ammunition with 40-grain solid lead round 
nose bullets will approach 1,250 fps out of 
the muzzle of a rifle-length barrel. This 
drops to little better than 850 fps when fired 
through the Mini-Revolver' s I !ls-inch tube. 
Penetration is an anemic 7.4 inches in soft 
tissue. 

All of the above is no better than 
mediocre. However, Winchester Super-X 
.22 Magnum Rimfire ammunition with 40-
grain Full Metal Jacket (FMJ) bullets pro
vides significantly superior performance . 
While the muzzle velocity only hovers 
around 900 fps (less than half that produced 
by rifles in this caliber) , the penetration in 
soft ti ssue is a respectable 11 . I inches. 
That' s not too shabby for an addition of 
merely 5. 9 ounces to your coat pocket. 
Furthermore, this bullet (sometimes still re
ferred to as an ' 'FMC' ' , or Full Metal Case, 
projectile) will usually yaw 180 degrees at 
Jf. to 2 inches of penetration . Where the 
bullet yaw is at its maximum, 60 to 120 
degrees, the height of the permanent cavity 
(wound track) will increase to 0.62 inches. 

Some have recommended the use of .22 
Magnum Rimfi.re shotshells in this revolver. I 
consider this to be ill-advised. CCI' s .22 
Maxi-Mag shotshells carry !ls-ounce of # 11 
shot (approximately 172 pellets) in a plastic 
capsule. This tiny rat shot will probably not 
penetrate most clothing and, even if it does, 
will never drive far enough into soft tissue to 
reach the human body's vital structures. 

Although to date SOF has not tested it , a 
better choice might be Federal ' s .22 Magnum 
Rimfire with a 50-grain Hollow Point bullet. 
Its velocity will probably drop to no more than 
750 fps out of the 1 !ls-inch barrel. It will not 
expand at this speed, but its heavier projectile 
may penetrate somewhat more deeply than the 
40-grain FMJ projectile. 

I do not envision firing the NAA Mini
Revolver at human targets much beyond 10 
to 15 feet. At that distance, an experienced 
pistolero can expect to fire consistent head 
shots . A well-placed upper torso hit should 
also cause significant damage. 

There's no trick to controlling the NAA 
Mini-Revolver. While the muzzle flip is 
apparent, perceived recoil remains moder
ate . The grip portion of the frame is larger 
on the .22 Magnum models than the .22 
LR-only versions and this enhances control
lability to a modest extent. There were no 
stoppages during our test and evaluation. 
Reliability and durability are more than 
adequate for a handgun of this type. 

Two other barrel lengths are available: 
15/s inches and 2 !12 inches . The .22 Short 
and .22 LR-only models are one inch and % 
inch shorter, respectively , in each barrel 
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BROADEN YOUR SCOPE OF OPERATIONS 
Professional Night Vision From CCS 

PREDATORY 
Night Vision Scope 
• Passive 2nd Gen. 

Pocket Scope 
•Instantly couples 

to any photographic 
· or tv lens. 

PREDATOR I 
Night Vision Scope 
• Professional Quality, light

weight, weatherproof, 
superb resolution 

• Built-in Infra-red 
Illuminator 

• Full Military Spec. 

PREDATOR V-C 
Pocket Scope 
• State-of-the-art 
• 18 mm tube 
• Extremely bright 

picture 
•Available with relay 

lens and C mount 

Video Recording 
System 
• Pocket Scope 

coupled to 8 mm 
color camcorder 

We Have The Largest Selection 
of Night Vision for Video 

PREDATOR VI 
Night Vision Goggles 
• Passive 2nd Gen. 

cc:
~ ccs 
&.:D COMMUNICATION 
·- CONTROL, INC. 

or Still Photography • "Hands Free" 
Operation 

Call Mr. Brite 
1-800-722-4 490 

I Send $25 for our 1989 catalog of exciting electronic 
surve illance produces, applicable towards purchase. 

I CCS Communication Control, Inc., 160 Midland Avenue, 

Ca ll fo r free demonstration at :m y of our authorized distribu tors 
Po n Cheste r, NY 10573 800-722-44 90 or in NY, 

I 212-557-3040. World Headquane rs 
160 Midland A\·e., Pon Chester, NY 10573 
TELEX, 238720 FAX, (91') 934·8093 
630 Third Ave., New York. NY. 10017 
180 1 KSt. N.\\' .. Washington, D.C. 20006 
1435 BrickellA,·e., Miami, FL 33 131 
The Gall eria, Sui1e 3696. lfousmn, TX 7i056 
9465 \Vilshire Bh·d .. Beve rly Hills, CA 90212 

DEALERS WANTED 

I 
Name 

(2 12) 557-3040 
(202) 659-3432 Address _____ _______ _ 
(305) 358-4336 l 
(7 13l 626-0007 - - -------------

'213 !::~61~~! I Phone ____________ _ 

(914) 934-8100 

NEW DIMENSION 
IN NIGHT VISION 

WILD CAT Pocket Scopes 
are all compatible with CCTV Objective 
lens. Adapt to all cameras and are 
designed to withstand rough terrain. 
Body made 
of forged 
aluminum. 

Accessories: 
• Camera Adapters 
• Rifle Mounts 
•Lenses 

All Items In Stock Now! 

For more information, please call 

(818) 890-7488 collect 

INTERNATIONAL 
LOGISTICS 
NETWORK 

N L-1 0: Low cost ti rs! generation pocket 
scope . 1 Bmm tube, very clean picture. 

NL-50: Second generation pocket scope 
for surveillance, observation and night 
photography. Built-in infra red illuminator. 

NL-100: Second generation pocket 
scope built to mil-spec. The only pocket 
scope that can be used as a weapon sight 
and withstand the shock of your rifle. 
Built-in infra red illuminator. 

5831 Alcove Ave. 

We Also 
Accept 

VISA 
MC 

N. Hollywood, CA 91607 
FAX 818-980-0953 
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NA VY SEAL VIDEOS ... NA VAL SEAL VIDEOS 

SEE THE MEN THE VC 
WOULD NOT FACE. 

SEE WHY! 

The COMPLETE MUSEUM 
COLLECTION now available! Tapes 
$19.95 each. $ave money: any 4 for 
$76.95, all 6 tapes, only $99! Includes 
shipping and handling. 

"NA VY SEALS IN VIETNAM" Explosive video shows SEALs as they 
really were! First video written by SEAL TEAM ONE members. Covers 
uniforms, weapons, operations; all gear peculiar to SEAL use. 
"NAVY SEALS ON PATROL" Rare footage of REAL SEALS in 
VIETNAM. Shot in Vietnam in 1968 by SEAL TEAM members. See an entire 
operation performed and explained! A MUST for any serious collector! 
" MEN WITH GREEN FACES" A Real Classic! 1968 Defense Department 
documentary on UDT-SEAL BUD/Straining. 
"SOMEONE SPECIAL" 1972 recrui ting film for Naval Special Warfare. One 
of the best to date! 
"THE LONELY WARRIOR" Korean era b&w film. THE original film 
about NAVY Frogmen! 
"SUBMARINE TRUNK TRAINING" Actual film used by the Navy to 
teach SEALS to lock in and out of submarines for covert operations. Fascinating! 

Specify tape titles when placing order. Send check or money order to LOT! 
GROUP PRODUCTIONS, Dept. S., 8341 S.W. 157 Avenue, Suite 311, Miami, 
FL 33193 . All tape sales benefit VDT-SEAL MUSEUM. 

#3010 FIRST HEROES The first non-fiction book 
with compelling evidence that American POWS are 
being held in Southeast Asia. $23.35 

#3060 ASSAULT ON THE LIBERTY The true 
story of the Israeli attack on an American Intelli
gence ship. $17.00 

#3040 BLACK RIFLE M16 RETROSPECTIVE 
From its origin to today, this book tells the true story 
of this remarkable weapon! $50.00 

#3050 WE CAN KEEP YOU FOREVER VIDEO 
After a year-long investigation, this video brings 
dramatic evidence that American MIAs are still alive 
and being held prisoner. $32.95 

CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER - 1-800-323-1776 
Or Mail Your Check or Money Order To: Soldier of Fortune • Dept. Pl-1 
• P.O. Box 693 • Boulder, CO 80306. Sorry, no CODs on these books. 

QTY ITEM# DESC. PRICE 

#3010 First Heroes 23.35 

#3060 Liberty 17.00 

# 3040 Black Rifle 50.00 

# 3050 Forever Video 32.95 

CO Sales Tax Residents Only 3.7% 

Total 
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AMT. 
Payment: 

D VISA D MasterCard D Check Enclosed 

Card#: ____________ _ 

Exp. Date: ___________ _ 

Name: ____________ _ 

Address: ___________ _ 

City: State: __ Zip: __ 

Please allow 4-6 Week Delivery 
Sorry, No CODs for these books. 

length than the .22 Magnum Rimfire model 
because of their shorter cylinders. Howev
er, the NAA-22MS Mini-Revolver offers 
significantly more effective performance 
with an overall length that is only one inch 
longer than the .22 Short version. 

Just tossing this tiny handgun, or any 
other for that matter, into your coat pocket 
would be a major error. Left free to shift 
about, odds are that , more often than not, 
you would grab onto the muzzle or cylinder 
instead of the grips . This won't do. A con
sistent, almost instinctive , draw stroke is 
required for the proper presentation of any 
combat handgun. At our request, custom 
holster designer and maker Bruce Nelson 
(Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 8691 CRB, Tucson, 
AZ 85738 - catalog $3) provided the per
fect answer for packing the NAA Mini
Revolver. 

Bruce scaled down his versatile #25 
holster and attached a Velcro lining to its 
leather backplate. Velcro strips can be sewn 
into a briefcase, purse or the pocket of a 
sport coat or safari jacket to secure the rig. 
The precision hand-molded holster has been 
stitched to the backplate without cant, so it 
can be carried strong side or crossdraw. 
Retention is sufficient enough to preclude 
the use of any retaining device , such as a dot 
snap or Velcro strap. 

If you carry your primary piece in the 
crossdraw position , then the back-up should 
be worn somewhere on the strong side. The 
draw stroke sequence would be as follows. 
Grab the bottom of the coat or jacket with 
the weak hand. Reach into the pocket with 
the firing hand and withdraw the revolver. 
Move the weak hand toward the grip and 
into the Weaver position as you swing the 
piece upward to engage the target with the 
front sight, and simultaneously cock the 
hammer rearward with the thumb of the 
firing hand. Be careful not to permit the 
thumb or any of the fingers to impede the 
cylinder's rotation . 

Representing the best possible compro
mise between the envelope required for 
deep concealment and effective wound bal
listics , the NAA-22MS 's suggested retail 
price is only $158. As .22 Magnum Rimfire 
ammunition is relatively expensive, you 
might want the .22 LR cylinder for practice 
sessions. That will cost you $190, complete 
with both cylinders. For further information 
contact North American Arms (Dept. SOF, 
1800 North 300 West, Spanish Fork, UT 
84660, phone: 1-800-821-5783) . ~ 

SPECIAL FORCES 
Continued from page 51 

forces in dealing with indigenous popula
tions . Civil Affairs specialists advise com
manders on how best to obtain local re
sources and how to avoid cultural and legal 
pitfalls. Civil Affairs training covers all 
types of military operations, and SWCS 
offers the following courses: the Civil 
Affairs course, the Civil-Military Opera-
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AN 
You don't have to be in the 

service to appreciate a good boot. 
But it helps. 

Thirty-mile forced 
:1;t:,~~ur · marches, maneuvers 
EVA midsotesan i'n Alaska i't's 
Vtbram• oulsoles -
lo /be uppers, we stitch familiar territory 
them. 77.Jal way Ibey can 
be resoled someday to a company 
that began outfitting loggers and 
trappers 54 years ago. 

So we weren't surprised 
to hear a while back that some 
lieutenants from Fort Lewis were 
buying our boots and dyeing them. 

"Why don't you make 
these in black?" they asked. 
··· ··· ··· ··· ········ ····· .. .. .. ............... . . . . . . ... . .. ... ... ... .. . . . .. . . . ....... . .. ... ... ..... .................. .. .... . 

Our /000 denier Cordura® nylon insets /Jave fen times lbe 
tensile strength of lealbei: And less /ban ba!ftbe weigh/. 

That sounded like an order 
to us, so we had our full-grain 

~~ leather tanned 
black inside and 
out (that way it 
doesn't show 
white at the 

OnefirefiRbler " Seams), CUt it 
said our Tbinsulate i1~sulation twO inches taller 
was so good be couldn t tell bis 
boolswereonjire. at the top (so you 
can tuck your pants in), and added 
D-rings (for dress wear). 

And now we' re even taking 
orders from raw recruits. All over 
:-1'1- the country. 

But you're not 
the only people who 
work with your feet. 

Think of the police. 
Firefighters. 
Letter carriers. 

1Vewere tbe We did, and 
ones 111bo invente 'ir:/$111a/erproof we now offier 
Gore-'lex"' /mer seven years ago. 

the full range of service footwear, 
including the only walking shoes 
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with components proportioned to 
size. And with heel wedges designed 
to disperse shock. 

No matter what you 
do, call Danner for the 
boots and shoes 

I 

to do it in. Because chances are its not 
your feet that are killing 
you. Chances are it's the 
other way around. 

Call us for a 
~~_.... free brochure or 

the name of your nearest 
Danner dealer. 

1-800-345-0430. 
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The 
best 

self-defense 
devices money can 

buy. Full 50,000 volts of 
power proven medically safe and 

effective. Incapacitates in seconds. 
These are the guns that others try to 
copy but can neversucceed. 100% 
U.S. made. Why accept a substitute? 

#NV1: Nova 
XR5000. The 
original Stun 
Gun . Comes 
complete with 
NiCad battery 
and charger. 
$89.95 
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#NV2: Nova 
Spirit. Includes 
long-life lithium 
battery with 
sufficient power 
forover200 
take downs. 
$137.95 

tions course, the Civil Affairs Enlisted 
course, and the Civi l Affairs Officer course. 

International Studies 
International studies are so important to 

spec ial operations that regional background 
studies are taught in nearly every course at 
SWCS to illustrate the impact of geography 
and culture . The two primary courses taught 
by the In ternational Studies Department are 
the Special Officer Staff Officer course and 
the Regional Studies course . The former 
program teaches field-grade officers special 
operations staff procedures. The Regional 
Studies course was formerly the Foreign 
Area Officer Department and is designed to 
prepare offi cers for fore ign service. The 
seven-week course provides selected offi
cers with background on the regions to 
which they have been ass igned . This course 
is one part of the Army's Foreign Area 
Officer program that also includes language 
training and graduate study. The SWCS 
course emphasizes cultural , political, and 
military concerns. Students al'lo learn re
search and analys is techniques and the de
tails of U.S. fo reign policy. 

Foreign Language 
Special Forces soldiers must have fo reign 

language capability to accompli sh many of 
their missions. Ln partial accommodation of 
this requirement, SWCS currently conducts 
16-week courses in several fo reign lan
guages and many more are coming on line . 
However, this instruction merely aims at 
achieving survival level proficiency. For a 
variety of reasons, including the difficulty 
of releasing SF soldiers for the necessary 
time and other read iness related conditions , 
efforts to provide working level language 
profic iency have been less than successful. 
The staff of the Assistant Secretary of De
fense for Special Operations and Low In
tensity Conflict is working closely with the 
staffs of the Defense Foreign Language 
Program, of TRADOC Headquarters, and 
of SWCS to develop the programmatic 
changes necessary to add depth to this critic
al area of Special Forces training. 

SERE/Combating Terrorism 
This training department goes by the long 

title of Survival , Evasion, Resistance, and 
Escape (SERE) and Combating Terrorism. 
The department provides two courses in 
SERE and two courses in anti -terrorism. 
SERE instruction was designed by fo rmer 
prisoner-of-war Colonel James N. " Nick " 
Rowe , who was recently assassinated in the 
Philippines. Students are also taught to sur
vive in the wild and are given rea list ic train
ing in resistance to enemy interrogation and 
exploitat ion. 

Anti-terrorism training is designed for 
personnel serving overseas on advisory , 
peacekeeping, or training mi ssions. The 
courses being taught are Individual Terror
ism Awareness and the Anti-terrorism In
structor course. Students learn the fun
damentals of terrorism, and how to survive 
a hostage situation and return with honor. 

NCO Academy 
The SWCS Noncommissioned Officer 

Academy teaches leadership . Enlisted sol-

diers learn to direct and train subordinates in 
the fo llowing fields of service: medical , en
gineers, communications , weapons and 
psychological operations. 

Force Support 
SWCS is charged with providing many 

serv ices to the special operations communi
ty . Unfortunately, some of these services 
were neglected during the " Dark Ages of 
Special Forces" that fo llowed the confl ict 
in Vietnam . The revi talization effort that 
began under the former commander, Briga
dier General James A. Guest, appears to be 
continuing under the current commander, 
Brigadier General David J. Baratto. Im
provements in the following major activities 
are worthy of mention: training and doc
trine, proponency , combat development, 
security ass istance, joint integration and in
formation. 

Training and Doctrine 
Special Forces have the most difficult 

training task of any armed force. They must 
be able to fight in any environment on any 
level of war. Many units must be proficient 
in special infiltra ion techniques, and all 
units mu st be able to tra in indi genous 
forces . Special Forces , therefore, have a 
great need for training guides and plans. But 
most of the necessary training plans are 
outdated and units have been fo rced to piece 
together infantry manuals, write their own, 
or go without. It is encouraging, therefore, 
that SWCS is conducting the mission analy
sis process needed to produce Mission 
Training Plans (MTPs). Forthcoming MTPs 
will provide the " how to " for each Spec ial 
Forces mi ss ion , from tasking to post
exfiltrati on debrief. 
. Another problem that has fac~d SOF is 
the lack of doctrine . Published doctrine was 
outdated , and joint doctrine did not ex ist. 
SWCS has filled some of the void wi th the 
development of Fie ld Manual (FM) 3 1-20. 
Special Forces Operations. This document 
defi nes the role Special Forces units play 
across the entire spectrum of confl ict. Most 
important , FM 3 1-20 explains the function 
of Special Forces in mid- and high-intensity 
conflicts. America ·s doctrinal plan for fight
ing a major war is called the Air-Land Batt le . 
FM 3 1-20 will be instrumental in integrating 
Special Forces and conventional force capabi
lities into the combined am1s approach needed 
for the Air-Land Battle. USSOCOM also has 
significant doctrinal role and is currently de
veloping JCS Pub 3-05 , Doctrine for Joint 
Special Operations. This manual defines spe
cial operational tem1s and roles and wi ll help 
overcome some of our inter-service operation
al problems. 

Proponency 
The Office of Proponency manages SOF 

career fields for the Army . This includes the 
Special Forces, Civil Affairs, and Psycho
logical Operations career fie lds for officers , 
warrant officers , and enlisted. The Office of 
Proponency was instrumental in the Special 
Forces career field , becoming the Army's 
newest branch for officers . This elevates the 
Special Forces to the status enjoyed by in
fantry , armor, and artillery branches. 
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Combat Development 
The Directorate of the Combat Develop

ments designs new SOF equipment, evalu
ates employment concepts and doctrine, 
and adjusts the force structure. Combat De
velopments is always working to give sol
diers in the field lighter equipment and bet
ter protection against the weather. A few of 
the many other projects under production 
are a secure radio with increased range, an 
improved noise-suppressed weapon , a 
snowmobile, and a desert mobility vehicle. 
One of the most interesting recent develop
ments is the Tandem Parachute System. 
This device allows someone not familiar 
with parachuting (like a political figure or a 
scientist) to be piggyback infiltrated with a 
soldier experienced in military freefall. 

Security Assistance 
One of the missions of the Special Forces 

is to act as a military Peace Corps . Allied 
nations are increasingly requesting help 
with training their forces or with providing 
medical aid to their people. The Security 
Assistance Training Management Office 
funds and oversees the deployment of the 
assistance teams. 

Joint Force Integration Directorate 
The Joint Force Integration Directorate 

(JFID) integrates special operations doc
trine, training, force structure, and material 
in the inter-service arena, as well as within 
the Army. JFID evaluates training and 
serves as a focal point for war-gaming and 
simulation. 

THE ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT BAILBONDSMEN 
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ce111ry1hat: 

ROBF.R r H. 'I,_U1PSON 
IS an 1ndcpenoan1 BOUNTY HUNTER. 
whooper ates undo1 tho p101ect10n and au· 
thO!llyot the 1073 Suprnme Court Ruling 

/eP'l ' "·a•:;ool ca1d lorru!11'19) 

Lf_ 'b-091~;::-,, 19931 

Information 
In April 1988, the Public Affairs Office 

began publishing a quarterly professional 
bulletin called Special Warfare. The bulletin 
is more of a journal than a newsletter and 
allows SWCS project officers to broadcast 
changes and developments. The significance 
of Special Warfare is that it keeps the far
flung Special Forces units abreast of recent 
initiatives in training, doctrine, and equip
ment. It also provides career information 
about promotions, schools and assignments . 

Conclusion 
The John F. Kennedy Special Warfare 

Center and School began as a small special
ty school for partisan warriors. SWCS has 
grown over the years, and today it can in
deed be considered as America's University 
of Special Operations. The United States 
has rediscovered the utility of SOF and 
SWCS plays a vital role in revitalizing the 
forces . Ever increasing demands are being 
placed on SWCS and we can only hope that 
quality is never sacrificed for quantity. The 
premise of Special Operations is that one 
lion is better than a thousand sheep. SWCS' 
role is to provide the lions. ~ 

LANCE MOTLEY 
Continued from page 57 

instead of " fuze." The answer is simple: 
"deto" is the abbreviation of the French 
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Our newest T-Shirt design I 
says it all! At last your I 
chance to stand-up and be 
counted is at hand. Now I 
you can join SOF in the fight I 
against the Great Gun Grab I 
of 1989 by proudly wearing 
our latest T-Shirt. I 

Front I 
I 
I 
I ~~ g~ f )i 

~ 

READ MY LIPS 
... the right of the people 
to keep and bear arms, 
shall not be infringed. 

® 
Back 

-
Shirt comes 
in white with 
design in 
blue and red. 
$10.95 
(s,m,l,xl) 
$11.95 (xxl) 

STAND UP AND BE COUNTED- ORDER 
YOUR T-SHIRT TODAY! 

SEND ORDERS TO: SOF EXCHANGE 
P.O. Box 687, Boulder, CO 80306 

j We accept telephone orders on Mastercard & VISA - call us 
toll-free at - 1-800-323-1776, operator 131. NEW! FAX 

I YOUR ORDER 303-444-56171 

I CO residents be sure to add 3.7% sales tax. P&H $2.00 

I for ftrst Item ordered, $1.00 for each addltlonal Item. 
Overseas orders add 40%. Be sure to state Item number 

j end your size. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. I 
·-------------· 
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NEAT 
STUFF 

1 SMM , BIRD SCARE 
, LA.UNCHER PISTOLS 
The most powerful in the world today! 
Scare the HELL out of birds (or any 
other pests!) 

$14,95 each 
Revolver Style 116001 Automatic Style 116002 

1 SMM , CARTRIDGES 
#6007 FLASH/REPORT 

These travel 30-50 yards, then explode 
with a tremendous charge! More 
powerful than an old style M-80 
firecracker!! 

$29,95 per 100 rounds 

#6006 WHISTLE 
These travel over 100 Meters giving a 
piercing, screaming whistle. VERY 
LOUD!! 

$29,95 per 100 rounds 

#6008 BLANKS 
You must have these to shoot the 
above FLASH/REPORT or WHISTLE 
cartridges! Extra EXTRA POWERFUL!! 

$5.95 per can of 100 

EXPLODING TARGETS 
2"x2"x V2" Peel & Stick Back , Hit the 
Bullseye & watch 'em EXPLODE! 10 

Targets/ Pack. #6705 ~ 
$6.95 pack/10 targets 'Iii} 
$25.00 per 4 packs (40) ~ 
$59.50 per 10 packs (100) 

12 GAUGE "BIRD BOMBS" 
2 & 3/. " Length. Range 70 mete rs with 
VERY LOUD FLASH REPORT. 25 
Cartridges per box. #6102 

$18.00 per box (25 rds.) 
$68.00 per 4 boxes (100 rds,) 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 
Minimum Order $25.00. Send payment or card 

number & expiration date with a description of the 
items wanted. Include statement, " My date of birth 

Is --------------
and there are no laws prohibiting me. from 

purchasing ammunition. Signed -----

Georgia Residents add sales tax. All orders must 
Include shipping charges ANO signed statement. 
Personal Checks take 3 weeks to clear. Add $3.00 
per order - shipping/ insurance. 

SEND ORDERS TO: 

AZTEC INTERNATIONAL Ltd. 
P.O. Box 1888, Dept. 63 

Norcross, GA 30091 

DEALERS & DISTRIBUTORS! Send signed FFL 
copy for volume prices. 

WE ACCEPT • VISA - MASTERCARD- DISCOVER 
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word '' detonateur.'' And, well , some 
French have been by here. We follow the 
technicians as they move up to the front line 
with a full load of mines and booby traps; 
there are even two Claymores. It's great 
sport! When we arrive everyone is working: 
they are deepening the trenches, installing 
more barbed wire flush with the ground; 
Lance had explained to one of the officers 
earlier how to build tanglefoot obstacles, to 
prevent the Burmese from passing under the 
fences. Lance goes off with the men who are 
mining the bank of the Moei River; I stop to 
take some photos of the bunkers and trench
es, then move out to join him. Like him, I 
am going through the barbed-wire barrier 
when someone behind me calls out, 
"Mines." OK, I'm not going any farther. 
Lance is just in front of me standing on a 
mound overlooking and taking pictures of 
the men who are putting in mines. 

Sound of a mortar being fired from the 
Burmese positions. I hit the dirt. Lance turns 
toward the communist lines and also gets 
down. Explosion, concussion in the air, a 
cloud of dust. My vision is confused; I have 
just taken the blast in my face. Lance's 
silhouette emerges from the dispersing cloud. 
He is still crouching, stiff, then slowly falls 
over on one side. A groan, and then nothing. 
He's dead, the bastards got him. No, he is still 
alive, he moves. He turns a blackened face 
toward me, holds out his hand. 

"Alain, help me." 
If only I knew where the mines were . 
''Don't move, Lance, don ' t move.'' 
The mortar fires again . No matter, I jump 

up. A cry of " Mines" too late; the mine 
starts hissing. My heart stops and then starts 
pounding, but I don ' t dare move. But the 
initiator fails somehow to detonate the 
mine 's primary charge. One of the sappers 
clears a passage for me. The mortar shells 
fall long, somewhere in Thailand. I can 
finally make it to Lance. I drag him to 
cover. He's badly hit and bleeding; his left 
thigh has a deep cut about 8 inches long and 
of his right hand only the little finger is 
intact, the rest is hanging down. The mortar 
fires again. Can' t stay here. Somehow, we 
get back through the wire. A medic shows 
up. Compression bandage, morphine, IV. 
They put him on a litter. Now the artillery is 
firing. Can't leave him here. We move out 
by short bounds between shells, run and hit 
the dirt. Lance is getting paler and paler; he 
is suffering from this treatment. One of the 
litter-bearers falls, blood running along his 
leg. The Burmese artillery is costing us 
valuable time. Finally we reach the dugout 
canoe and cross the Moei . Lance's eyes 
close. I make him talk, can't let him sink 
into unconsciousness. The medic gives him 
another injection; it seems to bring him a 
little way out of the mists. Now we're in 
Thailand and they put him in a pickup while 
I go looking for his passport. I rejoin him in 
the hospital in Mae Sot. There, I take a tape 
recording from him for his embassy, not 
knowing that these are his last words. 

Some people will think that what hap
pened to Lance was only an accident. One 

more reporter killed doing his job. Having 
served in an airborne artillery regiment I am 
well placed to know that this is not the case. 
I have several reasons for saying this: 

I. During the several days we were at 
Komura, the Burmese army only used artil
lery and never used a mortar. Further, their 
targets were always the sawmill and the 
headquarters. 

2. The place where Lance was wounded 
had never been shelled and only Lance was 
visible in that sector. Lance was tall and 
wore a beard; hence, even with binoculars, 
he could not have been mistaken for a 
Karen, as I might have been. It is very 
unlikely that the Burmese army would have 
fired at a single Karen, and especially with 
such an intensity of fire . 

3. The choice of weapons: a 60mm mor
tar. This type of mortar is generally used for 
close-range direct support of infantry. In 
competent hands this weapon is capable of 
deadly precision, as in this case. 

Everything leads me to believe that the 
Burmese, having spotted us, decided to 
drive us off or kill us . Further, no attack was 
made after the shelling of the camp. This is 
not the way the Burmese usually do things . 
In fact , since the beginning of the siege of 
the Komura camp, the Burmese had never 
deployed such a volume of fire without fol
lowing it up with an attempted assault. 
Further, the Burmese always attacked at 
night. 

Why was the presence of reporters such an 
embarrassment to them? Quite simply because 
dictatorships like the Rangoon regime are 
afraid that people like Lance will report and 
condem their actions. This, after all, was 
Lance's profession, his battle. His weapons 
were his camera and his pen. His objective 
was to report and make known a whole multi
tude of conflicts which people forget too easi
ly. He chose this life since in these forgotten 
wars the only interest taken by the outside 
world is perhaps some day to see a new demo
cracy sweep away these communist regimes. 
And he died for all that because he was a free 
man and an American. ~ 

COMMANDO 
GUNNERS 
Continued from page 29 

parachutists. Varying opinions were ex
pressed as to the relative difficulty in pass
ing the two courses. Opinion seemed to 
depend on whether the speak.er wore para 
wings or not! 

Recruits for the Regiment are all volun
teers from the rest of the Royal Artillery. 
Teams from 29 visit the RA depot and the 
Junior Leaders Regiment to speak to the 
recruits and convince them of the delights of 
life in the Commandos. Any resulting 
volunteers are then dispatched to Plymouth 
on completion of their basic training. 

Other recruits are found from field regi
ments, perhaps wanting a change of pace. 
Applications for transfer to 29 are not 
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GENUINE GOV'T. ISSUE 
M-65 FIELD JACKET 

Brand new; first quality; genuine military issue; 
water repellent; 50% nylon I 50% cotton sateen; 
fully lined. Manufactured under strict quality stan
dards by a prime government contractor in the 
U.S. Woodland Camouflage and Olive Drab. Sizes 
XS, S, M, L, XL. Longs in M, Land XL (add $5.00). 
Also available in Tiger Stripe Garno, Black, Navy, 
Winter White, Khaki and Day Dessert. $46.95 
Olive Drab and our three new additions
Trebark• Garno, Skyline• Garno and Treeline 
Garno add $2.00. XXL add $6.00; XXXL add $8.00. 

M-65 Cold Weather Liner 
(button-in) in Olive Drab or Black $16.95 

Kid's Jacket (identical to adult's) 
in Woodland Camouflage and Olive Drab 
Sizes 4-6, 8-10, 12-14, 16-18 
Made in U.S.A. $39.95 

Battle Dress Uniform (BOU) Brand New. Latest Issue. First Quality Pullover 
Pants feature: Double fabric seat and Olive Drab (OD) Green Parka 
knees; 6 pockets (2 slash front pockets, 2 100% Cotton Rip Stop $28.95 ea. 
rear pockets with button flaps, 2 large Tiger Stripe Camouflage 
bellows pockets on thighs); adjustable 100% Cotton Rip Stop 
waist tab; button fly; drawstring cutts. Khaki 
Shirts feature: 100% Cotton Rip Stop 
Double fabric elbows; 4 pockets Solid White 
(bellows style) 100% Cotton Rip Stop 
Woodland Camouflage Solid Grey 
(1) 50/50 NyCo $25.95 ea. 100% Cotton Rip Stop 
(2) 10q% Cotton Rip Stop $27.95 ea. Urban Camouflage 

$29.95 ea. 

$29.95 ea. 

$29.95 ea. 

$29.95 ea. 

Day Desert Camouflage 50/50 Poly/Cotton $29.95 ea. 
50/50 Nylon Cotton $28.95 ea. Subdued Urban Camouflage 
S.W.A.T. Black (no white) 50/50 Poly/Cotton $29.95 ea. 
(1) 100% Cotton Rip Stop $29.95 ea. Authentic Trebark• Camouflage 
(2) 50/50 Poly/Cotton $29.95 ea. Pants or Shirt $29.95ea. 

[Sizes: XS-XL (regular & long lengths) XXL $34.95 XXXL $36.951 

MA-1 Flight Jacket NEW USAF A·2 Flight 
Intermediate weight, reversible to orange. Jacket Brown goatskin, sizes 34-46 
Sage Green, Black & Navy $219.95 

~~~g 1~'n~~hs and XXL add $5.00.$
46

·
95 

Long lengths and sizes 48 & up add 10% 

L2-B Reversible Flight NEW Gen. G.I. Sleeping 
Jacket Same as MA-l except light BaQS lntermediatecoldweather(6 ' 6'1 
weight & w/eps. Sage & Navy $44.95 to Oif. Olive Drab or Tiger Stripe $89.95 

Extreme cold weather (-40'F) Olive Drab 
N2-B Extreme Cold s219_95 

Woodland Garno (50% nylon I 50 % cotton sa
teen) Tiger Stripe, Black, Navy, Winter White, 
Khaki, Day Desert $29.95 
Olive Drab, Treebar~ , Skyline"' and Treeline"' 
camo $31.95 

G.I. Juni:ile Fatigues (O.D.) 
Slant Pocket, Too% cotton I poplin ea. pc. $29.95 

Wooly Pully"' Sweater 
Made in England, 100% virgin wool. $46.95 
Crew neck: Woodland Garno, Black, Olive Drab, 
Sand. V-neck w/eps: USAF Blue, US Army Black 
w/breast patch add $2.00. sizes 48 & up add $4.00 

Weather Flight Jacket A r T · d M 65 Gov't. 5· Button Sweater 
Heavyweight. Designed for temperatures cry IC rimme • Army Brown, 100% wool $26.95 
of -10' to 32' F. Sage Green S, M, L, XL Hood Gen. Gov't. issue, wool lined, Black acrylic $24.95 

$86.95 O.D. $19.95 Wolf fur trim $22.95 

-----------------------.. Combat Boot New Gov't. issue, water 
Mail proper amount plus $3.95 (double for Canada) resistant, speed-lacing $39.95 

(TN residents add 7.750/o sales tax) for shipping and handling to: 
GREENE MILITARY DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 

7215 Kingston Pike, Dept. SF, Knoxville, Tennessee 37919 

II ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-521-7977 ~ 
in TN (615) 588-5945 >'!Sol 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back 

CWU-45/P Aviator's Jacket 
Winter weight. Identical to the Norn ex (Fire Resis
tant) Jacket except in nylon. Sage Green or Black. 
S, M, L, XL $66.95 

DISCOVER A WORLD YOU DIDN'T EVEN KNOW EXISTED 

STARLIGHT 
WHEN NOTHING BUT THE BEST WILL DO 

AN/PVS4 STARLIGHT NIGHT VISION SYSTEM 
CURRENT STATE OF THE ART 
AN/PVS-4 2ND GENERATION NIGHT 
VISION SYSTEM - This is the finest untt 
available today. We are the National 
Distributor for Q.E.C., the current military 
ccntractor for 15,000 units of the 
AN/PVS-4. We can offer you the same unit 
the military receives at a MUCH LOWER 
PRICE than our ccmpetilors, due to this 
large production volume. 

WEAPON SIGHT OR VIEWER 

DRASTICALLY 

~:Pc~CED $1,695.00 
This is not a misprint. Our 
Purchasing Agent made an incredible 
buy on these reccnditioned units and 
now we can pass this savings on to 
'you. The An/PVS-2, with its high 
performance nilrogen filled lens and 
high gain 25MM intensifier tube, is 
the best performing first generation 
scope issued in quantity to the U.S. 
Military. We sold this unit for many 
years at $2,750.00, but now can offer 
it at almost a 50% price reduction. 
ORDER ONE TODAY AND SAVE. 
These "like new" units won't last long 
at THIS PRICE. The chances of this 
offer ever being repeated are slim to --~-=:11:. 
none, so if you have ever wanted a~ 
high quality Starlight scope, the time 
to act is now! 

First generation reccndifioned 
intensifier. 

4 X Magnification. 
Range 400 to 600 yards for weapon 
aiming, up to '12 mile for 
surveillance, depending on light 
level and terrain. 6 MONTH 
LIMITED WARRANTY. 
This versatile unit, with optional 
adaptors can be weapon mounted, 
or used for low light level 
photography. 
Shipped with: Tripod/pistol grip 
adaptor, daylight lens ccver, 
operating manual and batteries. Add 
$100.00 for AR1 5/M16 mounting 
system. Other mounting systems 
are available, prices on request. 
Add $15.00 for regular UPS 
shipping, $30 for Next Day Air. 

Many of Nature's Occurrences and Animals 
Only Appear at Night

Experience What You've Been Missing! 
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New current production untt w/1 yr. warranty 

$3,895,00 Add $15 Reg. UPS 

We use genuine MIL-SPEC A.R.M.S. 
mounting systems. 
We offer a full line of top quality products, 
plus the unsurpassed service knowledge of 
night vision experts. We service, and stand 
behind every product we sell. For more 
information on additional night vision 
systems, goggles and viewers, write or call: 

Excalibur Enterprises 
P.O. Box 266 --

Emmaus, PA 18049 
215-791-5710 

FAX 215-797-3922 
Excalibur gives you the covert edge without shooting holes in your budget! 

• Quality mu/ti-purpose products • Competirive prices 
• Experienced technical supfXJn • Fast shipping 

.. . just four of the n:.asoos our cusromcrs come back again and again. 

Send $4 for our complete catalog. 
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COUNTERFEIT GUNS 
FULL-SIZE PRECISION METAL REPLICA MOOELS 

These working models of classic firearms look, feel, weigh 
and handle like lhe originals and consist of over 30 blued, 
machined-metal, hand-assembled parts. You can spin the 
cylinders, work the slide actions, release the clips and field-

DELIVERED 
FULLY 

ASSEMBLED 

SAFE' 
FOR 
DISPLAY 

M1921 
THOMPSON 
01 -700 .. 

357 
POLICE 
MAGNUM 

0 strip these models. 

T~F» 

" STAGE PROP GUNS~~e 
ISRAELI UZI 
w/foldlng Metal stock 
01 -705M . ........ $209 PPD 

" STAGE PROP GUNS " 

COMPLETELY 
SAFE ! 

...... $299 PPD 

01-108 ........... .. $97 PPD 

Shipped in 
compliance 

with Federal 
Law. Not 
Available 

to California 
Residents. 

Military Collectibles 
HISTORIC REPRODUCTIONS 
FREE catalog of military collectibles: 
Replica Guns, Suits of Armour, Swords, 
WW2 Daggers, Helmets, Bayonets, Etc. 

JAPANESE WWII OFFICER'S SWORD. 
An exact replica featuring cloth braid hilt. 
brass Menuki, metal olive-drab scabbard 
with scabbard latch, sharpened stainless 

steel blade and traditional military 
fittings. Length: 38" Blade: 27.5" 

Weight: 2.7 lbs. 
(Officer's Shin-gunto-Steel Replica) 

\ (16) 05-370 . ... $260 PPD 

JAPANESE 
HELMET 

Original Battlelield
condition . No liner. 

' 09-060 
\ $9 PPD . :;: ~r ·J4.. • •• ,,.,., .. 

~ 
Fcrged Solingen steel w/5.5-inch, single-edge 
blade. RZM marl<ed, dated 1937. Checkered black 
grip with enamel HJ emblem. Black metal scabbard 
and belt loop. Manufactured from original WWII dies. 
07-09 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $39 PPD 

D FREE Color catalog of I ~;-- - --
Militaria . Replica Model Guns , I ,..~ · 1 

. · 

Stage Prop Guns , Historic I .... ,,. 
Swords, Suits of Armour . 
Flags , Medals. Badges & More. I ----------· I COLLECTOR'S f<RMOURY 

I 800 SLATERS LANE, DEPT SO 
I BOX 59 , ALEXANDRIA. VA 22313 

I SEND:------
1 0 MONEY ORDER D CHECK ENCLOSED 
I Credit Card Orders: 1-800-544-3456 Ext. 515 
I NAME ___________ _ 

I ADDRESS __________ _ 

I CITY ___________ _ 

I STATE/ZIP ___________ _ 
~--•MONEY BACK (LESS POSTAGE) IF NOT SATISFIED- - -
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allowed to be blocked. Junior NCOs who 
wish to transfer are required to relinquish 
their rank in order to do so. These mature 
volunteers often find the Commando course 
easier than the new recruits. 

148 Battery has 10 naval ratings as an 
integral part of the unit. These sailors, who 
operate the communications between shore 
and ship, are also volunteers, and must pass 
the Commando and Parachute courses be
fore being accepted. Many volunteer for a 
second two-year tour at a later stage in their 
career, despite the fact that they may lose 
promotion by doing so. 

The officers are also all volunteers who 
have to complete the Commando course on 
equal terms with the soldiers; there are no 
free rides here. Junior officers who have 
served in 29 often return for second tours as 
battery commanders, and the CO will usual
ly have qualified for his beret earlier in his 
career. 

In addition to its 18 I 05mm light guns the 
Regiment is equ ipped with standard British 
art illery equipment, including the FACE 
fire control computer. Each battery holds 
two computers, with a further set in Regi
mental Headquarters. While l was visiting 
the Regiment they were trying out a new 
hand-held computer which is intended as a 
backup to the old and rather fragile FACE. 

Standard towing vehicle for the light gun 
is a one-ton Land-Rover 4X4, but the Regi
ment also holds Volvo tracked vehicles for 
Arctic snow work . These are now getting 
rather tired and the soldiers fi nd them diffi
cult to keep in fighting trim , but a new 
version is in sight. 

I visited 29 Commando Regiment for 
SOF, and was invited to accompany a troop 
of 8 (A lma) Battery to Larkhill Ranges near 
Salisbury. The Regiment had just returned 
from a grueling three-week practice camp in 
the north of England , and this firing was 
simply a quiet day out to provide practice in 
artillery observation for a new intake of 148 
(Meiktila) Battery. As a result there was 
plenty of time to talk to the soldiers. 

The overall impression was one of great 
self-confidence, high morale and profes
sional competence. The majority of the 
senior non-coms are veterans of the Falk
lands, and although most of the officers 
have changed since the war there remains a 
solid backbone of current combat experi
ence. It was the unanimous feeling in the 
sergeants mess that the Falklands had 
proved that the main thrust of their prior 
training had been exactly on target, and that 
the Regiment was ready to prove itself again 
if need be. 

If Britain 's Royal Marines have to take 
the field anywhere in the world they can be 
assured that thei r arti llery support will be 
timely and on target. The Empire is ready to 
strike back again! ~ 

SUPPORT 
THE NRA 
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FLAK 
Continued from page 13 

PLEASE WATCH 
YOUR LANGUAGE ... 

Sirs: 
Paul Danish 's SITREP in the 

August edition of SOF was a fin e 
article on gun grab legislation across 
the country, and I hope you'll 
continue to publish such updates at 
regular intervals. However, Danish 
inadvertently made one error that 
needs to be corrected. Throughout 
his article, he refers to legislation that 
is supposed to ban "assault rifles." 
In the interest of accuracy, he should 
have said "assault rifle replicas" or 
"assault rifle look-alikes." Federal 
law already forbids the ownership of 
genuine assault rifles (which are 
classified as machine guns) except 
under certain rigidly controlled 
circumstances. 

I realize that Danish and the rest 
of the folks at SOF know this as well 
as I do, and I hope you' ll accept my 
criticism in the helpful spirit that it's 
offered. The error I've pointed out is 
a common one and very easy to 
make without intending to; I've 
made it a couple of times myself. 
But those of us who know better 
ought to train ourselves to avoid it at 
all costs. The gun grabbers have 
most of the major new media in this 
country on their side already. They 
don' t need any additional help from 
those of us who are fighting to 
preserve what's left of the Second 
Amendment. 

Joe Williams 
Cedartown, Georgia 

Point well taken. 

PERESTROIKA 
OR PEREDISHKA . .. 

Sirs: 
SOF has not been deceived by all 

the "glasnost" and "perestroika" 
going around. The Russians also 
have another term: "peredishka," 
which means taking a breather. 
When the Soviets get that very 
much needed second wind, 
unfortunately with Western oxygen, 
they will be back in business with 
renewed energy. Lenin was wise to 
point out that it was the capitalists 
who would sell the rope with which 
they were going to be hanged. 
Congratulations to SOF on a job 
well done and keep it coming! 

Jerzy S. Zubr 
St. Petersburg, Florida 
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CRACK REPORT 
OUTSTANDING . .. 

Sirs: 
I am not normally a reader of 

SOF, but I noticed your June cover . 
story on crack and gangs in Los 
Angeles, and I bought it because I 
believe this is a huge problem for 
the United States. After reading the 
magazine, I think yours was the 
most comprehensive story I've ever 
read on this topic. I especially 
appreciate the fact that it was 
covered from the law enforcement 
point of view, rather than the usual 
sappy, sympathetic articles found in 
most newspapers and magazines. 

I look forward to reading more 
quality articles like that in the future. 

Lawrence Kopf 
Long Beach, New York 

H OPE KEPT 
ALIVE ... 

Sirs: 
The May 1989 issue struck a 

chord. 
I am wearing a [MIA] bracelet that 

says "M/Sgt. Harold Mullins, 
6-3-66. " I have not seen his name 
on any lists of returned or accounted 
for and have received no replies to 
my inquiries. 

· Figuring the age range of master 
sergeants in the mid- l 960s and the 
time elapsed since, Top Mullins 
would be in his mid- to late-'60s by 
now. That's a hell of a way to spend 
your golden years! If anybody out 
there knows what happened to him, 
and if there's any final disposition on 
the case, some of us here, 
particularly some of my badge 
buddies who have been wearing 
these bracelets for a long time, 
would like to know. 

If M/Sgt. Mullins made it back, we 
kept the faith, Top. If he didn't, we 
down here would like to know the 
latest chapter. 

Jim Shirah 
Columbus, Georgia 

LETTERS 
Your input has made Flak one of 

SOF's most popular columns. Write 
and tell us your opinion of SOF or 
any subject you consider worth our 
readers' attention. We reserve the 
right to edit for content and brevity. 
Send letters to FLAK, c/o SOF, PO 
Box 693, Boulder, CO 80306. ~ 

10,000 
FIREARMS 
BARGAINS 

Are you a gun trader? Gun 
collector? Or are you iust ~-,:::_ '".. 
plain interested in guns? 
If you are, you 'll profit 
from reading the bar
gain-filled columns of 
SHOTGUN NEWS, now 
published 3 times each ~ 
month. It's the leading 
publication for the sale, purchase and trade of 
firearms and accessories of all types. SHOTGUN 
NEWS has aided thousands of gun enthusiasts 
locate firearms, both modern and antique - rifles, 
shotguns, pistols, revolvers, scopes, mounts ... all 
at money-saving prices. The money you save on 
the purchase of any one of the more than 10,000 
listings 3 times a month more than pays your 
subscription cost. You can't afford to be without 
this unique publication. 

Free Trial Offer! 
Money Back Guarantee. 

That means you get 36 big issues. What's more, 
if you 're not completely satisfied , just tell us. We'll 
immediately refund your money in full and you 
can keep the issues you already have. Fair enough? 
You bet! Fill in the coupon below and mail it 
today I 

SAMPLE COPY • $3.00 r--------, 
1 Sh~tr:1un soF 1 
I Th,:~:::~;h~~:" n-ws I 

that s hoots . "Iii"" 

I Box 669, Hastings, NE 68902 I 
I [11111 1-402-463-4589 ~VISA : I 
I 
I 
I 

Yes, Start my subscription to SHOTGUN NEWS f 
for 36 issues, $18.00 enclosed - to be refund- I 
ed if I'm not completely satisfied. 

I Name 

I I Address 

: City 

I State 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Zip I 
I 

I Card Number Exp. Date I .. ______ _ .. 
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THE 
BOD 
SC _,.,__.....;._.....;......_ __ 

DEVELOP THE BODY YOU'VE ALWAYS DREAMED OF. ADD 
INCHES TO YOUR CHEST, ARMS, AND THIGHS. SCULPT YOUR 
STOMACH, BUTTOCKS, AND CALVES. THE BODY SCULPTOR 
BURNS FAT, TONES MUSCLES, AND RELIEVES TENSION. 
ADJUSTABLE ELECTRICAL IMPULSES WORK YOUR MUSCLES 
MORE EFFECTIVELY THAN REGULAR EXERCISE. IT'S 
MEDICALLY PROVEN, EFFORTLESS AND SAFEI 

USE IT AT HOME, JN THE OFFICE, TRAVELING, EVEN WHILE 
WATCH!NG T.V. OR READING. WE ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEE 
RESULTS IN 30 DAYS OR YOUR MONEY BACK. 

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS 
PORTABLE 
EXPANDABLE 
FREE CARRYING CASE 
MAKES AN IDEAL GIFT/ 

BODY SCULPTOR 400: 
4-PAD UNIT WI BA TT ERIES 
ONLY $159 + $5 POSTAGE 
& HANDLING 

BODY SCULPTOR 800: 
8-PAO UNIT WI BATTERIES & 
AC ADAPTER, ONLY $295 + 
$10 POSTAGE & HANDLING 

CALL NOW FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
~ 1(800\428-7825 EXT. 33 • 
~ 24 HRS/DAY 7 DAYSM'EEK 

For FAX orders: (714) 854-5951 
OR SEND CHECK/MONEY ORDER TODAY TO: 

DAVID STEELE ENTERPRISES, INC. sF 
64 Lehigh Aisle, Sune 400, Irvine, CA 92715 

Srulplor 400 Oly ____ Sculptor 800 Qty ___ _ 

D Checks or Money Order Enclosed 
0 Visa/MC# ________ Exp. Dale __ _ 
Name _______________ _ 

Address ______________ _ 

City Slale ___ Zip ___ _ 

50 BMG DISPLAY AMMUNITION 
Inert, Belted Dummy Ammo 

* Brass casing * Bright and shiny 
* Available With or Without Holes on Side 

$21. 75 per belt of 25 rounds (2 feet long) shipping wt a lbs. 
$40.00 per belt of 50 rounds (4 feet long) shipping w1. 14 lbs. 
$75.00 for a massive 8 foot belt of 100 rounds shipping wt. 26 lbs 

Once.fired U.S. G.I. brass casings, clean $20/100 14 lbs. 

650 GR FMJ bullets, new 

$30/100 10 lbs. $270/1000 2 boxes. 47 lbs. ea. 

50 Caliber Reloaded Ball Ammunition 

$851100 26 lb•. 

linked or loose. non-couosive. suie fire. positive lunc1ion 

20mm Dummies, Cadmium Plated, New 
$2.00 each $12.50/10 $95/100 

RIVER VALLEY ORDNANCE WORKS 
3790 Harvester Road Harvester, MO 63303 

Dept. 21 

314-926-3076 
All pnces FOB H;.1vester Purchaser mus! supply FFL or signed stalemcn1 that buyer is 

over 21 ~ 11ems are not 111egal lo own m his area. 
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FABIAN BROS 
MUZZLE STABILIZER 

REDUCES RE COIL 
ELIMINATES FLASH 

ELIMINATES MUZZLE CLIMB 
A MUST FOR IPSC SHOOTERS 

.... c····· v·O 
MODELS FOR MOST 

MILITARY TYPE RIFLES. 
EASY TO INSTALL. 

ONLY 
$34.95 

abian Bros 
1510 Morena Blvd., Suite G San Diego, CA 92110 
(6191 275-0e 16 

THE STATE-OF-THE-ART IN MUZZLE CONTROL 

JIMMY LILE 
"The 
Arkansas 

"Imitated 
but 

unequaled" 

knives for the 
movies, "first Blood" 
& "Ramoo" 

Rt 6 Box 27 Russellville, AR 72801 (5011 008-2011 

~~\FLAGS 

IDBlil - . 

. 
Size 3' x 5' with Grommets 

Made of Cotton and Polyester 
Indoor or Outdoor Use 

only $12.95 Each Two for $23.00 ----------Select From 

I B ~igT~AM VETERAN B ~f. ~~~~CRY I 
I ARMY D KILL EM ALL LET I 
I 

D P.O.W./M.l.A. GOD SORT EM OUT I 
D U.S.M.C. BULL DOG D SKULL & BONES 

I 
D NAZI (WWII) D CONFEDERATE I 
D ARMY D MESS WfTHE BEST 

I B ~~v~ORCE D ADJ~~11~~ rn~ER~ST I 
I OMARINES OR LEAVE I 

0 COAST GARD 0 SPECIAL FORCE'S 
I IDEAL STUDIOS 11 

I P.O. Box 41156 •Chicago, IL 60641 I 
Plus $2.00 Shipping & Handling.For prompt ' I delivery send cash, cashier's check or money order. 11 

I Name I 
Address I 

I City, State, Zip ----------

L Viet Nam Veteran Owned I 

__________ .... 

COOPER U.S.A.F. A-2 
The Only Omclal U.S.A.F. A-2 
Jackel. The Cooper A·2 is the 
fmcst in hand cut, hand crafted 
goatskin. Features include: 
vclcro patch w/wint;J , snap patched 
pockets, snap down collar w/hook & 
eye closure & letter of authenticity. 
Truly the finest available. 

Sizes : 36-48 $229.00 
Longs available 

U.S. NAVY G-1 

Also available: 

This all goatskin mil-spec jacket 
co~s dircctfrom the military 
contractor. Featw'cs include: 
Two large front Oap pockets, 
inside map pocket,Dynel collar, 
and a finely taylorcd bi-swing back. 

Sizes 36-46 $229.00 
48-50 $239.00 
Longs available 

"ALPHA"MA-1 SM.L.XL . 
C.W.U.-36/P NOMEX SM.L.XL. 
C.W.U.-45/PNOMEX SMLXL. 
U.S . Military issue Pilots Sunglasses 

$59.00 
$219.00 
$219.00 

$29.00 

Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
MasterCard · VISA · American Express 

Free Brochure 
Toll Free Orders: 1-800-654· 7371 

MD Res 301-381-0888 

Blue Yonder! 
9385 F. Gerwig Ln. · Columbia, MD 21046 

BULLETPROOF 
VEST 

Will stop the .357 Magnum , 9mm and 00 
Buck . Meets and exceeds " Threat L evel 
II-A" tested in accordance with the NILECJ
STD-0101.01. Weighs 23/4 lbs. Fits easily 
under T-shirt . 

Front & Back Protector ........... $175.00 ppd. 
Detachable Side Panels . . . ......... $35.00 ppd. 

Officially tested by the U .S . Government 
Edgewood Arsenal at the Aberdeen Prov
ing Grounds under the U .S. D epartment 
of Justice Standards. State height, chest 
and waist measurements. 

MATTHEWS POLICE SUPPLY CO. 

\ 

\ 

(a division of David Matthews, Inc.) 
P.O. Box 1754' 

Matthews, N .C. 28105 
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CLOAK & DAGGER 
COLLECT ABLES 

• ·-·-v II 
KGB 

MACVSOG AIR AM ERICA 

SWEATSHIRTS 3" Left Breast Crest 
SWEATSHIRTS 9" Centered Crest 
HOODED SWEATSHIRTS 3" Crest 
SWEATPANTS 3" Crest 
SWEATSHORTS 3" Crest 
T-SHIRTS 9" Centered Crest 
T-SHIRTS 3" Left Breast Crest 
TANK TOPS 9" Centered Crest 
TANK TOPS 3" Left Breast Crest 
POLO SHIRTS 3" Left Breast Crest 
SATIN JACKETS Red, White, Blue, Black 
BASEBALL CAPS One size fits all 
EMBROIDERED PATCHES (NO M) 
PRINTED PATCHES 3" 
HAT PINS Beautiful full color Hat Pins 
COFFEE MUGS (18 oz.) 
BEER STEINS (23 oz.) 

$J8.50 
$J8.50 
$24.50 
$JS.SO 
$ ]4.50 

$8.75 
$8.75 
$9.95 
$9.95 

$]6.95 
$49.50 

$7.95 
$5.00 
$3.00 
$4.00 

$J J.95 
$]4.95 

CLOAK & DAGGER 
P.O.Box 8301 Hooper, Utah 84315 

Visa/MasterCard - Money Orders - Cash C.O.D. 
UPS Shipping & Handling $3.00 

P.O. Box, APO, FPO, Alaska & Hawaii $5.00 
Catalog $2.00 - FREE with order! 

24 Hr. Answering Machine-(801) 399-1202 

The Eternal RevEnlEl 15efvice wants 
'JOJ to cornrnemorate yourself with a 
badge of di5"nction. ""1o<in;J Iha 
pe<sc11 .mo pays an Iha bills. Tus 
~sliek:Jissolid tnnzeand 
enlaid with red. white and blµe 
doisenamet O:Jovlete with custom 
carrying case and personalized 
cant A real o:nversation pieal and 
lllQJe collecb"s Item. 
001-TAX Taxpayer Badge .. $19.95 

"DON'T DD THE CRIME IF VDU CAN'T 
PAY THE FINE" BADGE 

You Movie and TV buffs will recognize 
thisreplicabadgeasitisaduplicateof 
the one used by super cop Dirty Harry 
ol 1hc SFPD. ·Go ahead make our day". 
001-15 Inspector 21 "Dirty 

Harr( Badge . . $21 .95 

~ 
II 

Phone & Mail Orders Accepted 

- Call 800-444-8643 
Toll Free (For Credit card Orders Only.) 
Add $3.50 shipping and insurance charges. 
CA residents add sales tax. 

Color Catalog Free With Order or Send $3.00 To: 

THE QUARTERMASTER Dept. SF. 
750 Long Beach Blvd., Long Beach, CA90813 
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LEGIONNAIRES 
SURVIVAL 
BOOT KNIFE 

ONLY 

s129s 
Add $1 .05 Hndl . 

Double edge 440 stainless steel blade. 
Full tang one piece construction. Leath
er sheath with quick release snap and 
me tal boot/belt clip . Money Back 
Guaranteed If Not Fu/Iv Satisfied!! 

THE ADVENTURE 
CONTINUES ... 

Name: ----------------
Address : ______________ ~ 
City : ________________ _ 

State: 

Mail Thi s Ad To: 

U.S. CAVALRY~ 
WORLD 'S FINEST MILITARY AND ADVENTURE EQUIPMENT 

Dept. SF11 

~55 Centennial Ave_::_Radcl itt , KY 40160-9000 _J 

NIGHT FLYER JACKET 

A modified WW 11 BOMBER JACKET superbly crafted 
from top grade LAMBSKIN, buffed for a distressed look 
and a ve ry soft feel. 
An except ional fit and a ruggedl y handsome look combines 
a biswing - action back for easy movement, side entry 
pockets, roomy f lap close front pockets, map pocket 
and heavy - duty zipper. Available in beaut iful ANTIQUE 
BROWN. 

NOW YOU CAN AFFORD THE BEST 
lricredibly priced at ....... ............. ........ .. $169.99 
IAdd $5.00 P & H + 6}1% Sales Tax CA Residents) 
Sizes: S - M - L - X L 
ORDER TODAY LIMITED QUANTITIES 
Mail your Check or Money order (Sorry no C.0.0.) to: 
MOCCI LEATHERS 
1635 NEIL ARMSTRONG ST.# 11 4 
MONTEBELLO, CA 90640 
Allow 4 - 6 weeks for delivery 
For more information Cal l Collect (2 13) 725-6907 
30 - Day money Back Guarantee 

PAID TOO MUCH?? 
IF YOU PAID OVER 

$1995 FRT. PAID! 

THEN IT WAS TOO MUCH! 

STEN GUN KITS 

FREIGHT PAID 

BATF APPROVED RECE IV ER 
BLANK - STE N MK 11 4130 
D .O.M. STEEL TUBING- COM
PLETE BLUEPRINTS, TEMPLATE. 
INSTRUCT IONS. TH IS ITEM IS 
INTENDED TO BE PURCHASED 
BY CLASS II I DE A LERS AND 
APPROVED INDI VIDUALS. EVE N 
WHILE THESE KITS ARE CUR
RENTLY TOTALLY UNRE
STRICTED, D&G SALES DOES 
NOT SELL ANY STEN GUN PARTS! 

WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS? 

D&GSALES 
P.O. Box 322, Moli ne, IL 61265 
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l>tll\0\C:'f ? 
Avoid BIG BROTHER. 
Best techniques for creating 

COMPLETE PRIVACY! 
• Avoid Surveillance, Eavesdropping 
• Become "lnvlsible'1 to Investigators 
• Stop Generating Financial Records 
• Communications Privacy .. Phc;1e, Mall 
• How to Stay Out of Government Files 
• Begin Elimlnatlng Negative Records 
• How to Create Helpful New Records 
• Generating Quick Cash Income 
• Hiding Your Assets • Privacy Afloat 
• Banking Alternatives • "Low Profile" 
• Privacy from Taxes • Nomadic Living 
• Multiple Addresses 
• Hideouts, Deep Cover 
• How to "Disappear" 
ALL THE PRIVACY YOU 

WANT - and MORE/ 
Don't wait! Order TODA YI! 

ONLY $18.95 

~------• EDEN PRESS liiiiiiiiiiil1 I 11623 Slater "C", Box 8410-AP, Fountain Valley, CA 92728 I 
I Your {D Regular P&H, $2.00 (Please add I 

Choice 0 FIRST CLASS, $5.00 to order.) I (California residents please add 6% sales tax.1 I 
I D Send latest Book Catalog - FREE. I 
I Name I 
I Address I 
1city I 
I State Zip _I 
... ____________ .. 

Give a Friend a South Seas 
Island Girls Calendar 

All New! Hawaii's most beautiful women in 
full color. Twelve months of great islan d 
bodies plus a bonus centerfold poster. Order 
!oday for yourself or a friend . 

r How to Order------------., 
: Name ____________ _ 

I 1 Address ___________ _ 

I I City ____________ _ 

: State Zip ___ _ 

Qty . Description Price Total 

1990 South Seas 6.00 Island Girls Calendar 
Postage & Handling 1.00 

Total Enclosed 

Ma il che ck or money order to : 

Hawaiian Resou rces Co. 
~ 

1123 Kapahulu Ave , Honolulu. HI 96816 

~------------------------~ 
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We'll Out-Clean 
Any Bore Cleaner 

OR 

YOUR MONEY BACK 
Clean your firearm -
bore with your al. 
favorite bore 
cleaner, then 
reclean ii with 
Shooter's Choice 
and see the 
difference! 

SHOOTER'S$ 
CHOICE 

Firearms Bore Cleaner 
We guarantee: better bore cleaning, improved 

accuracy or your money back. 
For a 1 oz. sample send $2.00 (P & H) to: 

VENCO INDUSTRIES INC. 
16770 Hilltop Park Place Dept. SF11 

Chagrin Falls, OH 44022 (216)543-8808 

Ask for Shooter's Choice 

Featuring an inventory of over 300 million gun parts 
in house. A 480 + page catalog with exploded drawings 
thatare invaluable to the gunsmith or hobbyist. Com
mercial, military, antique and foreign gun parts 
(many exclusively a.vailable lrom us) are listed and 
priced along with accessories, surplus & specialty 
items. A veritable encyclopedia of gun parts, this 
catalog will pay lor itself time and time again with 
information and time saved in identifying parts. 

SURFACE FOREIGN -$10.95 U.S. s59s 
AIRMAIL WRITE FOR QUOTE send 

GUN PARTS CORP. BOX SOF-11 W. HURLEY, NY 12491 
914-679-2417 TELEX 145331 FAX 9146795849 

American Classics 
Through a special purchase we offer these 
collectibles at a fraction of normal selling price 

$ 22 0 0 ea or both for $ 40.00 

Bowie One of the heaviest big knives ever made. 
2 1/4 lbs. 15" long. Order No. C1 

Arkansas Tooth pick Very nice, full 18" long. 
OrderNo. C2 
Both have solid wood handles, hand forged quality steel 
blades, brass tang guards & very good leather sheaths. 

1-800-543-5061 for C.0.D., MC & Visa 
Mail Ck or money orderto: Bud/K/Worldwids 

P.O. Box 565 De t. SF Mouhrie Ga. 31776 

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST 
NOW BUY FROM THE BEST! 

1948 VIET NAM CAMO 
RIPSTOP 

JUNGLE FATIGUES 
ORIGINAL REPLICAS 

1st ISSUED IN 
VIET NAM/SLANT POCKETS 

6 PKT. PANTS 100% COTTON RIPSTOP 
Size XS-XL Mil Spec __ __,.-,,,, 

M-65 Field Jkt. Mil. Spec , 1st Quality 
Color 0 0., Ca mo, Blk., Tiger Stripe, S

4795 Tree Bark & Urban , Size XS-XL . ea. 

Field Jkt. Liner Fils M65 
51495

ea . 
0.0. or Blk ., Sizes XS-XL 
G.i. Issue MA-1 Bomber Jkt. 
Sage or Blk , Sizes XS-XL S4695ea. 

Ordering Instructions 
Mail Cash, Check or M.0. plus 10% for Shipping and Handling 

(double for foreign) to· 

UNCOMMON CREATIONS CO. 
P.O. Box 5458, Glendale, CA 91221 

(213) 738-8163 3205 Los Feliz Blvd , L.A . 
Send $2.00 for our complete information catalog. 

~ This Self Study Video Course Contains: 

~ 17 Easy-to-Learn Lessons 

~ Defense Techniques Against Guns, 
Knives, Clubs, Chains and Other 
Improvised Weapons 

~ Special Forces Exercise Workout 
Segment 

~ Designed for Men, Women and Children 

~ Order Toll-Free Today 
I 1-800-323-1776, Opr. 131 or 
I FAX Your Order 303-444-5617 

I 
I D Check O COD 0 Visa O M asterCard 

: Card # Exp. __ _ 

I # Tapes Ordered __ Total $ ____ _ 

I 
I Name -------------

! Address-------------
! I City State __ Zip __ _ 

I Send to: SOF Exchange 
I P.O. Box 687 
I Boulder, CO 80306 

I Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. L ________________ _ 
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$24.95 

THE 
ANARCHIST 
COOKBOOK 
by William Powell 

The original, once restricted . now available. 

HOW TO GET ANYTHING ON ANYBODY 
State of the art investigat1ve/surveillance techniques from the 
worlds best intelligence organizations. "Possibly the most 
dangerous book ever published:" NBC News states s33.00 

ARMALITE AR-180 $6.50 

• Jll FACTORJ'MANUAL 
• Operating instructions • Parts list with factory numbers 
•Assembly /disassembly details •Accessory lisf 
•Maintenance instructions •Specification list 

/ 

'" 

Factory publication, 23 pages, 35 photographs. 

$11.95 
MERCENARY'S 
MANUAL 
VO. II 
written by Terry Edwards 
edited by Robert K. Brown 

This technical book is the condensation ol manuals. books, 
interviews, ARTICLES, and personal experience dealing with 
e1my aspect ol the profession and is intended'to broaden the 
knowledge and contribute to the survival ol soldiers and meres. 
Paperback. 324 pgs .. 300 photos & drawings. 

SURVIVAL BOOKS 
11106 MAGNOLIA BLVD .. N. HOLLYWOOD. CA 91601 •ATTN. LORI 
1818) 763-0804 OPEN 7 CAYS 
Prices suti1ect 10 change • Caialog S2 00 • 01oe1s pa10 with mvney oroe1 
or creclll earn sen! 1mmeora1ely personal ctieck oroers helo 4 weeks 

THE HOUND DOG 
Sniffs Out Hidden Transmitters 

Throughtout the world 1oday. corpora11ons. profess10nat 
men. and businessmen are spending millions annually to in

sure privacy in their 0U1ces and homes where 1mportant plans 
and policy makmg decisions are discussed and formulated 
The ··HOUND DOG .. is a wise investment !or anyone who has 
reason to believe that an eavesdropping device 1s now hidden. 
or may be hidden m lhe future. in e11her home or 0!11ce No 
radio transmiUer. no maner how well II may have been hid· 
den. can escape de!ect1on oy the ·'HOUND DOG .. 

The " HOUND DOG "' 1s an advanced electronrc mstrumenl 
designed lor the sole purpose ol locatmg hidden transmif!ers 
An aver age size olf1ce or room can be 1horoughly searched in 

only a mafler o1 mmules The '"HOUND DOG"' sml1s ou! any 
1ransm111ers hidden m p1ctures. walls. desks. chairs. etc 
regardless of their operaling frequency 

The " HOUND OOG" IS simple ID use Single knob ad)USI· 
ment cahbraies the meler and any 1ransm111er signal received 
1s indicated by the rne!er movement By simply sweeping the 
probe past walls. chairs. picture~. desks. etc the presence 
of any transm1!1er will cause a rise m the meter reading fhe 
meier reading will con11nue to nse as the probe approaches 
!he transmmer 
We believe you wil l find 1he · HOUND OOG" ou1perto1ms 

mos1 other units selling !01 seve1al times lhe price This item 
has been built since 1962 Each one 1s backed by a 3-year 
warranty by us 

Meter Calibrate 

SIZE .. 1.6 x 2.4 x 8.2 INCHES $195.00 
USES A COMMON RADIO BATIERY 

Super Powerful 
FM TRANSMITTER 

Many tfnes more pcl'Nertul than other transmlters. 
Transmits up 10 V. mile 10 any FM radkl -E.asy to 
AsS<!mble Kil · up Ill 9V battery (nol ~cl . ) 

' $19.95 
Call 407-725-1000 or send $195.00 plus $5.00 shipping for Hound 
Dog and $19.95 and $1.00 shipping ror FM Transmitter lo US! 
Corp. P.O. Box SF-2052, Melbourne, FL 32902. COO's OK. For a 
catalog of transmitters, voice scramblers & other speciality Items 
enclose $2.00 10 US! Corp. 

rP"HoT'o-------, (/j 

I CARD I ~ 
I KITS I -a 
I MONEY BACK American Press Association I ~ 

GUARANTEE' OFFICIAL ..... 

I Our Professional quality, I 
laminated photo cards will l 1 -

I amaze your associates! We 9 9 I o' . 
r.;~~~~~e 1~;d C:~~~· i~ifr~t~~ 8 9 

I lions! You provide only a I A 
g~~i~i·s~~~ri~~~~o p~i~~~~ao~ 9 0 \ J 

I your home! The result is a I ... 
distinctive.professional sys· ~~~~ Q 

I ~~';1ds i~~~e ~~7°t~~u:~i~ ~~~~ I L ·~ 
original card? Replace it ~;E"t:~~"::'~ooE ::a 

I no~nly ct4.95 REG. NO. :15102 I 
(:;tee! Fro~These Kits: I 

CJBounty HUnteT - CBodyguarct - -
CJ Special Weapons Permit CJ Security Consultant I 
CJ MAC-V (CIA), #1 CJ Mercenary I 
CJ MAC-V(CIA), #2 CJ Intelligence Officer 
[J Suppressed Weapons CJ Marine Recon I 
[J Air America Pilot CJ Special Forces 
[J Press Card CJ Seal T earn I 
CJ Phoenix Program CJ Pilot 
CJ Della Force CJ Concealed Weps. Pm1I 
CJ Parachutist, Certified c

0 
lnt'I Drivers Permit I 

CJ SCUBA, Certified Private Investigator 
[J Weapons Specialist CJ Explosives Expert I 

.jifti I 
The National l.D. Center 1Ntc, 1.c.1 I 

1600 Fairfield, Suite 233-S3 I 
Shreveport, LA 71101 

24 hr. Order No. 1-318-222-2970 (FREE catalog) I 
Name 

Address -----------------· 

City/State/ZIP----------------• 

Card # Exp. Date---· 
a a a a a a uPScoo 

\VISA M/C Check M/0 Cash (S4.00 Extra } J 

~----------_, 

Join The Struggle For Freedom! 
Now Offered Through Soldier of Fortune 

#3020 Renamo 

FREEDOM FIGHTER COMMEMORATIVES 
Freedom. Taken for granted by 

some and longed for by many. 
Afghanistan . . . Mozambique 

icaragua ... even here 
in the U.S., the struggle for 
freedom is being waged daily. 

Now, your chance to aid the world
wide fight for freedom is at hand. #3022 Ollie 

Freedom, Inc., has been commissioned to create these beautifully minted, one ounce silver commemoratives: A portion of the purchase 
price will be u~ed to aid these men and women dedicated to the fight for freedom. 

Presently available are commemoratives honoring the Renamo Freedom Fighters of Mozambique, the Jamait-i-Islami Freedom Fighters 
of Afghanistan" and the Contras of Nicaragua•. In addition, Freedom, Inc., is minting an Oliver North commemorative. Although Col. 

lorth's fight for freedom is being waged in the courtroom instead of the battlefield , it is nonetheless just as important and expensive. 

The Freedom Fighter Commemoratives represent an exceptional collecting opportunity - even for those who have not considered 
themselves collectors. Won' t you join the fight for freedom and liberty? Send your order in today! 

Credit card orders call toll free 

ITHI# DESCRIPTION 

FREEDOM FIGHTER COMMEMORATIVES 
$35.00 each or $33.00 each w ith purchase of 3 or more. 

1-800-323-1776 opr. 131 
QTY. AMOUNT Payment: 0 Visa 0 i'vfasterCard 0 Check. 

--- ----------------- -----------
3020 Renamo 

3021 *Afghan 

3022 Ollie 

3023 *Contra 

Subtotal 

Colorado Residents Only Add 3. 7% Sales Tax 

Total 

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. No COD orders. 
•Photo not available at press time. 
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Card# 

Signature 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 

Mail to: Soldier of Fortune 
Dept. Pl-2 
P.O. Box 693 
Boulder, CO 80306 

Zip 
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CLASSIFIED 
-~ .... ~ • fl:· L 

CURRENT REQUIREMENTS - $2.00 per word per hiser
tlon - $40.00 minimum. All ads MUST BE PREPAID and 
received by the 1st, lour months prior to Issue cover date. 
Ad copy must be typed or written clearly with authorizing 
signature, a telephone number (for our files) and full pay
ment. Advertisers offering Information packets for a lee 
must send a sample of packet (packets will not be r&
turned). Name, address and telephone number are to be 
Included In your word count. EXAMPLE: P.O. Box 693 = 2 
words; 80306 = 1 word. Abbreviations such as DI, SGT, 
20mm, U.S., etc., count as one word each. Hyphenated 
words and telephone numbers are counted as two words. 
No personal services ads accepted. We reserve the right 
to refuse, delete or change any copy which we determine 
to be objectionable. Mall classified ads with payment to 
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE, Classified Dept., P.O. Box 693, 
Boulder, CO 80306. 

READERS OF BOTH DISPLAY AND CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING ARE ADVISED THAT SOLDIER OF 
FORTUNE MAGAZINE DOES NOT VERIFY VALIDI
TY OF EVERY ADVERTISEMENT AND/OR THE 
LEGALITY OF EVERY PRODUCT CONTAINED 
HEREIN. SHOULD ANY READER HAVE A PROB
LEM WITH PRODUCTS OR SERVICES OFFERED 
BY AN ADVERTISER, HE SHOULD SEEK ASSIST
ANCE FROM HIS NEAREST POSTAL INSPECTOR 
AND ALSO CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING DE
PARTMENT. SOLDIER OF FORTUNE DOES NOT 
INTEND FOR ANY PRODUCT OR SERVICE ADVER
TISED TO BE USED IN ANY ILLEGAL MANNER. 

NOTICE TO READERS 
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE Magazine is 
a magazine of national and interna
tional distribution. There may be 
products for which sale, possession 
or interstate transportation may be 
restricted, prohibited or subject to 
special licensing requirements in 
your state. Purchasers should con
sult the local law enforcement au
thorities in their area. 

rn~oooowID0 G 1 suPPLv 
A.O. #10 BOX 10419, NEWTON, NEW JERSEY 07860 

COMBAT 
ASSAULT VEST 

Woodland Camo $9900 
5.56mm/7.62mm/9mm SMG 
6 largepocketshold 12 JO tel 
S56 rrrn maga11nes. 12 762irvn 
OI 12 9rrvn SMG 2 chest acces· 
sory poc kets 2 large inside 
pxkels hQld 12 mo1e magal1nes 
~ rl4 !e. pisto l. e1c Atlachmg pomts 
on tlack tor Alte'! Gear 01J1Ck 
release Duckies One sue lits 311 

Sub - Iron Cross - Wound 
Your choice any one = $8.00 or all 3 = $20.00. All are 
full size, not miniatures. These made from originals. Your 
choice W.W. #1 or #2 (state choice). We have most 
complete stock of W.W. #2 German bad es-ca s-fla s, 
etc . in U.S. • . I 111 

Poslpa1d. ( ent free with any order). 
Our 224 page fully illustrated CATALOG - $5.00. 

W.W. #2 Ltd. Box 2063-F, St. Louis, Mo. 63158 

g2 SOLDIER OF FORTUNE 

APPAREL 
FRENCH ARMY CAMOUFLAGE, Current Issue Uniforms in 
"Lizard" Pattern Camo NEW $70.00 Suit, French Camo Caps 
$17.00. A.H.A. , Box 21606, Denver, CO 80221 MasterCard & 
VISA Accepted! (145) 

FOREIGN CAMOUFLAGE uniforms. Unissued, best prices, 
vast inventory. Omani, Indian, West German, Hungarian, 
Pakistani, Syrian, Egyptian, Russian, Spanish Desert, Chi
lean, many others. Send for latest listing. 812-876-2171 , West
ern Swvival, PO Box 48, Spencer, IN 47460. (147) 

VIETNAM "SPECIAL FORCES" TIGERSTRIPE , 1968 Viet
nam Pattern $70.00 Suit, Boonie Hat $17.00. Tigerstripe 
U.D.T. Shorts $25.00, A.H.A., Box 21606, Denver, CO 80221 
Mastercard & VISA Accepted! (145) 

ARAB CAMOUFLAGE , Egyptian Special Forces Suits 
$110.00, Egyptian Desert Suits $1 10.00, Arab Headcloths 
$32.00. All are size Medium. A.H.A., Box 21606, Denver, CO 
80221 (145) 

INTERNATIONAL CAMOUFLAGE UNIFORMS , Completely 
new listing of camo from around the world with Color Photos 
$1.00. (145) 

BOOKS• PUBLICATIONS 
UNARMED COMBAT Survive the streets! New, ultra-powertul 
sell-defense system. Hardcore book reveals secrets. $13. Lib
ra Enterprises, P.O. Box 31719 Dept SOF, San Francisoo, CA 
94131-0719 (145) 

AK47: THE COMPLETE KALASHNIKOV FAMILY OF 
ASSAULT RIFLES by Duncan Long. The Soviet AK47/AKM 
assault rifle has spawned many spinoffs worldwide, solid in
formation on them is scarce. Here are specs, ammo and more 
- find out why the AK47 is the world's most widely used gun. 
5'kx81k, softcover, photos, illus., 192pp. Send $17.50 ppd to 
Paladin Press, PO Box 1307-9JQK, Boulder, CO 80306. (146) 

MILITARY HISTORY, TECHNOLOGY Book and Article find
ing service. Free brochure. Write : Military/Info, PO Box 27640-
SF, Golden Valley, MN 55427. (145) 

DIVORCE DIRTY TRICKS. Protect property. Win custody. 
Sharpest tactics revealed. 228 page book. $16.95. Visa/MC 
accepted. EDEN Press, Box 8410-DD, Fountain Valley, CA 
92728 (148) 

TRACE MISSING PERSONS big money and adventure with 
our proven professional techniques. Learn how in our critically 
acclaimed bestseller. Send $14.95 to Tower Hill Press, PO Box 
1132, Doylestown, PA 18901. (154) 

THE INTELLIGENCE LIBRARY Many unusual informative 
books on Electronic Surveillance, Weapons, Investigations, 
Unusual Technologies, Documents, etc. Free Brochures : 
MENTOR, Dept. G-2, Drawer 1549, Asbury Park, NJ. 07712. 
(148) 

UNUSUAL 
BOOKS 

OVER 1,100 TITLES-DISCOUNTED 
-MANY AVAILABLE NOWHERE ELSE

PRIVACY • UNDERGROUND BUSINESS • NEW IDENTITY 
BLACK MARKET • LEGAL SELF-HELP • SURVEILANCE 
SURVIVAL• DISGUISE• CRIME• REVENGE• CHEMISTRY 
EXOTIC WEAPONS• FIREWORKS• LOCATING PERSONS 
GET RICH • BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY • COMPUTERS 

TAX AVOIDANCE• GAMBLING • HIDING THINGS 
PLUS MANY OTHER CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECTS 

GIANT 112 PAGE CATALOG-$1 IRef.) 
ADD $1 FOR SAME DAY FIRST CLASS SHIPPING 

ANVIL • Box 640383F • El Paso. rx 79904 

The Black Falcon 

CREDIT CARD PH ONE ORDER S 
CALL !51 2! 697 8900 

SJ 00 
b. Send Check, M.O. 

VISA or MC To : 

NEW BOOK CATALOG! 50-page catalog describes over 300 
fascinating lilies. The best books available on weaponry and 
dozens of other subjects! Send $1 to: PALADIN PRESS, PO 
Box 1307 9GQT, Boulder, CO 80306. (146) 

COCAINE - DRUGS - ARE THEY DESTROYING YOUR 
LIFE??? Get REAL answer from an Ex-Addict who will set you 
straight. Help you understand yourself and your loved ones! 
Send TODAY for an eye-opening report that can help you 
change your life. $12.95 includes postage and handling."Check 
or money order to P. Farina, PO Box 187, Wernersville·, PA 
19565-0187. (145) 

LOWER PRICE. World Intel Report, the best source for hard 
data, mailed twice/month. Sample US $1.50 one year US 
$19.95. PO Box 1265, Merchantville, NJ 08109. (147) 

THE SPOOK BOOK: A strange and dangerous look al forbid
den technology. Jaming police radar, fabricating teflon (lm)
ooated bullets, titanium warheads, activating inert grenades, 
high-powered surveillance amplifiers, super-secure data en
cryption, rocket weapons, how to wear a wire, defeating alarm 
systems, forbidden technology marketplace, surveillance 
photography, computer viruses, scrambling/descrambling, 
ultrasonic weapons, the definitive illegal fireworks expose'. 
and more! 258 pages, 8.5x11 , dozens of photos, each page 
crammed with hard data! Nol a catalog reprint, THE SPOOK 
BOOK delivers a fresh and lucid look at the realm of forbidden 
technology! $29.95 plus $1.50 domestic shipping. Registry 
Distributing, 1616176th St., Ste 372, Denver, CO 80202. Sold 
only to inform. (146) 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
LEARN GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM SCRAP RECYCLING 
business. $75,000 year possible. Spare lime. Free informa
tion : Recycling, Box 11216SF, Reno, NV. 89510-1216. (147) 

COLLECTORS 
RHODESIAN AND SOUTH AFRICAN BADGES Medals 
Books & Militaria Send $1 for list. Kaplans Box 890638, Lyn
dhurst, 2106 Johannesburg, South Africa. (147) 

WW2 GERMAN MILITARIA: Insignia, flags, medals, uni
forms, daggers, camouflage, books. World's biggest catalog 
$2. Krupper, Box 177SF, Syracuse, NY 13208. (150) 

WHO KILLED KENNEDY? Assassination research materials. 
Videocassettes, photographs, literature, Zapruder film . Cata
logue: $3. Collector's Archives, Box 2, Beaconsfield, Quebec. 
H9W 5T6. (150) 

WWII WAR SOUVENIRS! Includes daggers, swords, helmets, 
everything! Illustrated catalog $10. (refundable) Disco, Box 
331-X, Cedarburg, WI 53012. (155) 

VIETNAM COLLECTOR? Patches, books, bi pins, T-shirts. 
Catalog $1. SATGONG, Box 177VF, Syracuse, NY 13208. 
(150) 

LATEST MODEL 6 SHOT 

ITALIAN AUTOMATIC TEAR GAS GUN 

Calif01nia. 

PAGER HOLSTER 

OPEN. LABEL 
MAY VARY. i 

p~~E8~LWsN, 

FITS: DAVIS DERRINGERS 
BAUER, BROWNING .25 AUTOS 
FREEDOM ARMS .22LR, 1" BARREL 
N. AMERICAN ARMS .22LR, 11/e" 

$19.95 plus $1.50 S&H, or two for $34.95 

SPLIT SECOND SECURITY, INC. 
P.O. BOX 16142-S, HOUSTON, TX. 77222 
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WWII RELICS! Cheaper than Globe, WWII Ltd., Collector's 
Armory! Flags, daggers, medals, insignia, helmets. Illustrated 
catalog $5 (refundable). RELICS, Box 261-D, Cambridge, MN 
55008. (1 45) 

CANADIAN ARMY WW2 CAP BADGES: Metal, 5 different 
$39.50, 10-$69.50, 15-$89.50. Worldwide Militaria Catalog 
$3.00. lnvicta, 740 Gladstone, Ottawa, Canada. K1 R 6X5. 
(150) 

GERMAN WWII Mt LIT ARIA list for collectors. A year abbo. for 
$20 the new pictured catalog with German current military 
clothing and equipment for $8. each. Bill or cash. Wolfram 
Deibel, Bahnhofstrasse 19a, 8122 Penzberg, West Germany. 
(1 47) 

EDUCATION 
ACCREDITED DEGREES - POLICE SCIENCE, Security, 
Business Administration, etc. through home-study. Catalog -
$4.00: St. John's University, 31916 Pat's Lane (SF), Spring
field, LA 70462. (147) 

TERMPAPER ASSISTANCE. 15.278 papers available! 306-
page catalog - Rush $2. Research. 11322 Idaho, # 206EX. 
Los Angeles, CA 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: 800-351 -
0222. (California: 21 3-477-8226). (153) 

EMPLOYMENT 
OVERSEAS, STATESIDE. $100-$1000 daily. Now hiring. 
FREE list. ZINCS 117, Box 1311 0, Las Vegas, NV 8911 2. 
(1 47) 

FOR SALE 
OGDEN'S N!GHTS!GHT Glow in the night gunsight paint. 
Only $15 each 9g. bottle: Ogden's, Box 44488, Linden 2104, 
Republic of South Africa. (145) 

MILITARY ELECTRONICS: CPRC-26 Infantry Manpack 
Radio, compact, 50-54 Mhz FM, Receiver-Transmitter sec
tions, case. antenna, crystal: $22.50 apiece complete, $39.50/ 
pair. Patrol Seismic Instruction Device ("PSID") TRC-3 : 
$42.50 apiece, $147.50/set of four. 45-day replacement 
guarantee. Add $4.50/piece shipping, $9.00 maximum. Bayt
ronics, Box 591 , Sandusky, UH 44870. (145) 

KEVLAR HELMETS ; due to rigid regulations we are unable to 
deliver certain helmets to the government. However, these 
helmets are ottered to you at a substantial savings. The minor 
defects in no way affect their perlormance or appearance. 
Quality Guarantee' Sm-Med-Lg $100.ppd., Helmets, PO Box 
371 , Breesport, NY 14816. (145) 

LAW ROUND, INERT 
66MM NEW $65 

Shipping included 
coniinenul 
U.S. only. 
VISA/MC 
coos $3 

602-749-5730 

C&T ENTERPRISES 
P.O. Box 18564 Tucson, AZ 85731 

U.S. MILITARY INSIGNIA: 
1940 through Current 
Large Catalog, $2.00 

SAUNDERS 
Box 3133-SF • Naples, FL 33939-3133 

AN "EXPLOSlVE11 GlFT! 
COMPLAINT STOPPER 
UNIQUE DESK ORNAMENT 
AUTHENTIC OLIVE-DRAB GRENADE 

ON 4 x 6 WALNUT BASE. 
YELLOW LETTERS ON BLACK PLATE. 

Price $1995 + $250 Postage 

ST A- BRITE PRODUCTS 
4 WOODSHIAE CT •BAL TIMOAE, MD 21207•13011655-6366 
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VIETNAM PHOTO - Special Forces fort, 1968. 11 x14 -
$11 .95 ppd. Catalog $2. 4-6 weeks delivery. Check or money 
order. Real Life Company PO Box 1786, Everett, WA 98206. 
(145) 

ENDURANCE FOOD! When survival depends on altertness 
and strength, UL TRAENERGY gives you the critical edge. 
Light, waler-tight mealpacks are easy to carry and store for up 
to seven years. Used by endurance athletes since 1985 with 
incredible results. Send $25 for SOF INTRO KIT (4 mealpacks, 
mixing bottle). Add $3.50/kit shipping. CA residents add 6.5% 
tax. Procyn Industries: 13306 East Whittier Blvd., #9SOF, 
Whittier, CA 90602. Crepit card orders call (800) 54-UL TRA. 
For information only send one 25¢ stamp. (145) 

GERMAN M43 WWII HELMETS cpl w/liner & strap $69 + $5 
pp. Genuine-Steel-Like New-Very Limited Supply VISNMC 
612-377-6714. COMPLETE CATALOG $1. (or 4 25 cent 
stamps) ADOLF'S, 2607 Hennepin #310. Minneapolis, MN 
55408 (149) 

DOG TAGS . Set of 2 tags, long and short chain. Five fitteen 
space lines. $4 set. No extra charge for printing or shipping. 
Hill , 2908 Elm Hill, Nashville, TN. 37214. (145) 

VIETNAM PHOTOS: NVNVC KIA Color $10. ARVN Death 
Cards $5. D. Grant, 327 W. Gap Creek Rd., Greer, SC 29651 . 
(145) 

DIRIJO CORPORATION, infamous for its LASER LISTENER, 
now otters the newest forbidden technology and information to 
the public. Laser receiver kits, exotic components not available 
elsewhere, spook information, equipment, make DIRIJO a ma
jor source of fringe technology and a must-investigate for both 
amateur and professional spooks. Catalog $3.00 refundable. 
DIRIJO, PO Box 212, Lowell, NC 28098 (145) 

SNOW CAMOUFLAGE, U.S. Army Issue Smocks with Hood 
$48.00, Pants 22.00 NEW Unissued. A.HA, Box 21606, De
nver, CO 80221 . (145) 

LIMITED SUPPLY ... Blood Chits, Korean War, All Origin
als!!!, $22 + $3 (s/h), ck/mo to: CHITS, PO Box 168, Newburg, 
PA 17240-0168. (151) 

RUSSIAN ARMY EQUIPMENT, Large selection of ORIGINAL 
& Reproduction items, Complete Listing & Color Photo $1.00 
A.HA, Box 21606, Denver, CO 80221 (145) 

FREE 
FREE 40-PAGE PRIVACY CATALOG. Cash income opportu
nities. Secret loans. Home businesses. New credit, jobs, de
grees. foreign passports. EDEN PRESS, Box 8410-SR, Foun
tain Valley, CA 92728. (148) 

This is a normal functioning telephone ' 
EXCEPT ii has a secret built in monitor. 
Only YOU can call and monitor all conversations. using a 
secret code, and never be detected' Range Unlimited 

S175.00 · 6monlhWarranly - Phone Tap Catalog S3.00 
USTEN ELECTRONICS, 603 Elgin, Muskogee. OK 74401 

1-800-633-TAPS 

Subscribe to . .. 

}llU'l'All\' ~ \'Elllfl.ES 

ADS ·AUTH:tES ·NEWS 
MILITARY JEEPS, TRUCKS, TANKS & MOREi 

Over 5,000 paid subscribers larger circulation than 
any other magazine for military vehicle en
thusiasts . .. and still growing rapidly! Many more 
advertisements than any other magazine. . Ex
clusive comprehensive listing of upcoming 
re/lies ... and much morel 

I 

SUBSCRIBE NOW! 
One Year (6 Issues) $12 

Two Years (12 Issues) $20 
Foreign - Canada $15, other $20 
US Dollars payable by US Bank 

Sample Issue $3 USA. $5 outside 

P.O. Box 17'18-L, Union, NJ 07083 

AFRICA-KORP. CAP & GOGGLES 
German 1942 Mfg ORIGINAL sand & dust googles, 

s1111 in !hell' pocket pouch. 
Tan Ole. caps =New REPLICA. Slate S-M- 0< 

Lg. Size. Both - Only $39.00 
We pay postage. Our 250 page fully iUustrated 

calalog SS 00 (FREE w1lh 0<dei) 

···~ :t iltl•l1l1l1l .nzytl\(jlililJI 

St. Loula, M003158 

FREE KUNG FU LESSONS Guaranteed satisfaction. Send $1 
for postage: Melisa, P.O. Box 1755 Dept. SF89-K, Honolulu, 
HI. 96806 (146) 

FREE THROWING KNIFE CATALOG AND INSTRUCTIONS. 
Send self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Tru-Bal South PO 
Box 1281 , Cape Canaveral, FL 32920. (145) 

FI\EEDOM COUNTI\Y 

~-1:; 
20 BIG acres in WESTERN MONTANA, starting at 59850. 
Trout fishing, backpacking, camping. Elk, deer, moose, 
bear. ADJACENT to National Forest. near established towns. 
Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks nearby. GUARAN
TEED ACCESS, INSURED TITLE, WARRANTY DEED. FREE 
color brochure, photos, maps. 

-FULL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE-

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-592-5990 

TREASURE STATE RANCHES 
210 Milwaukee Street, Dept. 5 

Deer Lodge, Montana S9722 · (406) 846 !000 

TRANS-WORLD CABLE CO. 
12062 Southwest 117th Ct., Suite 126 

Miami, Florida 33186 
800-442-9333 

WHAT'S YOUR STORY? 

You've got a great novel. script. or 
short story in you - if only you could 

start it. If only you could finisli ii. 
If only you could sell it. 

Let the experience of over two 
dozen successful novelists. screen

writers. and playwrights show you 
how to break through and reap the 
rich rewards your writing can bring. 

Our uniquely effective method . "Breakthrough 1-2-3:· 
includes three colorful booklets and a 
60-rninute cassette to get you started ~'er· 
and keep you going. : , s 

Send $17. 95 check or money order to: ASsoc,d,,on 

\,\,RITER"$ BLOCK ASSOCIATION " 
51 MacDougal Stree1 "22 B 

New York. NY 10012 

j Created By Writers Who've Been Around The Block / 

REGIMENml INSIGNln & WEAPONRY 

Import Catalog $1.00 
BRITISH REGnun IMPORn 

® 
• SAS • RAF • SLACK WATCH 
• PARR • RM • CRMERONS 
• RSDG • RN • GUARDS etc. 

Deportment-6 
P.O. Sox 50473 • Nashville, TN 37205 

AND EARN YOUR BADGE 

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED 
MEN - WOMEN 
TRAIN AT HOME FOR 
AN EXCITING PART OR 
FULL - TIME CAREER 

AS A PRIVATE DETECTIVE. 
START YOUR OWN AGENCY 

OR WORK FOR OTHERS. 
LEARN ALL THE LATEST 
TECHNIQUES ,..._..,.. 

FROM THE ~\~~,::~."'~ 
EXPERTS. ~;;~Jt ._, 
VALID IN ALL 50 STATES 

GLOBAL SCHOOL OF INVESTIGATION 
Box 191S Hanover, MA 02339 

NAME---------- AGE __ _ 

ADDRESS _____________ _ 

CITY------ STATE __ ZIP __ _ 
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NOTICE TO READERS 
SOLDIER OF FORTUNE Magazine is 
a magazine of national and interna
tional distribution. There may be 
products for which sale, possession 
or interstate transportation may be 
restricted, prohibited or subject to 
special licensing requirements in 
your state. Purchasers should con
sult the local law enforcement au
thorities in their area. 

SECRET SCANNER FREQUENCY directories! Federal, 
police, surveillance, survival, military, car phones, more! Big 
catalog! CRB, PO Box 56-F, Cammack, NY 11725. (150) 

INSTRUCTION 
ULTIMATE CONCEALABLE WEAPON , dual function .22 
cal. Zippo cigarette lighter. Detailed shop drawings, four 
sheets, simple construction, failsafe design. Send $7.00 to: 
Sardaukar Press. PO Box 38531-S, Germantown, TN 38138. 
(147) 

Original Style 
Slanted Pockets 

O.D. JUNGLE 
FATIGUES 

Proven in Vietnam - Made 
of 100% Rip Stop Cotton 

s29 95 Each 
• Piece 

To Order: 
Call 

1-800-247-4541 
GA. call collect 
(404) 689-3455 

or write: 
UNGER JOE'S 
P.O. Box 2568 

Columbus, GA 31902 
/ ADD $4.95 shipping 

W.W. II COLLECTORS o\ uc 40.000 rn:ns 
Hals-Badges-Medals ol all Nations. 

U.S. Olficer's Cap (new from 
"~ original U.S. maker), tan with 

brown leather visor, chin strap 
and U.S. Eagle pin. State size S, 
M, or Lg ............................... SS8.00 

~1Ty~~~s~r~~~8Jl~a~~ 2l~.8~90 
(Free with order) 

W.W.#2 Ltd., Box 2063-T, St. Louis, MO 63158 

The original ADVENTURER'S rM 

BULLWHIP 

··• ~ Thick, 
t,~fl,,~ High-Grade 

_.,.J~J§l Leath~~om 
. Jtmffi.l'aVe~;"~EAlcl'J! !0

· 
Used in EXPEDITJOHS Around the World 

F-"-'?C,..,_ • AU HAHO.PUITEO. TM\CK, Genuine 
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SECRETS OF THE WORLD'S DEADLIEST SHOOTERS. 
Learn the B.R.A.S.S. system taught to the United States 
Marines. Easy to learn. Results guaranteed. Send $10.00 to: 
Megas Co., 2534 Walden St., Redding, CA 96001. (145) 

MISCELLANEOUS 
MEN! ATIRACTWOMEN, SCENTSATIONAL WOMEN! Sci
entlficially verified sexual pheromone, androstenone, scent
souly lures women to you like crazy! Have the REAL chemical, 
biological passionate advantage European import, 80 gram 
aerosol spray. Complete instructions and documented report 
also enclosed. GUARANTEED. Period! Send $27.95 plus $2 
shipping to: XTZ Products, PO Box 867461-S, Plano, TX 
75086. (146) 

SJEXCO , military accouterments, memorabilia, parapherna
lia, auctions/lists, tri-monthly catalogs, subscriptions world
wide $1 O US, Box 3443, Scottsdale, AZ 85271 -3443. (145) 

HOMEMADE SAKI Original Chinese recipe. Send $4.50. 
Emporer of China, PO Box 200602, Arlington, TX 76006-0602. 
(145) 

LAW BADGES AND PATCHES send $1 for list or $8 for 12 
monthly list. BPEC, DEPT. SN1288, Box 7638 Moreno CA 
92303 (156) 

SPECIAL PURPOSE AMMO: Tracers, stun guns. Send $1.00 
for catalog: Horizons Unlimited, 9208 Kingston Pike, Suite 195, 
Knoxville, TN 37922. (145) 

SEAL TEAM SECRETS Discover methods to become fearful
ly powerful, mentally and physically. Write for free information: 
Elite Performance, PO Box 4038, Virginia Beach, VA 23454. 
(145) 

LOWER PRICE. World Intel. Report, the best source for hard 
data, mailed twice/month . Sample US$1.50 one year 
US$19.95. PO Box 1265, Merchantville, NJ 08109. (147) 

MILITARY INSIGNIA CATALOG- Over 6,000 different items 
and genuine military clothing and equipment. Send $2. Kauf
man's West Army & Navy Goods, Dept. A-511 , 1660 Eubank, 
Albuquerque, NM 87112. (1 46) 

FREE CATALOG 
UNIQUE 

ESPIONAGE & MILITARY MEMORABILIA 

ltietorirnl )NiliturJI ... ~rt 1111b C!!u llrrtiblre 
P.O. BOX 1806 · SF Lafayette, CA 94549 

Phone 24 hours (415) 283·1771 

TAKE THE INITIATIVE - Invest in an Exci ting 
and High Paying Career. Brigade is a Com
plete International Small Arms and El ite 
Forces Training Facility 

BRIGADE SECURITY FORCES 
P 0 . BOX 1237, DEPT SOF 

MOORESVILLE, NC 28115 USA , 
CATALOG $3 00 PHONE t7041663-6740 

~ 
S1l1 1cu. in. 

Record telephone conversations in your ottice or 
home Cannects between any casselle or !ape 
recorder and your telephone 1ine. Starts auto· 
malicalty when phone is answered . Records bolh 
sides ol conversatton Stops recorder when 
phone is hung up. 

Super Powerful 
FM TRANSMITTER 

Many limes more power1ul lhan 1ther rransmrl!e~. 

Transmits up to 'I• mile to any FM radio -8lsy to 
Assemble Kii · up to 9V banery (no1 incl.) 
FOf calalog ol Transm111ers . Voice Scramble~ ana 
other spcciany items. enclose $2 00 to USl Corp 

Call 407-725-1000 or send $19.95 + $1.00 
shipping per Item to: USI Corp., P.O. Box 

SF-2052, Melbourne, FL 32902 COD'a OK. 

CRIMEFIGHTERS send $2 for Police Catalog. BPEC, Dept. 
SN1188, Box 7638, Moreno, CA 92303. (150) 

WORLDWIDE CAMOUFLAGE & EQUIPMENT , Winter Cata
log of Camouflage, Equipment & Insignia from over 25 Coun
tries! Send $1.00 INTERNATIONAL MILITARY SUPPLY, Box 
21606, Denver. CO 80221. 

CONVENIENT CONCEALMENT HOLSTER/PORTFOLIOS. 
Weapon draws immediately through secret opening, yet stays 
concealed, even when storage compartments are open! Level 
Illa ballistic panel provides shield capability. Contact: Guardian 
Leather, Inc PO Box 277, Newton Centre, MA 021 59. (617) 
527-1819. See Article in July SOF - Page 67. (145) 

NEED TO RAISE CAPITAL. Over 100 financial leads avail
able $10.00. Also available, overseas capital $20.00. E. McMil
lan, PO Box 5318, Pittsburgh, PA 15206. (145) 

LITILE SAIGON SOUVENIRS! Vietnam memorabilia. Books, 
photos, bookoo more! Little Saigon Ltd., Box 5772, Garden 
Grove, CA 92645. (147) 

SURVEILLANCE, counter-surveillance, weapons, books! 
Guaranteed lowest prices! Huge catalog $5.00 (refundable). 
Protector, PO Box 520294, Salt Lake City, UT 84152 (145) 

SURPLUS 
GENUINE MILITARY CLOTHING, GEAR, EQUIPMENT, 
AND INSIGNIA. Our name has meant quality for over65 years. 
Catalog, $2. Kaufman's West Army & Navy Goods. Dept. 
A-211 , 1660 Eubank, Albuquerque, NM. 87112 (146) 

ARMY SURPLUS Large inventory new and used, plus survival 
items. Send $1 (refundable) for price list: Hugh Wade's Oak· 
shire Place, Hwy. 51 South, Union City, TN 38261. (145) 

$3. GETS 1,000 ITEM Fully Illustrated Military Surplus Cata
log. Deduct $3 first order. New-Used Military Surplus Clothing, 
Camping Gear. Survival Gear, War Game Supplies. Old Sarge 
PX, 4344 Archer Ave., Dept. 171-9, Chicago, IL 60632. (149) 

SURVEILLANCE 
SHERWOOD · The ~t name in surveillance 
equipment. Olmplete line of investigative, 

communications & countemieasures equipment. 
CONT.I.Cl' 111E SUDEIUANCE SPliCWJSTS 

SHERWOOD COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATES, LTD. 
PO Bo• USS, So•tlwmploa, PA. 18"6 

(215) HH065 

THE P.I. CATALOG 
PRIVATE INVESTIGATION 

Manuals, Courses, Badges & Laminated Specialty 
cards, Directories, Newsletter, Investigative F01TT1s, 
Equipment, certificates, Certified Missing Persons In
vestigator program, much more. Write For Big catalog 
from the fastest growing investigative association in 
the world. Send four stamps to: National Association 
Of Investigative Specialists, Box 33244-SFY, Austin, 
Texas 78764. 

BUSHPILOT WINGS 
BADGE QUALITY - CORROSION FREE RHODIUM 

SEND $6.95 TO: BUSHPILOT 
P.O. BOX 541384 
DALLAS, TX 75354-1384 

CATALOG WITH PURCHASE - ALLOW « WEEKS 

BUTTERFLY KNIVES 
The Folding BALISONG 
knives originated in the 
Philippines - used by their 
fighting forces. Now made into 
fine quality hunting knives. 
The blade is of surgical 
steel. The butterfly design 
protects the working 
portion of the knife. A 
lever locks the 
handle securely 
in the open or 
closed position. 

Model K98-P 
saso Ea. 

and '1'" UPS charges 
WESTBURY SALES CO. 

DEPT. P-11-SF 
156 Post Avenue 

Westbury, NY 11590 
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CANADIAN AVIATION AND MILITARY SURPLUS - New 
and used goods priced right - send for detailed info flyer $1. 
F.S.E., Box 283, Elmvale, Ontario, Canada. LOL 1 PO. (148) 

SURVIVAL 
SURVIVAL FOODS. Ready Reserve & Yurika Storage Foods. 
Neo-Lile & Multiway Food Supplements. Free Information. 
Spartan Distributors. PO Box 2085-A, Spring Valley, CA 
92077. (145) 

TRAINING 
RANGER, AIRBORNE, BODYGUARD TRAINING Catalog 
and inlormation $6. ($1 0 foreign) USTC. 2020 N. Broadway, 
Ste. 103, Santa Ana, CA 92706. (146) 

VEHICLES 
IS IT TRUE you can buy Jeeps for $44 through the U.S. 
Government? Get the facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 ext. 
331-A. (146) 

SEIZED IN GOVERNMENT NARCOTICS RAIDS!! Auto
mobiles . .. Vans . . . Boats .. . Furniture ... Thousands of other 
items. Buy Dirt Cheap - Resell for BIG PROFITS! Free In
formation: 216-453-3000, Ext. A8184. (145) 

VIDEOS 
SEE MILITARY AND POLITICAL HISTORY as it actually 
happened! WWI through the Falklands Campaign. Over 300 
titles on videocassette. Send $1 for illustrated catalog. Interna
tional Historic Films Dept. 11 D. Box 29035, Chicago, IL 60629 
(145) 

Viet Nam 
Two-week tours to Saigon, Nha Trang, 
Da Nang, Hue, Hanoi, elsewhere. 

SACRED DRAGON TOURS 
Jim Barrows, 4024 Deerfield Ave., 

Las Vegas, Nev. 89117; {702) 870-8240 

90 min. of clear instruction by 
Black Belt, but this is not Karate, 
strictly applied and practical 
based on my experience as 
Bouncer in Biker Bar. Same day 
shipping, $24.95 ppd to CURVE·S.O.F. 

2888 Bluff St, #118, Boulder, CO 80301 

The Most Powerful 
Slingshot in the world 
c:,\\f.1\\ t. 

c•' 
~''"" /oo 

~11 % 4 
\)t.I> Q"lq 

"'1qa"~ i/., 

We Pay Postage '~. u 
* More " muzzle" energy lhan so:'/ .22 cal. cartridges. * Shoots 184 gr. lead ball f50 cal.) 200 ft. per sec. * Om 300 yard range. * Kill instantly grouse, duck, squirrel. rabbit, raccoon, 

cat, dog, fo1, badger, e•en coyote. 
* Shoots 50 cal. holes clear lhru 1/4" plywood. * Up to 50 lb. draw (can you pull it ?). 

Slingshot with 4 extra power bands: l20 !! 
Extra power bands: 13 !! per sel . Aplmo: SB!! per lb. 

''· •""°~- ,, #> :\.t. \.'l 

.. l.i,<,• &a•<Q'I.:: . "':a•<Q~et. ~<":>• • 
c,'r-~· '''\ ~<fl d> <•' r.1-~ 

~ ' .. •'" ~~- ~ v 
'- ~~ ~e" ~\~'\.·,.~~t-66 '- ~~ 

..... ,,• c.~" , .,. ~ .. <:f:J ' •• 

&:,.,•• • Will Send C.O. D. 702-361-8341 
Ron Sinclair 279 E. Warm Springs Rd. #6, Las Vegas, NV 89123 

U-BOAT CAPTAIN'S CAP 
White top Gold 1ns1gn1a and .... 1sor braid 

Leathe r r.htn strap Sta te size wanted ';8900 

Knights C ross •.v1th 1t s 1 r nech nbbon 
a·nd oak leaf w i th sw ords S2 1 0 0 

We pay postage. Our 224 page fully 
illustrated catalog (free with order) $5.00 

~ ••l"A:i·E:I•JC•I•I•l5tg, ,[fM 
W.W. #2 Ltd., Box 2063 ·f, St . Louis, MO 63158 
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WANTED 
RHODESIA VETS AND RHODESIANS Contact AVA. PO Box 
1221, Agoura Hills, CA 91301 or call (213) 234-9201. The AVA 
is a non-political, non-military/paramilitary organization. ( 149) 

VIETNAM 
VETERANS 

RINGS 

cWMF/F. Hart 
Royalties go to Vietnam 
Veterans Memorial Fund 

Cast in stainless steel. Expertly modeled 
Vietnam Veterans' statue and the RVN medal 
are displayed in bold relief on ring sides. Bezel 
reads VIETNAM VETERAN. 
Red or Blue European spine/ stones ...... ..... ..... . $69.95 
Marine Corp emblem mounted on red stone . . .S79.95 
Green spine/ and birthstones available . . $79.95 

Size accuracy is very important due to the hardness of 
the metal. Allow 6-8 weeks delivery times. Add $2.00 
for shipping. 

Major Don Wortman, USAF Retired 

EAGLE LTD• 1051 Opal Dr. 
Prescott, AZ. 86303 • (602) nS-5656 

FIRE .lijS, WORLD'S MOST 
f'" · POWERFUL 

AIRGUN 
$129.95 

HUNT & KILL BIGGER GAME 
DEER, ELK, DUCKS, GEESE 

High Impact, Low Noise 
No Smoke, No Flash 

Use as Rifle or Shotgun 
Make Your Own Ammunition 
Visa/MC & COD - Brochure $2 
AIRPOWER SABOT CANNONS 

707 Wells Rd. #2SOF. Boulder City NV 89005 
TELEPHONE ORDERS CALL 702-294-0100 

~~-"--"-~--''~IY~~· .,,.-~~'~·~~-::-c=--=~'~'~"=:--::----,t:~ 
TIMBERSHEPHERD® 

Tlmberwolf/German Import Shepherd 
As featured in SWAT MAGAZINE, Nov. '83 

Survival Gulde Magazine, Aug. '84 
American Survival Guide Magazine, Feb. '87 

Atlanta Journal·Conslitution Sunday Magazine, Jan., '88 

Home & Family Protection 
Pups & Professional Training Available 

EXCELLENT WITH CHILDREN 
-Shipping Available Worldwide-

LRRP K-9 SERVICES, INC. 
Box 1620 ME• Alken, SC 29802 • (803) 649-5936 (24 Hrs.) 

-SEND $3.00 FOR BROCHURE~ 

M .... 

MOVING? 
. .. 

PLACE LABEL HERE 

fl1H / fl1S 

SI reel Apl. rto. 

City/ State/ Zip 

Mail it to: SOLDIER OF FORTUNE Magazine, 
P.O. Box 348, Mt. Morris, IL 61054 

FREE 24 Poge ILLUS. CATALOG 
WE DO CUSTOM WORK 
Dealer Inquires Welcome 

HOOVER'S MFG. CO. 
401 SSF PROGRESS BLVD. 

PERU, IL 61354 

(815 223- 1159, Ask For David 

EDINBURGH MILITARY TATTOO 

I Jntyl on Video for the first time 1$39.951 
75 minutes of pageantry, precision formation marching ood mi•tory 
ceremonial splendor. 

BRITISH REGALIA IMPORTS 
Deportment 6 

P.O. Box 50473. • Nashville. TN 37205 

U I **'~ JJ l Jmi1 J ~~~"
0 

MILITARY MEDALS 

Full Size U.S. and Vietnamese Medals. Ribbons. 
Badges. Fine Display Cases. Miniature Medals , 
Personal Service. Display the valuable Medals 
awarded you or your family. Guaranteed! 

.... ~ ... ~ .... ~.~.~.~ ... ~~.~~.~~.~.: ... ~ .... It.ill ....... 
WRITE TODAY! .... MEDALS, BOX 16279SF 
FT HARRISON P.O. INOIANAPOLIS. IN 46216-9998 
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One We Won 
by SOF Staff 

ON 17 August 1989, the United States 
Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, reached a deci
sion in the case of Marjorie A. Eimann, et al., 
Plaintiffs-Appellees, v. Soldier of Fortune 
Magazine, Inc., et al., Defendents-Appellants. 

The case itself? SOF readers will recall the 
Houston, Texas, trial; the end result was a $9.4 
million judgment against Soldier of Fortune 
Magazine. 

The Circuit Court's decision? "The judgment 
of the district court is REVERSED and REN
DERED." 

In other words, we won. 
We cannot speak more eloquently than did 

the Honorable Judges Garwood, Jolly and 
Davis of the Fifth Circuit in their written deci
sion. What follows are extracts taken from that 
decision, with the primary emphasis on the 
Court's interpretation of Texas negligence law, 
the basis they used for reversing the Houston 
District Court's decision against us. 

"Assuming without deciding that a Texas 
court would apply general negligence princi
ples to this case, we conclude that no liability 
can attach under these principles as a matter of 
law. SOF owed no duty to refrain from pub
lishing a facially innocuous classified advertise
ment when the ad's context - at most - made 
its message ambiguous. The existence of a duty 
presents a threshold question of law for the 
court; the jury determines breach and proxi
mate cause only after the court concludes that a 
duty exists. 

"In essence, a duty represents a legally en
forceable o bligation to conform to a particular 
standard of conduct. 

"Thus ... the Supreme Court of Texas has 
weighed the risk, forseeability and likelihood of 
injury from certain conduct against the con
duct's social utility and the burden of guarding 
against injury. 

"Our analysis here assumes that SOF owes a 
duty of reasonable care to the public; we focus 
on the second prong of the duty issue: whether 
SOF's decision to print Hearn's ad violated the 
standard of conduct. 

"In answering this question we look to Judge 
Learned Hand's concise expression of these 
balancing principles ... As he described it in 
algebraic terms, liability turns on whether the 
burden of adequate precautions, B, is less than 
the probability of harm, P, multiplied by the 
gravity of the resulting injury, L. 

"In assessing the threatened harm we note 
that 'nearly all human acts ... carry some rec
ognizable but remote possibility of harm to 
another.' 
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PARTING SHOT 
.. the gravity of the threatened harm may 

require precautions against \!Ven unlikely 
events. For example, the standard of care may 
require those who own oil storage tanks to take 
precautions against fires caused by an unpre
dictable lightning strike. The prospect of ad
inspired crime represents a threat of serious 
harm. 

"SOF contends that the stand~rd of conduct 
applied by the district court impermissibly re
quired the magazine to guard against criminal 
solicitation by investigating its advertisers and 
their ads. 

" However, in our view the standard of con
duct against which the jury measured SOF's 
actions was more exacting than a duty to inves
tigate; it requires publishers to recognize ads 
that 'reasonably could be ' interpreted as an 
offer to engage in illegal activity' based on their 
words of 'context' and refrain from printing 
them. 

"At most, the evidence reveals that Heam sub
mitted a facially innocuous ad. Standing alone, the 
phrase 'high-risk assignments' plausibly encom
passed Heam's professed goal of recruiting candi
dates for bodyguard jobs. Heam performed pre
cisely that function for at least one client who 
contacted him through the ad. 

"Eimann's effort to portray Hearn's ad as a 
readily identifiable criminal solicitation falls with 
Dr. Dietz's repudiation of his effort to identify 
specific code words signalling criminal intent. At 
one point in his testimony, Dr. Dietz analyzed a 
classified ad from the February 1980 issue of 
SOF. In terms that parallel Hearn's ad, this 
1980 ad recruited SOF readers for 'exciting 
high risk undercover stateside work.' Dr. Dietz 
stated: In 1984, in my opinion, someone famil
iar with classified ads that have been run for 
years in Soldier of Fortune would be able to 
recognize from that ad that this is possibly 
someone who would be willing to be involved 
in criminal activity; but they might be wrong 
when they thought that. We knew that some
times there were honest advertisers, and we 
know that some of the readers who responded 
to ads were honest too. 

"Dr. Dietz's description applies with equal 
force to Hearn' s ad. Its bare terms reveal no 
identifiable offer to commit crimes, just as a 
locksmith's ad in the telephone directory re
veals nothing about that particular advertiser's 
willingness to commit burglaries or steal cars. 

"This ambiguity persists even if we assume 
that SOF knew other ads had been tied to 
criminal plots. No evidence linked the other ads 
and crimes to Hearn. And as Eimann con
ceded, even if SOF had investigated Hearn and 
his partner in 1984, it would have discovered 
no criminal records and no false information 
that might have aroused suspicion. 

"Further, Eimann's heavy reliance on 'con
text' cannot compensate for the fundamental 
ambiguity of Heam's ad even if we assume that 
the district court properly defined that context. 
The presence in SOF of other ads and articles 
with violent themes provides no realistic 
method for gauging the likelihood that a par-

ticular ad will foster illegal activity. Do ads tout
ing high-performance cars become solicitations 
for illegal activity when buyers drive them 
beyond the speed limit? Only when the ads run 
in Car and Driver magazine? Or, only when the 
ads run in magazines that also contain ads for 
radar detectors? 

" ... a standard of conduct that imposes tort 
liability whenever the advertised product 'could 
reasonably be interpreted as an offer to engage 
in illegal activity' - or might 'relate to' criminal 
conduct - imposes an especially heavy bur
den. The comments of a court faced with a 
duty-to-investigate claim apply here: For the 
law to permit such exposure to those in the 
publishing business who in good faith accept 
paid advertisements for a myriad of products 
would open the doors 'to a liability in an inde
terminate amount for an indeterminate time to 
an indeterminate class.' 

"We conclude that the standard of conduct 
imposed by the district court does not strike the 
proper balance between the risks of harm from 
ambiguous advertisements and the burden of pre
venting harm from this source under these facts. 
The appreciable risk that ads such as Heam's will 
cause harm, combined with the gravity of that 
harm, does not outweigh the onerous burden 
Eimann asks us to endorse. 

"Heam' sad presents a risk of serious harm. But 
everyday activities, such as driving on high-speed, 
closed access roadways, also carry definite risks 
that we as a society choose to accept in return for 
the activity's usefulness and convenience. Given 
the pervasiveness of advertising in our society and 
the important role it plays, we decline to impose 
on publishers the obligation to reject all ambi
guous advertisements for products or services that 
might pose a threat of harm. 

"The standard of conduct imposed by the dis
trict court against SOF is too high; it allows a jury to 
visit liability on a publisher for untoward conse
quences that flow from his decision to publish any 
suspicious, ambiguous ad that might cause serious 
harm. The burden on a publisher to avoid liability 
from suits of this type is too great he must reject aJJ 
such advertisements. 

"The range of forseeable misuses of adver
tised products and services is as limitless as the 
forms and functions of the products them
selves. Without a more specific indication of 
illegal intent than Hearn's ad or its context pro
vided, we conclude that SOF did not violate the 
required standard of conduct by publishing an 
ad that later played a role in criminal activity. 

"The judgment of the district cou11 is RE
VERSED and RENDERED. " 

We here at Soldier of Fortune Magazine want 
to extend our deepest and most sincere thanks 
to all of you readers who stood by us and 
supported us during this hard-fought battle. 
Tha war isn't yet won - there are still similar 
cases lined up against us - but the Fifth Cir
cuit's decision will undoubtably have a strong 
impact on their outcome. 

Stand in the door, folks! SOF's ready for the 
next decade. ~ 
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No other firearms manufacturer can match the winning tradition and legendary quality of Springfield Armory's gold medal family of rifles. 

The original M1A Rifle SAR-3 Rifle 
It's the undisputed leader of American service rifles. Superb Now, Springfield Armory offers American shooters the SAR-3, with 
accuracy is the M1A's legacy; precision craftsmanship and design, quality and performance comparable to the HK-91...but at 
unmatched quality are its trademark. The M1A is America's a much lower price! The Germans call it: "Wunderbar". Americans 
number one gold medal winner. call it: "one heckuva great value". 
SAR-48 Rifle See the complete line of Springfield Armory's firearms, including 
Like the FN/FAL that preceded it, the Springfield SAR-48 is one of the 1911-A1, OMEGA, 1911-A2 S.A.S.S. single shot, and new pg DA 
the world's most accurate and reliable out of the box military style pistol, at any Authorized Springfield Retailer. Or, send $3 for our 
rifles. With a forged receiver, forged bolt, and a chrome lined barrel, 1989 four-color thirty-six page catalog. 
the quality of the SAR-48 is good as gold. 

No other manufacturer can match 
Springfield's generous across-the· 
board warranty and service after 
the sale. Ask your Aulhonzed Spring· 
field Retailer ror details. 

Safety and instruction manuals available from Springfield Armory. Always wear eye and 
ear protection when using any firearms. Use only factory recommended ammunition. co 

The Oldest Name Jn American Firearms 

~p;)J1J~j~!!) ~l;lU!!);)J@ 
• 420 West Main Street • Geneseo, Illinois 61254 • (309) 944-5631 
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FREE DANNER BOOT CATALOG 

ame 

Address 

City 

Select your new boots from our detailed 
fu ll-color catalog, showing the complete 
selection of styles and sizes. 
Call us toll-free : 

1-800-345-0430 
from 9 to 4 Pacific time, or mail this card 
today for your FREE Danner Catalog. 

Phone# 

State Zip 
SF 
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E3 
THE EDGE COMPANY 

P.O. BOX 826 
BRATTLEBORO, VT 0530 I 

J -800-445-102 J 
Gentlemen, please immediately rush me: 

SF-11 

\ 
0 _ ·_ /1108 at $14.95 each 

Qty. 
D __ #817 at $19.95 each 

Qty. 

D. __ #120M at $29.95 each 
Qty. 

I'm over eighteen: X 

0 __ #860 at $23.95 each 
Qty, 

Add $2.00 shipping and insurance per kit. 
[J Check or M.O. Total amount: $. __ _ 
0 Visa/MC# _________ _ 
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